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Abstract
Recent emergency response operations to Mass Casualty Incidents (MCIs) have been
criticised for a lack of coordination, implying that there is clear potential for response
operations to be improved and for corresponding benefits in terms of the health and
well-being of those affected by such incidents. In this thesis, the use of mathematical
modelling, and in particular optimisation, is considered as a means with which to
help improve the coordination of MCI response.
Upon reviewing the nature of decision making in MCIs and other disaster response
operations in practice, this work demonstrates through an in-depth review of the
available academic literature that an important problem has yet to be modelled and
solved using an optimisation methodology. This thesis involves the development of
such a model, identifying an appropriate task scheduling formulation of the decision
problem and a number of objective functions corresponding to the goals of the MCI
response decision makers. Efficient solution methodologies are developed to allow for
solutions to the model, and therefore to the MCI response operation, to be found in
a timely manner.
Following on from the development of the optimisation model, the dynamic and
uncertain nature of the MCI response environment is considered in detail. Highlight-
ing the lack of relevant research considering this important aspect of the problem,
the optimisation model is extended to allow for its use in real-time. In order to allow
for the utility of the model to be thoroughly examined, a complementary simulation
is developed and an interface allowing for its communication with the optimisation
model specified. Extensive computational experiments are reported, demonstrating
both the danger of developing and applying optimisation models under a set of unre-
alistic assumptions, and the potential for the model developed in this work to deliver
improvements in MCI response operations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The emergency response to recent large scale disasters such as the London bombings
of July 7th 2005 have been criticised for a lack or coordination [81]. Coordination
could be improved through better decision making, but the large scale emergency
environment is a challenging one in this respect. Decision makers are subject to
significant stress [73], information upon which to base decisions may be scarce, volatile
or erroneous, and the decisions to be made are of a complex nature with many inter-
dependant components.
One potential means with which to improve decision making is through the use
of decision support systems [120]. Optimisation, using a mathematical model of the
real problem and an appropriate algorithm to automatically generate solutions to
that model, represents one such form of decision support. By explicitly encoding
the problem in a quantitative manner, mathematical modelling allows solutions to
be examined and compared in a systematic way. While an individual or team of
people would rely on heuristics and basic rules-of-thumb to break down large problems
into manageable quotients to be solved individually, an optimisation approach can
consider a much larger problem at once. This can in turn lead to solutions which
are of a much higher quality. Success of applying optimisation through mathematical
models can be seen in a wide variety of similar contexts where decision problems
are complex and unlikely to be solved to a high degree by an individual. Examples
include inventory management, vehicle routing, task scheduling, facility locating and
network flow problems.
The scope for optimisation and mathematical modelling to improve decision mak-
ing in large scale emergency response provides the motivation for the work described
in this thesis. At the most basic level, this thesis aims to answer the following ques-
tion:
To what extent can the coordination of large scale emergency response
operations be improved through the use of optimisation?
This question is clearly wide ranging, encompassing a broad selection of problems
and approaches to solve these problems. What is meant by a ‘large scale emergency
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response operation’? Indeed, what constitutes an emergency? What make it large
scale? What is a response operation? In addition to these questions regarding the
problem to be addressed, questions also arise regarding the methodology to be applied
to the problem. In particular, what type of optimisation methodology should be
considered? Answers to these questions will be provided throughout Chapters 1, 2
and 3 of this thesis, with the motivating question evolving in a corresponding manner.
1.2 Aims and objectives
The aim of this thesis is to answer the question above. While we may not be capable
of providing a definitive answer in this body of work, identifying a number of clear
objectives to be pursued will help ensure that important and useful insights are gained.
These objectives are:
1. identify a particular decision problem faced in large scale emergency response
which shows potential to be amenable to optimisation based decision support;
2. develop and implement a mathematical model of this decision problem;
3. implement an appropriate solution methodology such that high quality solutions
to the mathematical model can be found in a timely manner;
4. develop and implement a stochastic simulation of the large scale emergency
response environment to be run in conjunction with the model;
5. evaluate the proposed model and solution algorithm through a Monte Carlo
analysis using the simulation.
1.3 Scope
The scope of this work is limited to considering the response component of the disaster
management cycle. The cycle, consisting of four stages stages of response, recovery,
preparedness and mitigation, will be discussed in Chapter 2. Moreover, within the
response stage the work will focus on the first few hours of the response operation.
This work will further focus on large-scale emergencies, to be distinguished from
the routine incidents to which the emergency services must respond on a day-to-day
basis. Further discussion of how the scale of an emergency is defined and interpreted
can again be found in Chapter 2.
1.4 Importance
The field of disaster management is relatively young, but emerging in its impor-
tance [116]. Evidence of this may be seen both within the academic community,
where an ever-increasing selection of conferences and journals provide outlets for aca-
demic research, but also in the wider public conscience. For example, the Financial
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Times magazine cited disaster management as one of ten key research fields within
science in 2011 [27].
As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, a substantial amount of research
has been conducted into the application of mathematical modelling and optimisation
to problems faced within disaster management. However, due to the young age of
the field, many key problems have yet to be tackled in this manner. As such, further
research in this field which focusses on an as yet untreated problem will make an
important contribution in terms of understanding the potential for mathematical
modelling to be used effectively in this environment.
As the body of research in this area grows, and the understanding of the potential
of optimisation and related techniques within disaster management improves, the
likelihood of sophisticated decision support systems being implemented and used in
the field also grows. Given the potential for such a system to lead to improved
response operations, resulting in improvements in terms of the number of fatalities
or the amount of suffering endured, this underscores the importance of this research.
Moreover, by thoroughly assessing the limitations of such systems in specific settings,
we can hope to avoid repeating previous mistakes where decision support systems have
been implemented and subsequently led to a worsening of performance (for example,
the London Ambulance Service Computer-Aided Despatch system (LASCAD) [50]).
1.5 Context - the REScUE project
This research forms part of a larger EPSRC funded project entitled ‘Adaptive Co-
ordinated Emergency Response to Rapidly Evolving Large-Scale Unprecedented Events
(REScUE)’ [24]. In parallel to the work described in this thesis, research has been con-
ducted in the design and implementation of an agent-based simulation (ABS) of large-
scale emergency response. Details of the resulting software and it’s use can be found
in, e.g., [62]. Collaboration between the two work streams has occurred throughout
the project, particularly when developing an understanding of the problems faced in
large-scale emergency response. However, the modelling of these problems has been
carried out using different methodologies and with different goals. While the aim of
the ABS research was to develop an appropriately realistic simulation of the problem
environment and associated response operation as it would occur in reality, the focus
of the work presented in this thesis is to explore to what extent optimisation tech-
niques may be applied in these problems and how the utility of any such approach
depends on key problem characteristics.
The REScUE project included a number of partners from local emergency plan-
ning offices. These included representatives of Cleveland Emergency Planning Unit,
Tyne & Wear Emergency Planning Unit, Co. Durham & Darlington Civil Contin-
gencies Unit and Government Office for the North East. Furthermore, a number
of emergency response practitioners also contributed to the guidance of the project,
including representatives of Co. Durham & Darlington Fire and Rescue Service,
Cleveland Fire and Rescue Service, North East Ambulance Service, Northumbria Po-
lice, and Tyne & Wear Fire and Rescue Service. Discussions were held with project
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partners at six-month intervals throughout the project’s life in the form of steering
group meetings, where developments in the research were presented and feedback was
obtained. In addition to these regular meetings, several visits to emergency planning
and response offices were organised in order to gain further detailed feedback and
input.
The simulation software developed as part of the REScUE project, entitled STORMI
(Simulating Tactical and Operational Response to Major Incidents in the UK), in-
cludes a GUI enabled program which facilitates the defining of hypothetical major
incidents, the environment in which they take place and the resources available to
respond to them. This aspect of the software has been employed in this work stream.
The future potential for the simulation capabilities of STORMI to be coupled with
the optimisation modelling described in this thesis will be discussed in Chapter 8.
1.6 Contribution of the thesis
As discussed in Section 1.1, the research described in this thesis has been motivated
by the following question -
To what extent can the coordination of large scale emergency response
operations be improved through the use of optimisation?
In answering the above, several significant and original contributions to knowledge
have arisen. Casualty processing, a significant yet previously untreated problem,
has been identified and defined through consultation with both emergency response
practitioners and the academic literature. A multi-objective combinatorial optimisa-
tion model equipped with a real-time problem interface and solution methodology is
proposed, capable of online use which allows for its application to the dynamic and
uncertain problems encountered in this area. A detailed Monte Carlo simulation of
casualty processing is also provided, with extensive computational analysis providing
guidance regarding the utility of the centralized decision support for casualty pro-
cessing over a broad range of problem characteristics and system constraints. Further
details regarding each aspect of this contribution follow.
1.6.1 Identification of casualty processing as an important
decision problem
The problem of coordination in disaster response is a large, varied and unstructured
one. This thesis presents a discussion of the general problem environment, based
on consultation with both emergency planning/response practitioners and associated
practitioner documentation, identifying key features to be considered as decision vari-
ables, constraints or objectives in a novel mathematical formulation of the problem.
Previous approaches into the design and implementation of decision support systems
for use in disaster management are evaluated in this thesis, with work considering
decision problems relating to casualty rescue, casualty treatment and hospital allo-
cation, both individually and in isolation, reviewed. This thesis describes the first
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research to consider all elements together in a single casualty processing formulation.
We hypothesise that such an integrated approach will maximise the potential for an
optimisation-based approach to deliver increased performance, in terms of key met-
rics such as the numbers of fatalities and the amount of suffering endured by the
casualties of the MCI.
1.6.2 A multi-objective combinatorial model of casualty pro-
cessing
We propose combining the multiple objectives present within emergency response
using a hierarchical framework, where lexicographic ordering is used to combine the
high-level goals of minimising fatalities, minimising suffering and maximising effi-
ciency. Each of these goals is formed of individual objective measures, combined
using the weighted metric method. We provide the first model which acknowledges
together fatalities, the time to arrival at hospital, the stochastic nature of casualty
health, hospital resource levels and over-subscription, the role of specialist treatment
facilities, autonomous self-presentation, and the spatial nature of the problem. Fur-
thermore, the model accounts for the uncertain nature of key parameters, providing
methods with which to forecsat their value over the course of the MCI response op-
eration.
1.6.3 An interface between the model and real-time prob-
lems
Previous research in this domain has allowed for dynamic modelling in only a limited
sense, with model parameters being updated to reflect changes in the problem envi-
ronment at infrequent intervals of the order of hours. In this thesis we describe an
interface between the model and the problem environment which allows for informa-
tion to be passed in both directions with arbitrary frequency.
1.6.4 A disaster response simulation
Given the inherently dynamic nature of the response problem, a real-time disaster
response simulation has been developed. This allows for the simulation of multi-
site incidents occurring over time, the gradual accrual of known casualties due to
search, the staggered arrival of responders through mutual aid, and the revision of all
predicted quantities including transportation time, task durations, self-presentation
and casualty health evolution. Together, this enables simulations of realistic situations
with minimal assumptions.
In addition to simulating the problem environment, a heuristic algorithm control-
ling the decision making process in a manner reflecting current practice is described.
Employing this algorithm allows for Monte Carlo simulations of the response to any
given problem instance, the results of which provide a baseline comparison with which
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to judge any alternative decision making approach such as that enabled by employing
the proposed optimisation model.
1.6.5 A solution method
In order to exploit the power of the proposed model and interface, a local search op-
timisation framework of the problem is described, including specification of a number
of neighbourhood structures and a metaheuristic search strategy to enable an effi-
cient optimisation process capable of finding high quality solutions to the problem.
The optimisation process is closely linked to the real-time interface, allowing for the
unification of the usually conflicting goals of finding a solution of high quality and
finding a solution in a timely manner.
1.6.6 Evaluation of the model across problems and system
constraints
The model, simulation, interface and solution method discussed in this thesis allow for
extensive Monte Carlo computational experiments to be performed in order to anal-
yse the implications of current and future policy in disaster response. Accordingly,
a number of studies are presented which explore questions including: Can central-
ized decision making deliver benefits over decentralized? Can an optimisation model
deliver benefit in evolving, dynamic problems? And, what underlying factors have
significant predictive relationships with the utility of the optimisation model?
1.7 Overview of the thesis
In Chapter 2, the problems faced in large scale emergency response are discussed.
Through exploring the definition of a large scale emergency in terms of both its cause
and its effects, a sufficiently narrow focus is developed in terms of the specific problem
of Mass Casualty Incidents (MCI). Decision making in MCIs is reviewed in order to
provide the basis for development of a mathematical representation. In Chapter 3,
the academic literature on decision support systems for large scale emergencies is
surveyed. Through this process, a particular decision problem which has yet to be
addressed in the literature is identified, and common modelling techniques used in
addressing some of the fundamental characteristics of large scale emergencies are
reviewed.
Moving on to the development of novel research, Chapter 4 describes the multi-
objective combinatorial model designed for use in MCI response. This includes de-
scriptions of both the decision space and the objective space. Algorithmic approaches
to generating solutions to this model are then discussed in Chapter 5, which includes
experimental results regarding the parametrisation of these algorithms. In Chapter 6,
a simulation of the MCI environment is described. This simulation is designed to be
coupled with the optimisation model via an appropriate interface and allow for more
realistic scenarios to be considered, effectively reducing the number of assumptions
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necessary to use the model. This feature is then made use of throughout Chapter 7,
where a number of computational experiments are described. Following this evalua-
tion, the work is summarised and critically appraised in Chapter 8, where directions
for future research are also suggested.
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Chapter 2
Problem
Decision making in large-scale emergencies
2.1 Introduction
The term ‘large scale emergency response’ is a broad one, encompassing a wide range
of scenarios and the decision making which takes place within them. In order to
proceed with the design and implementation of an optimisation model for these prob-
lems, it is necessary to first define a suitable focus and scope of the work. In this
chapter the range of problems encountered in large scale emergency response will be
discussed. In particular, potential problem scenarios are broken down by their causes,
their effects, and their size, in order to better understand their relation to each other
and enable a suitable set of scenarios to be defined as the focus of this research. In
the process, the notion of what constitutes an emergency ‘response’ will be defined,
placing it in the context of the larger disaster management cycle.
Having discussed the range of potential problems, a focus on a specific class,
Mass Casualty Incidents (MCIs), will be introduced. Following this, the decision
problems encountered in MCI response will be discussed in order to identify potential
decision problems which could be supported through mathematical modelling and
optimisation. This discussion of decision making will include relevant background
regarding key variables in the MCI response environment, such as the tasks which
must be completed and the resources available to assist in their completion. Finally,
current use of decision support systems in MCI response is reviewed.
2.2 Large scale emergencies
As outlined in Chapter 1, the focus of the research described in this thesis is the
development of an optimisation model for ‘large scale emergency response’. In order
to proceed, we must first understand exactly what is meant by these three terms.
That is,
• What is an emergency?
• Conditional on this, what then defines a large scale emergency?
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• Finally, what constitutes the response to a large scale emergency?
These questions will be explored in turn. Firstly, we introduce response as part of
a larger recognized disaster planning cycle. Following this, the different causes and
effects of emergencies will be reviewed. Finally, the question of defining scale will
be addressed. Throughout, the focus of this research will narrow as specific types
of emergencies of a particular magnitude are highlighted and chosen as the primary
motivation for the remainder of the thesis.
2.2.1 Response and the disaster management cycle
Figure 2.1: The four phases of disaster management.
Disaster management is an ongoing process, for which response, the focus of this
thesis, is one of four key stages described in [28] and illustrated in Figure 2.1. How-
ever, the stages are not easily divisible into discrete and independent parts, either
temporally or by considering those individuals or organizations involved. As such, in
order to clearly define the scope of this work, it is important to introduce the whole
disaster management process. The first stage, mitigation, involves taking steps to
reduce the risk of disasters happening in the first place. Examples of this include:
• Installing flood levees to prevent a rise in sea level causing a flood in a populated
area.
• Improving building design to better withstand the effect of earthquakes.
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In preparedness, the subsequent stage, efforts are focused on doing what we can prior
to the disaster occurring to aid performance in the subsequent response phase. While
mitigation aims to reduce the chance of the disaster occurring in the first instance,
preparedness aims to limit the effect of said disaster, assuming it will in fact happen
at some point. Examples of preparedness measures include:
• Providing civilian training in how to cope, e.g. first aid and evacuation.
• Maintaining supplies of necessary resources, such as medical supplies, in key
strategic locations.
• Running live, simulated training exercises for emergency response personnel.
Response operations are initiated upon acknowledgement of the disaster and comprise
of all actions subsequently taken to limit the impact. As such, response is closely
related to preparedness in that it addresses the same problem, with preparedness the
focus before the event and response the focus during the event and in the short term
afterwards. Examples of response activities include:
• The search for and rescue of civilians trapped in dangerous environments fol-
lowing an earthquake.
• The treatment of casualties, by emergency services or others such as trained
civilians or voluntary organizations.
• The management of hospitals to free up more resources such as beds and oper-
ating rooms for the urgent cases resulting from the disaster.
Finally, in the longer term following the response to a disaster, recovery operations
are carried out. During this phase, priorities will have shifted from those held during
response, from focusing on saving lives and preventing suffering to carrying out work
to return the affected area to its previous functioning state, or indeed an improved
state. This reflects the link between the recovery and mitigation stages as indicated
in Figure 2.1, as recovery efforts could include, for example, the strengthening of flood
levees damaged in the disaster. Examples of recovery work include:
• Repairing damaged infrastructure such as transport networks and energy supply
lines.
• Assisting displaced survivors in contacting relatives.
• Delivering essential supplies, such as food and water, to areas cut off from usual
supply routes.
As is clear from the examples given, the disaster management cycle can not be
cleanly divided into independent steps. Rather, it will be common for efforts to be
undertaken by multiple organizations in several parts of the cycle at a single point in
time. As such, while the stated focus of this thesis is coordination during emergency
response, it is important to remain aware of the other related and possible dependant
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activities which will be carried out at the same time by the same organization. The
key factor which will constrain our focus is that of time, in that all decision making
to be considered will be carried out no earlier than upon notification of the disaster,
and no later than the point where all that can be done to alleviate physical suffering
has been completed. It is in this respect in which we define ‘response’.
2.2.2 Causes and effects
Causes
In the U.K., the Cabinet Office [129] list fourteen types of emergency, arranged into
three different groups:
• Natural events: Severe weather; Coastal flooding; Inland flooding; Pandemic
human disease; Non-pandemic human disease; Animal disease.
• Major accidents: Major industrial accidents; Major transport accidents.
• Malicious attacks: Attacks on crowded places; Attacks on critical infrastructure;
Attacks on transport systems; Non-conventional attacks; Cyber-attacks.
For each type of emergency, a different level of preparedness work will be deemed
appropriate. This is determined through assessing the risk of the event, that is (i)
the predicted impact together with (ii) the estimated probability of the event taking
place. The UK National Risk Register [129] plots emergencies on these two dimensions
to communicate these risks. As both impact and probability of occurrence will vary
according to location, a wide range of preparedness levels are exhibited across the UK
when all emergency types are considered. Indeed, the national risk register is refined
at the local level via the community risk register to better reflect local conditions.
As can be seen from the list above, the number of events considered to be emer-
gencies is clearly of a dynamic, evolving nature. In recent years, some events such
as attacks on crowded places have risen in frequency and prominence, including such
major examples as the World Trade Center attacks [25], the London bombings [81]
and the Madrid bombings [123, 122, 33, 53]. The nature of many natural events is
evolving in accordance with the changing environment. However, to some extent, the
list of potential emergencies can be consolidated by focusing on the effect as opposed
to the cause. As noted in [37], “Disasters do not cause effects. The effects are what
we call a disaster.”
Effects
Much of the primary motivation for this research arose from the London bombings
and the associated response. The cause of this disaster was an ‘attack on a crowded
place’. The effect was largely characterized by the death and suffering caused as an
immediate consequence of the blasts, and by the damage to infrastructure (in this
case, the underground train network). It is the former effect which will drive the
remainder of this research.
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In terms of causing suffering, the London bombing led to approximately 700 in-
juries [80], with 340 of these being serious enough to require transport to hospital.
These casualties were in addition to the 56 fatalities which resulted from the attack,
including the four suicide bombers themselves. As a result, the emergency services
were tasked with delivering treatment to this large group of injured people, a task
which was complicated by the fact that much of the incident occurred in the enclosed
environment of the underground train network. Furthermore, the extraction of those
casualties unable to walk required the services of Fire and Rescue. Following their
extraction, the Ambulance and the Health services were required to deliver treatment,
which took place both at the incident sites and in nearby hospitals. The hospitals
themselves were also required to enact emergency plans, in order to increase their
capacity to deliver this treatment.
In addition to extracting and treating the injuries of the wounded, all fatalities
required the attention and efforts of available response services. Specifically, fatal-
ities had to be pronounced dead by qualified health service personnel before being
transferred to an appropriate hospital. Many civilians who did not suffer significant
injuries also required attention, which was delivered through survivor reception areas.
While this real-life incident provides a key motivation for this work, we do not wish
to define our focus as ‘terrorist attacks’ or ‘attacks on a crowded place’. Rather, we
note that this incident was also classified as a ‘Mass Casualty Incident’. Many other
events with a different cause could also be classified as an MCI, exhibiting many of the
same characteristics as those already described. For example, an earthquake could
also lead to a large number of casualties, fatalities and survivors, many of whom may
be trapped in a dangerous environment following a structural collapse. By focusing
on MCIs, then, an appropriately broad view is taken which will encompass a large
number of potential disasters in the UK.
2.2.3 Scale
The causes, effects and risks of large scale emergencies outlined in Section 2.2.2 pro-
vide some limited means to classify events. Considering more dimensions of variation
will lead to a more detailed classification system, such as that proposed in [9]. Here,
the authors propose using the following five factors when describing and classifying
large scale emergencies:
i. type, i.e. natural or man-made,
ii. duration,
iii. degree of personal impact,
iv. potential for occupancy,
v. control over future.
Similar systems have been proposed in [32] and [54]. In the classification given in [9],
dimensions (ii), (iii) and (v) all correspond to the size or the extent of the event. In
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addition to these measures, another intuitive factor which corresponds to the scale
of an emergency would be the geographic area it covers. This is indeed one of the
measures employed in [54], where emergencies are classified according to both the
size of area affected and the number of people affected. A classification is imposed
on this two dimensional scale, with labels ‘small’, ‘medium’, ‘large’, ‘enormous’ and
‘gargantuan’. The classification is done in such as way that an increase in only one
dimension is sufficient to progress to the next label. That is, an increase in geographic
area affected (or, equivalently, number of people affected) is enough to proceed to the
final label of gargantuan. In reality, we would expect some degree of automatic
correlation between the two measures, i.e. as the area affected by an event increases
so will the number of people affected increase. For example, considering the case of
terrorist attacks, an event will affect a geographical area through affecting the people
in that geographical area. Exceptions to this would include those events which affect
largely unpopulated areas, such as the recent bush fires occurring in Australia [17].
A similar scale and classification is employed within the UK, and is set out in the
UK ‘Concept of Operations’ document [128]. Geographic area affected is used as one
of two dimensions, with the other defined as ‘impact’. However, the term ‘impact’ is
not entirely explained, and so use of the scale involves some degree of interpretation.
Example classifications are given, where the London bombings, the 2007 UK floods
and the 2009 avian H1N1 flu pandemic are all denoted ‘serious’. In contrast to the
classification of [54], the Concept of Operations scale requires an event to increase in
both dimensions (area affected and impact) in order to progress to the next label of
severity. The three labels used are ‘significant’, ‘serious’ and ‘catastrophic’, to which
we add an initial label ‘local response’ as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Classification of emergencies by scale, according to the UK Concept of
Operations [128].
Having focused upon Mass Casualty Incidents in Section 2.2.2, we may now fur-
ther define our scope considering the dimensions used in the Concept of Operations.
Considering the geographic area, we intend to focus on a similar area of London as
was affected by the 2005 bombings. In terms of impact, a lower limit of 200 casu-
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alties will be considered throughout. This figure will ensure that the results of this
research will indeed be applicable to the large scale events which provide its moti-
vation. Casualties are defined as those who have received injuries severe enough to
require treatment at hospital.
To summarise, we have explicitly identified a range of scenarios, henceforth refer-
eed to as ‘Mass Casualty Incidents’, which will provide the focus for our subsequent
work. Specifically, we will consider problems where over 200 people are affected (that
is, injured or immediately killed) in a densely populated urban area of approximately
50km2 size, and where the response is entirely focused on these casualties as opposed
to other environmental hazards such as fire or CBRN damage.
2.3 Decision making in MCI response
2.3.1 Command and Control
The coordination of multiple emergency response agencies during the fast-paced en-
vironment of disaster response has been noted to be a challenging task [44, 26]. In
order to better cope with this challenge, decision making in the response to an MCI is
carried out within a structure common to all large scale emergencies, known as com-
mand and control. Under this structure, decision making is divided into three levels,
each corresponding to a further level of granularity. The structure is of a hierarchical
nature, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: The hierarchical structure of Command and Control in the UK.
Command and control is of a collaborative nature, occurring across and within
each of the main emergency response organizations. Each emergency service place
their own commanders at each level, who coordinate with their counterparts as ap-
propriate. As set out in [128] and [125], the three levels of command and control are
summarized as follows:
• Operational (Bronze) command will usually be located at an on-scene For-
ward Control Point or close to the incident. The operational commander will
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concentrate on the tasks within their area of responsibility. For example, an
operational commander in the police may focus on the setting up of cordons
around the disaster area. At this level, first responders will take immediate
measures to save lives before going on to making an assessment of the situation.
Following this assessment, the operational commander will decide whether or
not a silver command level is warranted.
• Tactical (Silver) command ensures coordination at the operational level. A tac-
tical coordinating group (composed of silver commanders from each responding
agency) will be set up to determine priorities for the allocation of resources
to bronze command teams. Furthermore, this group will plan how and when
tasks will be undertaken, obtain additional resources as necessary, and assess
the level of risk. Other responsibilities include deciding where to locate key
functions and facilities, such as ambulance loading points, helicopter landing
sites, marshalling areas for the assembly of equipment, and body holding areas.
The tactical coordinating group will operate from an incident control point,
preferably a permanent office although a mobile command unit may be used
if necessary. In incidents with multiple incident sites, multiple incident control
points will be set up. Incident control points should be located nearby or ad-
jacent to the incident site, with an alternative location identified as a back-up.
The tactical coordinating group will assess the situation and decide whether or
not an additional level of command (i.e. strategic) is appropriate.
• Strategic (Gold) command is carried out by a strategic coordinating group,
composed of strategic commanders from the various responding agencies. Lo-
cated at a pre-planned location, remote from the incident, the strategic coor-
dinating group will develop clear strategic aims and objectives and prioritizes
the allocation of resources to the tactical command level.
Following the discussion of scale given in Section 2.2.3, the types of MCIs to be
considered in this research would invoke command and control at each stage of the
hierarchy. Regarding the potential applicability of an optimisation model, there is
potential for impact at each level, although particular attention should be given to
the tactical command level. The types of decisions described at this level, namely
resource distribution and facility location, are problems which have been studied in
a generic form by the operational research community for decades [90, 83]. Another
decision which should be highlighted is that of routing, occurring at the operational
level, which again has received much attention in its generic form [39].
2.3.2 Objectives
If effective decision support is to be given in MCI response, it is vital to understand
the objectives held by the relevant response organizations. In the UK, there are
thirteen objectives common to all organizations and agencies involved with the local
emergency response [128]. These are:
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(i) saving and protecting human life
(ii) relieving suffering
(iii) protecting property
(iv) providing the public with information
(v) containing the emergency - limiting its escalation or speed
(vi) maintaining critical services
(vii) maintaining normal services at an appropriate level
(viii) protecting the health and safety of personnel
(ix) safeguarding the environment
(x) facilitating investigations and inquiries
(xi) promoting self-help and recovery
(xii) restoring normality as soon as possible
(xiii) evaluating the response and identifying lessons to be learned
Given any problem guided simultaneously by several objectives, it is not a trivial task
to combine them to provide some coherent, single direction to base decisions upon. In
terms of the objectives listed it is noted in Concept of Operations that “their relative
priority may shift as the emergency develops”, and that government ministers “advise
on the appropriate balance to strike in light of the circumstances” [128].
The list of objectives is designed to cover the full scope of potential emergencies,
as discussed in Section 2.2. As such, the list may be filtered in order to better reflect
the focus of MCIs set out in Section 2.2.2. Given that the incidents considered do
not involve fire or chemical elements, the objectives of protecting property (iii) and
safeguarding the environment (ix) do not apply. Furthermore, objectives (x) and (xiii)
will be disregarded as they will only come into play after the response operation has
been completed. The objective list can be further simplified by noting its hierarchical
structure. Although the list is given with no specified priorities attached, it is clear
that in any MCI the objectives of saving and protecting human life (i) and of relieving
suffering (ii) will dominate all others. Objectives such as (iv), providing the public
with information, can be viewed as operating at a lower level, where work contributing
in this direction will ultimately help in terms of the two higher level objectives. This
is also the case for objectives (v) - (viii), (xi) and (xii).
The incorporation of relevant objectives within decision support models proposed
through the research community will be discussed in Chapter 3. For now, it is worth
noting that these practical objectives are often omitted. For example, the model
proposed in [14] aims only to keep total time taken to complete all response operations
as low as possible. On the other hand, the model proposed in [124] incorporates several
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Table 2.1: Tasks carried out in MCI response, grouped by type.
Type Tasks
Logistics sup-
port:
collecting supplies from supply points; delivering supplies to
points of demand; setting up distribution centers; setting up
equipment marshalling areas; assembling vehicles and equip-
ment.
Gathering in-
formation:
performing risk assessments; searching for casualties; assessing
the injury level of casualties (i.e. performing triage); searching
for secondary devices.
Dealing with
the healthy
setting up and running survivor centers; setting up and managing
cordons; re-designation of traffic flow; evacuating areas.
Dealing with
the wounded
setting up casualty clearing stations; designating ambulance
loading points; transporting the wounded; rescuing trapped ca-
sualties; administering on-site treatment; designating helicopter
landing points.
Tackling the
disaster envi-
ronment
pumping out excessive water; safely removing contaminated wa-
ter; fighting fires; clearing obstructions; stabilizing damaged
structures; bomb disposal.
Fatality man-
agement
certifying death; setting up body holding areas; transporting
fatalities.
objectives, including financial cost, total time of operations and a notion of fairness.
However, this still falls short of explicitly accounting for the two key objectives of
protecting life and relieving suffering.
2.3.3 Tasks
Through reviewing relevant documentation for emergency planners and responders in
the UK [127, 126, 87, 128, 125] a wide range of tasks which may require completion
during an MCI response operation can be identified. As the design of an optimi-
sation model will depend heavily on which of these tasks are included, we set out
in Table 2.1 a list of these tasks grouped into a number of categories. This list is
not comprehensive; rather, it is presented in order to provide the reader with a clear
impression of the breadth of potential decision problems which could potentially be
included in this work.
As in the case of objectives, the set of all possible tasks in an MCI may be further
refined to meet the specific scope set out in Section 2.2. Those tasks within the
category “tackling the disaster environment” will not be considered further in this
thesis, as their impact in terms of those objectives of most importance described in
Section 2.3.2 will be limited. It is also useful to distinguish tasks in terms of the
frequency with which they must be carried out. In particular, a natural division
emerges, seperating tasks into those of a one-off nature occurring during the setup
of a response incident and tasks which are repeatedly carried out for the remainder.
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Table 2.2: Tasks carried out in the setup and execution of MCI response.
Setup → Execution
Distribution centers Collection and delivery
Marshalling areas Assembling equipment
Survivor centers Risk assessments
Cordons Search and rescue
Casualty clearing stations Triage
Ambulance loading points Treatment
Helicopter landing points Transportation to hospital
Body holding area Certifying death
Table 2.3: Resources used in MCI response, grouped by type.
Type Resources
Personnel police officer; paramedic; general practitioner; specialist medi-
cal staff; firefighters (wholetime and retained); local authority
emergency officer.
Equipment rescue dogs; firearms; mobile medical equipment; urban search
and rescue pods; high volume pumps; temporary shelters; lad-
ders and aerial platforms.
Vehicles police cars; ambulances; fire appliances.
Consumables food and water; medical supplies; clothing; blankets.
Accordingly, this structure suggests a decomposition of the entire decision process in
two stages, setup and execution. These stages are summarized in Table 2.2.
Tasks pertaining to the setup of the response are primarily of a facility location
type of decision problem. The choice of location for all the listed features could impact
the performance of the remainder of the response operation. In the execution phase,
each task must be carried out repeatedly and so, while any individual decision relating
to a single task will have limited impact upon performance, a strategy which together
dictates how all such tasks should be completed will have a significant impact.
2.3.4 Resources
Associated with the set of potential tasks discussed in Section 2.3.3 are the resources
which are employed in their execution. By resources, we include all vehicles, equip-
ment, personnel and consumable commodities such as blankets and food. As with
tasks, we present a non-exhaustive list of resources which are involved in large scale
emergency response in Table 2.3
Again, this set of resources may be refined to reflect the specific nature of MCI
response. In particular, consumable supplies of food and water, clothing and blankets
will be important when considering response operations lasting a significant length of
time, but will be of less importance in cases where the response operation is completed
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Table 2.4: Environmental factors in MCI response, grouped by type.
Type Environmental factors
People health level; demographic information (students, ethnicity,
faiths, vulnerable); civilian local knowledge; responder local
knowledge; autonomous civilian actions (self-help, response ac-
tivities); ‘emotional’ factors (modesty, contrariness).
Natural meteorological data; geographical features (rivers, sea, hills).
Structural telecommunications networks and their reliability; energy net-
works and their reliability; transportation networks and sub-
networks.
Disasters explosives; fires; hazardous materials; collapsed or near-collapse
buildings; pre-event risk assessments.
in 2 - 3 hours.
2.3.5 Environment
Information about the environment in which the disaster occurs is important when
making decisions. Details associated with the environment can include natural (e.g.
time of day, weather), structural (transportation networks, notable buildings like
schools) and human (demographic data, civilian behaviors). All environmental details
are external and not under full control of emergency responders.
The classification of the health of people in particular requires elaboration. In
MCI response in the UK a triage system is employed when measuring the health of
casualties. The purpose of triage (derived from the French word ‘trier’, to sort) is to
partition casualties into a number of categories which reflect the urgency with which
they require treatment. The resulting information can then be used when deciding
how to allocate scarce resources to a large number of casualties, prioritizing those
who are likely to benefit most.
Two triage systems, namely triage sieve and triage sort, are used in UK MCI
response, each working at a different level of granularity. Triage sieve is carried out
immediately following an MCI and must be completed before any treatment can take
place. The outcome is the classification of each casualty into one of four categories
as described in Table 2.5 [1]. A physical label, color coded according to the triage
category, is affixed to the casualty to allow for rapid recognition by other responders
during the remainder of the response operation.
These categories are used in the first stage of the MCI response, where casualties
must be extracted from the incident site and taken to a designated safe area, close
to the incident site, where basic treatment can be administered in order to stabilize
casualties and prepare them for transportation to an appropriate hospital. This area is
known as the Casualty Clearing Station (CCS). At the CCS, a further, more detailed
triage operation is carried out: triage sort. Triage sort allows for further detailed
discrimination within the T1 class. A 0-12 integer scale is used, where 0 corresponds
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Table 2.5: Triage levels assigned to casualties [1].
Category Description Explanation
T1 Immediate Require immediate life-
saving procedure
T2 Urgent Require surgical or medi-
cal intervention within 2-4
hours
T3 Delayed Less serious cases whose
treatment can safely be de-
layed beyond 4 hours
Dead
to Dead, 1-10 denote varying levels of severity within T1, and 11 and 12 denote T2
and T3 respectively. The triage sort score is used to prioritize casualties as they are
transported from the CCS to a hospital.
The categorization of casualties according to triage sieve and triage sort provides
a natural representation of casualty health to be used in any mathematical model
of MCI response. However, we note two aspects of this representation which pose
challenges to its successful use. Firstly, despite the extensive training of Ambulance
Service staff, the outcome of any triage operation is subject to error, both from
measurement and from bias. For example, there is a documented tendency to assign
children to triage states of higher severity than is actually warranted [52]. When
providing decision support based on triage information, the effect of such errors should
be monitored closely. In addition, we note that the health of casualties is typically
dynamic, and in particular is likely to deteriorate over time. This is reflected by
current practice in triage sort, where casualties are re-assessed every 15 minutes in
order to monitor any changes in their health. Predicting such dynamic behavior is a
significant challenge in its own right; again, the sensitivity of any proposed model to
inaccuracies in such predictions should be assessed.
2.4 Decision support in MCI response
2.4.1 Potential benefits of decision support
The potential for decision support systems to assist in MCI, and other major inci-
dent, response has been noted by [76]. Several key points where benefits could make
themselves felt can be identified.
Firstly, it is known that decision makers in MCI response environments are placed
under a significant amount of stress [94, 73]. Providing automatic suggestions regard-
ing the many small decisions to be made could relieve some of this stress, in turn
allowing for decision makers to invest more of their time and attention to those as-
pects of the response operation which are not amenable to assistance via optimisation
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models.
Decision support systems are also capable of providing a centralized view of the
entire problem and associated decision space, conditional on sufficient data being
available. This has been well documented in other problem domains, where humans
faced with a large, complex decision space can struggle to find the best possible
option. Rather than systematically identifying each option and comparing them all,
heuristics are employed in order to arrive at a sensible solution quickly. Employing
methods which can search a vast array of options in a systematic way could lead to
better overall response plans than would be arrived at otherwise.
It should be noted that the context of MCI response is one which would be very
sensitive to the performance of a decision support system. Given the high importance
attached to the objectives of saving and protecting human life, it is clear that any
system which could lead to modest benefits in these respects would be of considerable
value. Equally, however, any errors resulting from the use of a decision support
system, as quantified in this manner, would be considered intolerable.
2.4.2 Current decision support systems
Currently, decision support systems are rarely employed by the emergency services
in the response phase. Information systems, on the other hand, are widely used. The
purpose of information systems is to help organize, filter and present information
which could be useful to decision makers as they move through the decision making
process. Examples of information systems include those of a Geographic Information
System (GIS) nature used to record and forecast flood coverage. GIS is also used
in conjunction with GPS location devices attached to vehicles in order to track in
real-time the position of resources. Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) systems have
been implemented successfully, although not without issue as demonstrated by the
initial high-profile ‘crash’ of the London Ambulance Computer-Aided Dispatch sys-
tem [50]. The Command Support SystemTM [131] is designed specifically for use in
large scale emergencies, but again the focus is on assisting the decision making process
through better information management and facilitating collaboration, as opposed to
automatically locating and evaluating courses of action and suggesting these to the
decision makers.
2.4.3 Challenges of decision support development
Given the preceding review of the MCI response environment and associated decision
problems, a number of factors which challenge the design and implementation of a de-
cision support system which is both safe and useful may be identified. The structure
imposed on the problem by the command and control structure, with well-defined
roles and responsibilities existing for all emergency response agencies, will help in the
modelling of the decision problem. However, in addition to formulating the decision
problem another key component of any decision support system is a mathematical
means with which to evaluate and compare any two alternative solutions. This re-
quirement is particularly challenging. Three key characteristics should be borne in
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mind:
• Speed: Response operations will not be delayed in order to wait for decision
support to be generated, and so for any system to be of pracitcal use it is
essential that support can be offered in a timely manner.
• Uncertainty: Many parameters will need to be estimated in any mathematical
model, and in many cases it will be unrealistic to assume that such estimation
will always be completely accurate. The need to include such uncertainty in
any evaluation of proposed solutions presents a significant challenge.
• Dynamicity: Even in cases where parameters are estimated with complete ac-
curacy, it may be the case that they are likely to evolve over the course of the
response operation. A successful model should therefore require the ability to
continuously update its parameters based on information gathered in real time.
The latter two challenges could be sidestepped through the introduction of associated
assumptions. For example, assuming that the health of all casualties in an MCI will
remain constant over time would allow for a model to be developed without the
need to continually update casualty health information. When considering any such
assumption, the benefits it brings in terms of allowing for a model to be realistically
implemented must be contrasted with the risks associated with it. Throughout this
thesis, a key theme will be the removal of many assumptions which are frequently
made in similar approaches to decision support, accompanied by extensive assessment
of the benefit afforded through their removal.
2.5 Summary
The set of problems which fall under the banner of ‘large scale emergency response’
is large. Through consideration of the causes, effects and scales of such problems, a
focus has been defined for consideration in the remainder of this thesis. Specifically,
Mass Casualty Incidents and the decision problems found in associated response op-
erations will be studied. Key parameters to consider have been outlined, including
the objectives held in such a response operation, the tasks which are required to be
completed, and the resources available to complete them. The potential for decision
support systems to assist in such problems has been argued, and the lack of current
systems in use noted. Having reviewed the problem from the perspective of the prac-
titioner, in Chapter 3 we proceed to review the academic contribution made through
the design and implementation of decision support systems.
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Chapter 3
Review
Optimisation models for emergency response
In Chapter 2, a host of decision problems faced in large scale emergencies were identi-
fied. A focus on the response phase of Mass Casualty Incidents (MCI) was specified,
which will be maintained throughout the model development and evaluation described
in Chapters 4 through 7. In this chapter we seek to review the academic literature
relevant to this focus. In particular, we aim to cover the history and the state of
the art of research into the design and implementation of optimisation-based decision
support models in disaster response. Note that the problems considered in this review
(problems of disaster response) represent a larger space than the aforementioned MCI
response problems. This widened scope is appropriate due to many shared charac-
teristics which decision problems in disaster response share. For example, research
focused on the distribution of medical supplies to locations of demand following an
earthquake, taking a commodity flow form, must consider factors such as the mod-
elling of the health of casualties and the effect of damage to the transport network.
These same considerations will also be important in research designing a model of
casualty evacuation, taking the form of a Vehicle Routing Problem.
This review is structured in the following manner. Firstly, two recent papers [5, 55]
highlighting common modelling assumptions and assessing their validity are intro-
duced in Section 3.1. These assumptions provide a means with which to classify the
remainder of work under review. Secondly, in Section 3.2 a detailed discussion of
key papers is given, with the aim of identifying gaps in the research, in terms of the
decision problem addressed, to be pursued further in this thesis. Following this, in
Section 3.3 a number of key problem features are considered, with discussions pro-
vided of how these features have previously been modeled. Similarly, methodologies
employed in order to address the uncertainty which characterizes the MCI response
environment are reviewed in Section 3.4, and finally, in Section 3.5, solution method-
ologies employed are surveyed. Throughout, the aim of this review is to both identify
good modelling practice which can be built upon in the developments of Chapters 4
- 7, whilst identifying key gaps in the literature which may be filled by novel devel-
opments.
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3.1 Common assumptions
Some common assumptions made in the design of operational research models for
disaster operations management are identified in [55] and reproduced in Table 3.1.
In the paper, each assumption was classified according to the degree of realism it
affords. Three labels were used for this purpose: reasonable, limited, or unrealistic.
Each assumption is labelled to enable easy referral throughout this Chapter, where
we use the prefix ‘GB’ in reference to the authors of the paper.
Further common assumptions covering the more general area of disaster planning
are listed in [5], reproduced in Table 3.2. In this case the author did not explicitly label
the extent to which each assumption is deemed reasonable, and so the corresponding
labels have been added.
These assumptions will be referred to throughout this chapter, as previous research
into the application of mathematical modelling for the purpose of decision support in
disaster response is reviewed.
3.2 Decision Support Models for disaster response
While there has been a substantial amount of research published in the area of decision
support models and optimisation tools for emergency response as a whole (see [116]
for a review on the subject), only a small subset of it has been concerned with
large scale emergency response. Where an emergency can include the routine calls
made to the fire, ambulance and police emergency services on a day-to-day basis,
large scale emergencies involve highly unlikely events with potentially devastating
consequences. These specific problems have unique attributes as discussed in Chapter
2, such as inherent uncertainty, large problem size (in terms of geographical area,
numbers of responders/casualties/supplies) and involve many highly inter-dependent
decisions. Their analysis therefore requires specialist treatment quite apart from
‘everyday’ emergencies, although clearly synergies exist between the two areas.
Much work has been carried out in the areas of mitigation and preparedness [2],
where the objective is to prevent disasters occurring in the first instance (e.g. bar-
rier construction to avoid flooding) and in effectively preparing the community for
when one does (e.g. development of communication systems). A survey of OR/MS
research in disaster management [2] identified that the area of response, where the
objective is to distribute available resources (e.g. medical commodities, personnel,
specialist equipment) across the disaster area in a fast, efficient manner, has received
less attention by the research community.
Decision problems found in the large scale emergency environment are typically
‘large’ in a mathematical sense, in that there are many decision variables and associ-
ated constraints. This can have implications in terms of the tractability of the models,
which in turn can affect the time required for a solution to be produced. In the areas
of mitigation and preparedness there is no urgent demand for decisions to be made,
and therefore when designing decision support models the time it takes to arrive at
a solution is not subject to temporal pressures. However, the response environment
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Table 3.1: Common assumptions made when applying OR/MS methodology to prob-
lems in disaster response, as identified in [55] .
ID Assumption Type
GB1 Immediate availability of supplies and other resource after the
occurrence of the disaster
Limited
GB2 Deterministic and given post-disaster travel times, costs and
demand. If scenarios are used, these parameters are assumed
deterministic and given within each scenario
Unrealistic
GB3 A given set of scenarios whose probabilities and behaviour are
based on experts opinions and historic data
Limited
GB4 Static parameters (demand, travel time, costs, etc.) Unrealistic
GB5 Resistant buildings and network infrastructures Unrealistic
GB6 For distribution of relief goods and humanitarian supply
chains, total resource availability generally considered enough
to cope with total demand (otherwise, a penalty for unmet
demand is considered as an input)
Limited
GB7 Network topology is given for transportation problems Reasonable
GB8 Set of candidate locations considered as an input for location-
allocation problems
Reasonable
GB9 Statistical independence of events Limited
GB10 Information about disaster impact (demand, network status,
etc.) available immediately after the disaster
Unrealistic
GB11 Perfect information of evacuees about road network and traffic
conditions
Unrealistic
GB12 No time-windows delimiting delivery times in relief goods dis-
tribution
Unrealistic
GB13 Population divided into categories according to their urgency
of attention
Reasonable
GB14 Post-disaster coverage models based on pre-disaster computed
distances regardless of infrastructure vulnerability
Limited
GB15 Evacuation area divided into zones, where each zone has a
given destination
Reasonable
GB16 In staged evacuations, evacuees from the same area evacuate
at the same time
Reasonable
GB17 Poisson distribution for describing the process of disaster oc-
currence
Limited
GB18 Capacitated roads or links Reasonable
GB19 Evacuation guidance performed ideally Unrealistic
GB20 Evacuee’s exercise free-will for selecting which shelter to evac-
uate to and which route to take
Limited
is short lived and dynamic by nature. Consequently, for any decision support model
to be of use it is imperative that it provides candidate solutions in a timely manner.
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Table 3.2: Common assumptions made in disaster planning, as identified in [5].
ID Assumption Type
dH1 Dispatchers will hear of the disaster and send emergency units
to the scene, with no units self-dispatching
Limited
dH2 Trained emergency personnel, as opposed to other survivors,
will carry out field search and rescue
Unrealistic
dH3 Trained EMS personnel will carry out triage, provide first aid
or stabilizing medical care, and - if necessary - decontaminate
all casualties before they are transported
Limited
dH4 Casualties will be transported to hospitals by ambulance Unrealistic
dH5 Casualties will be transported to hospitals appropriate for
their needs and in such a manner that no hospitals receive
a disproportionate number
Unrealistic
dH6 Authorities in the field will ensure that area hospitals are
promptly notified of the disaster and the numbers, types and
severities of casualties to be transported to them
Limited
dH7 The most serious casualties will be the first to be transported
to hospitals
Reasonable
This factor of computation time may go some way to explain why there has been
relatively little work done on disaster response decision models since the technology
has not been capable of delivering high quality results fast enough, even when im-
plementing state-of-the-art algorithms. With the advancements made in computing
and in the science of algorithms over recent years, it is starting to become possible
to develop decision support models capable of operating in real-time, connected with
the emergency environment by being embedded in a larger decision support system,
using new information as it becomes available to update its proposed solutions.
3.2.1 General Decision Support Models
Later in this review we will focus on optimisation-based decision support models, as
such models will correspond with the aims of this thesis. Initially, it is of interest to
consider more general decision support models.
An early paper describing decision support systems for use by emergency relief
organizations is provided by [8], where four examples are given. As motivation for
the use and continued development of such systems, the authors note that decision
makers in a large scale emergency relief environment face unique challenges, particu-
larly psychological aspects (‘cognitive strain’) and data which is dynamic and often
uncertain. These decision makers could therefore benefit from a system which helps
them make use of all available information and to arrive at solutions to the large,
complex problems faced. As a general framework for a decision support system, it
is noted that in addition to modelling capabilities they should also include a data
bank, the ability to analyze the collected data and finally a means of displaying data
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to, and interfacing with, the decision maker. Of the four examples given, two involve
decision support for the disaster response phase by using an optimisation model to
help decide how to distribute limited resources effectively. In particular, a system
developed for the Regional Emergency Medical Organization assists in coordinating
the transportation of the injured with the distribution of medical commodities, while
a system developed for incidents at nuclear power plants assists in deciding which
schools should be used as shelters and which routes ambulances should take when
transporting the wounded.
More early work in the field is given in [132], which builds upon this specification
of a decision support system. It provides an early example of researchers adopting
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) division of large scale emer-
gency relief into the phases of mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery and
describes the information requirements of each. The authors go on to categorize the
decisions made in each phase as operational, managerial (or tactical) and strategic,
corresponding to how often the decision must be made. In an attempt to distinguish
which are particularly amenable to computerized decision support, the authors note
that a degree of ‘structure’ exists within each task, with the more structured tasks
lending themselves to applications of decision support systems. For example, the task
of damage assessment is identified as being structured due to its relatively predictable
length, whereas the task of carrying out search and rescue is noted as unstructured.
Along with [8] this paper maintains the importance of involving the decision makers
and the organizations to which they belong in the process of developing a decision
support system. They state that “The goal of this approach is to encode the facts
that experts have about a problem domain and the methods of reasoning they use on
a decision problem.”
More recently, [121] presents the case for a new field of emergency management
and engineering, incorporating the use of advanced communications and computing
technologies along with decision support systems. The authors note that decomposing
the whole problem faced in large scale emergency relief into two separate stages,
pre-event tasks (mitigation, preparedness) and post-event tasks (response, recovery),
solving both to optimality, can lead to a sub-optimal solution for the larger problem.
It is argued that where possible the two stages should be somehow integrated in order
to avoid this.
A decision support system for dealing with the large scale emergency of forest fires
is given in [141]. Comprising of five components, the tool offers support to emergency
personnel through weather monitoring, analysis of fire risk, offering firefighting advice,
fire detection and fire modeling. The tool is designed for use in both the preparedness
and response stage of a forest fire, helping emergency services limit the potential
damage caused. Of the five components, all but the firefighting advisor are concerned
with accepting input data from the environment and processing it into a form which
is of use to the decision maker and then presenting it to them. The firefighting
advisor component instead attempts to process the information available and use
it to suggest possible operational plans. It is designed to help in the preparedness
stage by assisting emergency services develop a plan which maximizes their level of
preparedness, where a plan may include such activities as patrolling, imposing access
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restrictions of conducting local fire safety campaigns. However, little detail is given
on the methodology used in this component of the tool.
It is noted in [146] that one of the main activities to be carried out in humanitarian
assistance operations is the real-time coordination of relief actions. Observing that
information is an essential resource when attempting to carry out such activities,
the authors go on to present a knowledge management framework for supporting
decision makers. Included in this framework is a decision making component which
implements case-base reasoning (CBR), a technique designed to make use of similar
past experiences. Here, CBR first gains an understanding of the problem by collecting
values of certain attributes, before going on to compare with the corresponding values
of previous cases and arriving at a conclusion. The system is capable of learning by
accepting feedback from the outcome of operations, both successes and failures. The
authors note that in order for the CBR system to operate effectively, an extensive
body of knowledge of the specific disaster domain is needed.
The potential of using agent-based systems in decision support systems for large
scale emergency response, both in providing a simulation environment in which to
test policies and in coordinated decision making, is noted in [48]. In [139] the authors
integrate an agent-based discrete event simulator with a geographical information
system to form a tool designed to accurately mimic real-life large scale emergency
response operations. With this model, possible response plans can be simulated
quickly to evaluate their effectiveness and so through an iterative process a near-
optimal plan can be found. The authors describe a simulation which uses a rule
base, consisting of general response principles, to initiate an initial response once an
event occurs and some data relating to it, such as the number of victims, has been
received. The simulator incorporates optimisation and statistical techniques which
can be used to further specify the commands given by the rule base in order to
maximize the efficiency of the response operation, although details of these routines
are not supplied. The simulation is run iteratively, where after each run the results
are taken in and used to update the rule base so better decisions may be developed
in the next run. After several iterations, a plan is settled on and presented to the
decision makers. The simulation cycle can then be run again, using any new data
that has become available.
Agent technology is also employed in [40] in a component of a general disaster man-
agement tool designed to offer support to the Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
and the decisions made there. In this case, a multi-agent system is developed which
contains decision support agents, who continually evaluate the disaster environment
and offer advice to the human decision makers. Agents are developed for the support
of the fire service, the ambulance service, search and rescue, reconnaissance and in-
frastructure. The environment observed by the agents consists of several simulators
which interact to reproduce the dynamic aspects of the real-life disaster world and re-
sponse operations, including an earthquake simulation to estimate building damage, a
casualty simulator to model the health of the injured, and a fire simulator. Simulators
of response personnel interact with these disaster environment simulators, observing
the disaster world in a realistic manner. Specifically, simulated response personnel
do not have access to all information regarding the disaster world, but only a limited
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selection corresponding to what would be available in a real incident. This paper also
contains a discussion how computer based decision support may be integrated into
emergency response operations, noting the potential danger of blind trust of the tool
and the possible reluctance of users to accept the tool as a decision aid. It is noted
that the tool can be used in two stages of the decision process, firstly in recognizing
the problem and offering a selection of possible solutions for the decision maker to
consider, and secondly in the evaluation of a candidate plan by using the simulation
capabilities to predict it’s outcome.
3.2.2 Optimisation Based Decision Support Systems
Having discussed decision support systems in general, we now proceed to review sys-
tems which feature an optimisation model at their center. Firstly, we shall review
research which approaches the large scale emergency response problem from the angle
of logistics. We will go on to include papers which explicitly incorporate the trans-
portation of casualties in their models. Finally, we will describe work which addresses
the problem in question through a model of resource allocation and task scheduling.
Logistical formulations
A popular view of the problems presented in large scale emergency response involves
considering the logistical issues present [65]. In particular, it is proposed that re-
sponse operations could be improved significantly by focusing on the distribution
of resources, such as medical supplies or food, around the emergency environment.
These approaches make use of the extensive amount of previous research into general
vehicle routing and network flow problems.
An early example of such an approach is [71]. The specific problem addressed is
that of large scale food distribution following a major disaster, and so involves the
transportation of many different types of commodities of varying size and weight.
The author notes that supplies are initially forwarded to distribution centers close to
the areas of demand, after which each distribution center is responsible for delivering
its supplies to those who need it. The research focuses on the second stage, i.e.
how a distribution center should supply the various points of demand in its area. A
model is described which uses the relevant data that is available to suggest which
vehicles should be used to distribute which commodities and in what order. The
information used includes knowledge of travel times and the terrain to be crossed,
vehicle capacities and service intervals, and weights and volumes of commodities.
Using this information in conjunction with a rule base developed with the assistance
of practitioners, a heuristic recommends which vehicles should be used to distribute
which commodities in such a way as to minimize overall fuel consumption.
The problem of routing emergency responders in a 3D sense is addressed in [74],
modeling movement inside multi-story buildings as well as movement on the ground
transportation system. The authors’ approach to this problem involves developing
an intelligent real-time 3D GIS to be used to help coordinate the emergency response
operations and evacuation during a disaster. In particular, each building is modeled
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as a 3D network data structure using graph theory techniques, and each of these
structures is connected to the 2D network representing the transportation system.
Each data structure contains a variety of data including occupancy levels in each
room, temperature, and details on smoke and fire. This data is proposed to be
gained through the use of various sensors throughout the building, although the
authors note this may not be a realistic assumption due to objections to excessive
surveillance. Using this network structure, optimal paths for emergency responders
to follow are found, taking into account blockages on both the transport network and
within buildings (e.g. collapsed stairs) as well as multiple points of possible entry and
exit.
A decision support model presented in [61] tackles the problem of transporting
several different commodities over a network via several possible modes of transport,
such as boat, truck or helicopter. The model allows supply and demand at various
locations, changing over time. It also incorporates the ability to move commodities
from one mode of transport to another at certain transshipment nodes. The problem
is presented as a mixed integer linear program. The objective used is the minimization
of total cost, where cost is contributed to by the flow of commodities over the network
links, the cost of transferring commodities over modes, and the cost of carrying over
supply from one time period to the next. The result of the model is a detailed
description of how the available vehicles should move over the transportation network
over time along with specifications of the flow of each type of commodity.
Further complexities inherent in a large scale emergency response situation have
been modeled. In [6] the authors attempt to incorporate uncertainty into their model.
They approach a problem similar to that tackled in [61], the distribution of supplies to
locations of demand using multiple modes of transport. However, the authors divide
the decision process into two stages and use stochastic programming techniques to
arrive at an optimal solution given the expectation of future events. The model is
designed to be used immediately after an earthquake has struck, when information on
the epicenter and magnitude has been received but details of actual impact are still
uncertain. Given the basic information, the model considers a set of possible impact
scenarios and, considering how likely the realization of each scenario is, formulates a
plan on how to initially move commodities bearing in mind that changes may have to
be made. Following more information being received on the impact of the earthquake,
the model can then further specify an optimal plan in order to satisfy demand. The
stochastic elements of the problem include the levels of supply, demand and the
capacities of the transportation links. The objective employed is that of minimizing
the expected cost while satisfying the demand.
Another possible complication to the general commodity flow problem is the intro-
duction of multiple objectives, a problem addressed in [124]. Whereas other models
focus only on minimizing the cost of transportation, this paper acknowledges that the
objectives of minimizing the time taken to deliver the commodities and of maximiz-
ing the fairness are also of importance. Here the notion of fairness is defined as the
smallest level of satisfaction across all demand points, and is designed to avoid situa-
tions where critical but hard to reach locations are neglected in the pursuit of a more
efficient overall operation. The problem faced consists of deciding at which locations
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some intermediate distribution center or ‘transfer depots’ should be set up, and then
how commodities should be shipped from supply locations to transfer depots and then
out to the demand locations. The model is designed to be dynamically updated as
new information on the status of transport links becomes available, updating routing
advice as necessary. In order to deal with the three objectives simultaneously, the
model denotes the measure of fairness as the principle objective and implements the
measures of cost and time as soft constraints. This results in the objective function
being penalized as the cost of a solution grows and as the time taken to implement it
increases. A further contribution of this paper in addition to the mathematical model
is some detail on the collection of information to be used as input. It is noted that
data collection tasks can be classified as ‘pre-operation stage’ or ‘disaster information
transmission’, where the former denotes data that can be collected before a disaster
occurs (e.g. the transport network) while the later must be gathered as the disaster
develops (e.g. damage to roads).
Presented in [92] is a model for the inner city transportation of commodities
using several modes of transportation following a disaster. This model acknowledges
that several different types of vehicles will be used in this situation and that the
initial locations of these vehicles need not be at specific depots already known to
the decision maker. The model allows vehicles to be called on from every point
in the network, allowing the model to replicate the use of civilian vehicles. The
model has been designed to facilitate re-planning so as to be of use in the rapidly
changing environment of disaster response. To avoid the computational strain often
encountered in vehicle routing problems when keeping track of each individual vehicle
in the model, this work treats vehicles as another commodity. This approach leads
to a smaller formulation of the problem. Taking details of the transport network,
including sub-networks for each transportation mode, along with forecasts of how
supply, demand and vehicle availability are going to change over the planning horizon,
the model specifies how commodities (including vehicles) move across each link of the
transport network over time.
In [63] a multiple objective model of the distribution of supplies from multiple
supply points to a single demand point is presented. The model assumes that the
demand exhibited at the emergency location can be predicted accurately, and does
not consider the details of exactly which vehicles are used for transportation - only
the flow of supplies is modeled. The cost of transporting supplies is deemed to be
proportional to the traveled distance. The two objectives of minimizing cost and
minimizing shortage are combined through the use of weights, into a single objective.
The resulting linear optimisation model is reported to be solved within 1 second.
In the research presented in [22], the problem of distributing a single resource
from multiple sources to multiple emergency points is considered. It is assumed that
the levels of demand at emergency locations is known. A model is developed which
attempts to find the optimal loadings of the single resource among the capacitated
vehicles available, and details of the routes each vehicle should take. It is noted that
the resulting model is similar to the classic Traveling Salesman Problem.
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Incorporating casualty transportation
The focus of the work reviewed thus far has been on how to distribute emergency
personnel, equipment and commodities to the disaster area in an efficient, coordi-
nated way. However, during any urban disaster there is likely to be large numbers of
civilians, both healthy and injured, that need to be acknowledged in any emergency
response plans. There has been some effort to incorporate both the transportation of
commodities and the collection of casualties into the same model. It is noted in [7]
that helicopters can be used in disaster response operations to both deliver supplies
and to transfer the wounded to hospitals, often combining the two tasks into one
trip. The authors model this by treating casualties as another type of commodity
and allowing locations in the model to act as both supply and demand nodes. The
model itself is divided into two sub-models, separating tactical and operational de-
cisions. On the tactical side the model suggests which helicopters from which bases
should be used in the response operation. It also specifies which of the available pilots
should operate which helicopter, and determines the number of trips each helicopter
can make. At the operational level, given a helicopter with designated pilots and a
set number of trips, the routes of each trip are specified along with instructions of
which commodities to pick up or drop off where, and when re-fueling should be carried
out. This results in two separate models with two separate, conflicting objectives,
namely maximizing cost-efficiency for tactical decisions and minimizing total time for
operational decisions.
The problem of coordinating logistics support and evacuation operations is also
tackled in [144]. Their decision support model deals with the transportation of com-
modities and of casualties, but also incorporates the problem of locating temporary
emergency centers from which supplies can be distributed and at which casualties
can receive some limited treatment. This paper builds upon [92] and incorporates the
same technique of treating vehicles as commodities, but improves the model through
adding the facility location problem. The problem is decomposed into a mixed integer
network flow problem where all commodity flows (including vehicles) are specified,
following which the problem of specifying instructions for the individual vehicles is
solved. In addition, [143] again examine the disaster response problem from a logistics
perspective, dealing with the distribution of commodities to areas of demand whilst
also evacuating the wounded to medical centers. Much of the model formulation is
borrowed from [144], although the problem of locating temporary distribution centers
is omitted. The novelty of this work lies in its solution method, where an ant colony
optimisation algorithm is developed. The model incorporates time-varying supply
and demand, prioritized classification of the wounded and prioritized commodities.
Furthermore, it allows for a heterogeneous fleet of emergency vehicles, which can have
different capacities.
Allocation and scheduling formulations
In this section we will examine research which views the problems of interest as some
form of resource allocation or scheduling problem. [46] provides an example of such
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work. Here, the authors consider a problem involving the allocation of resources,
including personnel and equipment, to an operational area after an earthquake has
struck. The authors identify different types of operational area depending on the
type of work that is to be carried out in them, be it search and rescue, stabilization
work to avoid secondary disasters, or the repairing of essential networks. In total,
six tasks and seven resources are identified and built into the model. The model also
recognizes the role of uncertainty in a post-disaster environment and accepts as input
the survival rates for trapped victims and for casualties who have been rescued but are
awaiting treatment. Casualty health is modeled using a reduced version of the triage
system descried in Section 2.3.5 and used in emergency response, where the model
classifies casualties as either ‘injured’ or ‘deceased’. It also quantifies probabilities of
secondary disasters occurring in stabilizing areas, although the authors note that due
to the unique nature of such areas these probability estimates need to be provided
individually by experts at the scene. Taking this information, along with details of
transportation times and the duration of the task to be carried out, the authors go
on to develop a detailed objective function. The goal of the model is to minimize
the number of fatalities, and the model accounts for fatalities occurring due to many
factors. It includes those due to secondary disasters, the duration of the search and
rescue operation, and any delays affecting the duration of transport and resulting in
casualties not reaching a hospital in a timely manner. When assigning casualties to
hospitals, it is noted that each hospital has a fixed capacity. Incorporating all these
factors, the model then defines a work schedule for all resources which will minimize
the expected number of fatalities.
The work in [47] addresses the same problem of resource allocation following a
major earthquake. The decision support system developed is composed of three sub-
models: a simulation of the disaster environment; a simulation of the movement and
operations of response resources; and a decision support model. Similar to the work of
[40], the simulation of the disaster environment includes models to simulate the spread
of fire, the damage to buildings caused by an earthquake and the health of casualties
as time progresses. Simulators of resources which are relevant for search and rescue
operations are included, such as a helicopter module, a crane module and a fire engine
module. A decision support model is used to issue orders to the response resource
simulators, which go on to carry out these tasks, interacting with the environment
simulators as they do so. The decision support tool is modeled through the use of
agents, with the objective of minimizing loss of life and property damage. The author
describes testing the model with real world data of a city with 40, 000 inhabitants.
Given a scenario involving 70 response resources, 10 blocked roads, eight buildings
initially on fire and 250 casualties trapped inside buildings, a simulation of 72 hours
of search and rescue activities took 3 hours on a Pentium 4 PC.
Similarly, [113] formulate a decision support system for the distribution of re-
sources following a disaster. Here, the period considered is the first 3 days from the
disaster, noting that it is during this time that is most critical to search and rescue
operations. The model includes a capability to forecast the dynamic demand for relief
resources across the disaster area. The distribution of relief resources is separated into
two distinct stages: first, relief is moved from supply locations to relief distribution
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centers, after which they are in turn delivered to the affected areas. It is assumed
that geographical information is available, in particular the number of affected areas
and their geographical relations. In addition, it is assumed that updated information
can be obtained as operations progress, and that the vehicles used to transport relief
can carry multiple types of resources. A multiple objective optimisation routine is
developed to decide how the several types of resources available at the relief distribu-
tion centers should be delivered to grouped affected areas, taking dynamic demand
and supply into account. The two objectives used are the maximization of satisfying
demand and the minimization of cost. Once it has been decided the amounts of each
resources are to be transported from the distribution centers to the grouped-affected
areas, the model then examines each individual resource and formulates a plan to
transport them from the distribution centers to each individual affected area.
In [4] the authors identify the problem of ambulance dispatch and relocation as one
which could be assisted by a decision support model. These two problems are treated
separately but are tied together through the notion of preparedness, for which a new
quantitative measure is presented. The response area is partitioned into zones and the
n closest ambulances make a contribution to the preparedness based on how long it
would take them to travel there. This sum is then weighted by the demand of the zone
(i.e. the frequency of emergency calls), and so this measure of preparedness increases
as ambulances move closer to the zone and decreases as demand increases. The
model accepts pre-calculated travel times between zones, accounts for the frequency
of calls historically received in each zone, and then decides which ambulance should
be dispatched to a given call. Individual calls are assigned a priority level, which is
also taken into consideration. As ambulances are dispatched to calls the relocation
problem can present itself if any zone is left unprotected, i.e. if the preparedness
level of that zone drops below a certain threshold. When this happens, the decision
support model relocates the available ambulances across the response area in order
to achieve maximum global preparedness.
A similar problem is tackled in [60]. Here the context of disaster response is
explicitly taken into account, and the notion of casualty ‘clusters’ is presented. The
authors suggest that following a disaster there will be areas with high concentrations
of casualties and by dispatching ambulances to these clusters as opposed to individual
casualties located far away from any other, a higher level of efficiency will be achieved
since ambulances will be able to fill their capacity quickly in each trip. Much of the
work presented focuses on how to model these clusters, in particular how to predict
how they will grow or shrink over time depending on what level of service they are
receiving. By considering only casualty clusters, the allocation model is significantly
reduced in size and is therefore easier to solve in a timely manner. Another assumption
which reduces the complexity of the problem is that the number of wounded people
takes the form of a continuous number as opposed to an integer value. The tool is
designed to be used regularly, reallocating ambulances as the disaster evolves and
new clusters of casualties are formed. The authors assume that the plan can only
be updated at certain intervals, e.g. every hour, and note that the decision of how
long these intervals are can have a significant effect on the efficiency of the tool. No
detailed suggestions of appropriate lengths are offered, although it is suggested that it
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is essential that solutions are found quickly. The objective used is that of minimizing
the time until the last casualty cluster has been completely treated.
The notion of clusters of casualties is also implemented in [67]. Again the problem
addressed is the dispatching of emergency vehicles to casualties in order to transport
them to a hospital, although in this case the problem of routing is also addressed.
Given a distribution over the response area of casualties, each with a level of priority
assigned, the model suggests which of the available emergency vehicles should be sent
to which casualty or cluster of casualties. Once a vehicle has picked up it’s assigned
casualties, the model then suggests which hospital it should deliver them to. Another
contribution of this research was it’s, albeit limited, use of data fusion techniques to
incorporate uncertainty into the model. For example the fact that varying amounts
of congestion or road damage could affect travel times is incorporated by assessing
the probabilities of certain levels of disruption occurring.
While most research in the area of disaster response focuses on category one
responders (e.g. blue light service), little attention has been paid to decision support
for category two responders (e.g. utility companies). One such paper is [149], where a
decision support model for the logistical problems faced by electric utility companies
is presented. Similarly to [4], [60] and [67], the principal problem is the allocation of
emergency vehicles to some job, in this case the allocation of emergency repair vehicles
to repair tasks. Specifically, the model suggests a partitioning of the response zone
into districts of responsibility. Once these zones are defined, each emergency repair
vehicle is left to deal with repair tasks as they arise in their district. Furthermore,
the model also advises on how many vehicles/districts are needed in order to meet a
pre-defined service level, and on a dispatching policy for a vehicle with multiple calls
waiting to be serviced (for example, first come first served). To solve the problem of
deciding on district boundaries an unspecified optimisation procedure is used, whereas
a simulation is used to evaluate dispatching policies. In making these decisions, the
model acknowledges the transportation network, the priority level of each call and
the expected durations of repair tasks.
A similar problem is considered in [112], namely the assignment of electric power
repair crews and related resources to various damaged areas following a natural dis-
aster. In addition, the proposed decision support system also finds optimal locations
in the operational area at which to place depots containing a selection of resources.
To model these decisions, the decision maker first divides the disaster area into a
number of cells and, based on the level and type of damage observed in these cells,
assigns values representing demand for the various resources available. In addition to
this, the model also accepts input in the form of descriptions of any resources depots
available for deployment, including the level of resources available in them. Using
a mixed integer linear program, the model then finds the optimal locations for any
depots and how resources should be distributed from them to damaged areas, with
an aim of minimizing the total transport cost.
A problem of allocating personnel is also addressed in [14], although in this case
the units are engineering battalions and the tasks consist of repair work to be carried
out following an earthquake. Here the authors decompose the overall problem into
tactical and operational levels. This model is designed to be run in real-time and has
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the ability to incorporate input from the decision maker, although it is noted that this
rarely increases solution quality. The authors note that ‘excessive logistical details’
are omitted since the model is designed for use on a national scale and therefore details
like transportation networks are of limited benefit. The objective is to complete all
repairs as quickly as possible.
More work on the allocation and deployment of resources was carried out in [137],
where the problem of coordinating oil spill clean up operations is faced. The authors
explicitly identify the tactical portion of the problem and focus their efforts on it.
Specifically, they develop a model that accepts as input the locations and amounts
of each type of clean up equipment and go on to suggest which components should
be deployed over the time of the clean up operations and from which locations these
components should be taken. It is noted that a response system which is capable of
helping to clean up an oil spill is composed of a number of separate components, such
as a pump, a skimmer or a barge. The problem faced then involves deciding on which
response systems to deploy, and furthermore how each system should be composed
i.e. where the components should be taken from and at which location should they
be assembled (given constraints on the area available). From the several possible
objectives that could be used, the minimization of total response time was noted as the
most appropriate: “Social consciousness along with the penalties accessed in recent
court cases have led to the objective of responding as quickly as possible, regardless
of the cost of the response itself.” Response time here is defined as being composed
of the time taken to ship all necessary components to a staging area, the time taken
to assemble the components into a response system and the time taken to deploy the
system into operation. A novel approach is taken to reduce the dimensions of the
problem in order to achieve faster computation times: instead of considering every
possible type of response system, a heuristic method using graph theory techniques
is used to select a subset of ‘promising’ systems for the given oil spill. These are
then used as decision variables in a general integer program. To solve this model, two
heuristic algorithms based on a linear relaxation of the problem are presented, which
achieve fast run times (i.e. < 10 seconds) on problems based on real-world data.
An agent-based simulation is used in a decision support framework described
in [140]. It is noted that the emergency response problem may be viewed as an
assignment problem, and so the decision support framework advises on how agents,
which represent emergency responders, should be assigned to response tasks. In
total, three resources and three tasks are incorporated into the model. Details of the
objective function used are omitted.
3.2.3 Summary
Several examples of models which give no explicit consideration to the processing
of casualties exists in the literature. Such work has generally focused on either the
distribution of emergency responder units to areas which require their attention, or
on the distribution of some vital commodities such as food and medicine around the
affected area. Of the former type [14, 46, 106, 135, 136], a varying degree of detail in
the modeling of casualties is present. Only [46] considers casualties explicitly in their
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model, providing a means with which to forecast the number of fatalities resulting
from any proposed responder assignment which they use as an objective function. The
proposed method considers the overall changes on the entire casualty group incurred
due to factors such as delayed rescuing or delayed transportation to hospital. In
contrast, [14, 106, 135, 136] all employ objectives relating to how long the response
operation takes and do not explicitly consider casualties. Due to the abstract nature
of the tasks to which responders are assigned to, it may be possible to interpret them
as the tasks required when processing casualties. However, no details regarding how
this could be implemented are given.
Considering models focusing on the distribution of vital goods [61, 6, 92, 20,
124, 113, 85, 12, 79, 101, 147], common objectives used in the models include the
minimization of the cost of transporting the goods in question, minimizing the time
taken to distribute the goods, and the minimization of unsatisfied demand. The
models described in [124] and [79] are notable for their inclusion of objectives designed
to maximize the “fairness” of the distribution by examining the largest difference
between the unsatisfied demand at all locations in their problem environment. In
all of these models, casualties are at best present in an implicit manner, assumed
to be generating demand for the goods in question at various points in the problem
environment but not being modeled explicitly.
A further set of models which address the distribution of vital goods incorporate
the transportation of casualties into the same model. That is, the same vehicles
used to distribute emergency supplies are used to transport casualties to hospitals
or other appropriate treatment facilities. The model proposed in [92] is extended
in this fashion in [144, 143, 91]. These models consider casualties as another good
or commodity which requires transportation from supply points to demand points,
and as such the same commodity flow objectives of minimizing transportation cost
and unsatisfied demand as used above are employed, albeit with weights used to
differentiate between casualties and goods. In [7] the authors describe a model based
upon the vehicle routing problem which includes the specification of the routes to be
taken by response helicopters and at which point on these routes they should collect
casualties to return them to base. In [21] the problem of evacuating civilians in an
urban environment whilst simultaneously directing responders into the environment is
modeled, where the objective is to minimize the total travel time with different groups
being assigned different priorities. The problem of assigning ambulances to clusters
of casualties is described in [60] and developed in [67], where a model for online (i.e.
making decision sequentially rather than simultaneously) use is described. The model
advises where an ambulance should be sent once it becomes free, and then to which
hospital it should transport its charge. The model does not account for other parts
of casualty processing, nor does it approach the problem in a holistic manner.
Only two pieces of work have been found to address the treatment of casualties
in the major incident response environment [119, 30]. Survival time distributions are
employed in [30] in a model designed to suggest from which of a number of health
classes a casualty should be selected whenever an operating room becomes free, with
the aim of minimizing the expected number of fatalities. In contrast, the model
detailed in [119] considers the treatment of casualties taking place at the disaster
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scene, attempting to prescribe optimal sequences of patients to medical teams with
the same aim of minimizing expected fatalities. However, in both cases the related
decisions of how casualties should be rescued and how they should be transported to
hospital are not incorporated.
Regarding some of the key modelling features discussed, Table 3.3 captures their
presence in the work reviewed.
Table 3.3: A summary of the decision variables and objectives employed in models of disaster response. Decisions are denoted
as a for allocation, s for sequencing.
Decision variables Objectives
transportation treatment rescue hospital fatalities suffering makespan
Model a s a s a s a
[14, 106, 135, 136, 147] × × × × × × × × × X
[46] × × × × X X × X × X
[61, 6, 92, 20, 124, 113, 85, 12, 79, 101,
147]
× × × × × × × × X X
[144, 143, 91, 21, 60] X × × × × × × × X X
[7] X × × × × × × × × X
[67] X × × × × × X × X X
[119, 30] × × X X × × × X × ×
Whereas a number of models have been developed to give decision support to a
tactical decision maker during disaster response, there has yet to be any comprehen-
sive treatment of the entire casualty processing procedure. We hypothesize that a
model which incorporates a high level of detail with regards to this area, allowing for
control at the level of individual casualties and spanning the entire processing time-
line, will lead to significant efficiencies in response operations and a corresponding
contribution towards objectives (i) and (ii) as listed in Section 2.3.2.
3.3 Key sub-models
Although the work reviewed has encompassed a range of decision problems and objec-
tive measures, there are a number of problem characteristics which have been found
to be incorporated in many cases. Specifically, in the work reviewed it is common
for the health of casualties to be considered to some degree. Given the MCI focus
of the research described in this thesis, as outlined in Section 2.2.2, we anticipate
that the modelling of casualty health will have an important role in the design of the
proposed optimisation model. As such, it is of interest to examine in further detail
how casualty health has been represented in previous work.
Similarly, the modelling of hospitals is potentially an important component of the
MCI response optimisation model. The modelling of hospitals, and the role they play
in response decision making, has been included in previous work to varying degrees.
This will be examined further in Section 3.3.2 in order to inform how hospitals should
be represented in our proposed model. Finally, given the spatial nature of multi-site
MCIs as discussed in Section 2.3.5, we also examine in detail how the routing of
response vehicles has been represented in previous work.
3.3.1 Casualty health
Many decision support models have been proposed for use in disaster response prob-
lems where casualties are an important factor, with a wide range of approaches to
the modelling of health exhibited. Where distinction between different health levels
of casualties is made, not all models account for the possibility of a casualty’s health
changing from one level to another as the response operation progresses. Those that
do typically fall into two categories: simulating health progression, or analytically
predicting it. In the case of the former, the models aim to realistically replicate the
dynamics of any given casualty’s health. In the case of the latter, the model aims
to provide probabilistic estimates of how a casualty’s health is likely to evolve over
time, enabling the prediction of quantities such as the number of fatalities which will
occur over a period of time.
Several decision support models designed for use in disaster response which do
not explicitly model casualty health are described in the literature. [6] describe a
stochastic programming model designed to assist in deciding how first aid resources
should be distributed across a disaster area. Whilst the health of casualties is not
modeled explicitly, it could be argued that the demand for first aid resources at
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any one location within the disaster area includes implicit information regarding
the health of the corresponding casualties. This is also the case for the resource
distribution model proposed by [85], which aims to satisfy the demand for resources
at a number of hospitals. Casualties are included explicitly by [7], who propose a
model to determine how helicopters should be employed to transport casualties from
a number of locations to hospital. However, no distinction between the health of any
two casualties is included.
A task scheduling model is proposed by [106], with an objective function which
minimizes a generic measure of cost. The model is extended by [135], where the
authors again model the completion of relatively generic tasks and do not include any
explicit modelling of casualties or their health. [136] note that the tasks discussed may
have time-windows for their completion and that such a window could correspond to
an expected survival time for a casualty, suggesting the authors envisage a possible
application of their model where tasks are related to individual casualties. However,
no explicit details of how such a casualty survival window could be determined are
included.
Moving on from models which do not account for any detail in casualty health,
some examples of its inclusion at a basic level also exist. [21] present a routing model
describing the movement of evacuees out of a disaster area and the simultaneous
movement of emergency responders into it. The model has the capacity to assign
levels of priority to different groups of evacuees, which could be utilized to distinguish
between groups with different average injury levels.
Casualties are modeled as ‘clusters’ in [60], to which ambulance responder units
are to be assigned. Although the health of individual casualties is not modeled, the
authors do allow for weights to be used to reflect the relative importance of each
cluster of casualties. As in the work of [21], these weights could be used to reflect
average injury levels. An example of including health information at the level of
individual casualties can be found in the work of [144], where a model describing
the simultaneous routing of disaster relief supplies and transportation of casualties
to hospital is described. Each casualty in the model is assigned to a weighted injury
category, where the weights used are noted to be ‘subjective parameters’. The model
does not account for the possible evolution of health, nor the potential uncertainty
in its measurement.
In some cases the dynamic nature of casualty health is captured through simu-
lation. In [67] the authors extend the work of [60] by incorporating a simulation of
the response operations to run alongside the decision support model. Casualties are
modeled as belonging to one of two injury classes, with the deterioration of health
possible in the simulation. No analysis of the effect of dynamic health levels is pre-
sented, nor is a model for analytically predicting how health will change presented.
Similarly, [47] discusses a decision support model designed to be used in conjunction
with a simulation. Here, casualties may be in one of four health states and the evo-
lution of health is affected by the casualties’ environment. Health is assumed to be
stable on arriving at a hospital.
Further examples of the simulation of casualty health can be found in the liter-
ature [111, 99, 133]. Casualties in the agent based simulation of [111] may take one
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of five discrete health levels, the transition between which is modeled via a series
of Markov chains. The parameters of the discrete time Markov chain (that is, its
transition probabilities) are dependent on both the environment a casualty is in and
the type of treatment (if any) they are receiving.
A discrete event simulation of the ambulance service response to MCIs is described
by [99], where the health of casualties is described on a 0-100 scale. Health is assumed
to fluctuate as casualties wait for, and receive, treatment. Such fluctuations are
presumed to be of a linear form, with the survival time of each casualty sampled
from a uniform distribution. The simulation model of [133] incorporates two health
state descriptions at different levels of granularity, similar to the triage sieve and
sort systems described in Section 2.3.5. The logistic function of [108] is employed to
estimate the probability of survival of a given casualty, parameterized by their health
state.
The work discussed immediately above allows for the simulation of casualty health
but not necessarily its prediction. This task is explicitly tackled by [46], where a
detailed model predicting the number of fatalities to arise from a given response op-
eration is presented. Casualties are assumed to belong to one of two injury classes,
information which is employed to predict the number of deaths arising from sev-
eral causes including a delay in being rescued and a delay in receiving treatment at
hospital. An exponential survival function is used in these calculations.
In contrast, a Weibull distribution of survival times is employed in the model
described by [30], which aims to assist in the allocation of casualties to operating
rooms at a hospital following an MCI. The optimisation of treatment is also the goal
in the work of [119], although here the problem environment is the incident scene itself.
Casualties in the model are assigned to one of four injury levels, and deterioration
from one to another is assumed to occur at known points in time. For example, a
casualty of health state T3 will move to health state T2 after exactly 120 minutes.
Only one work has been found which allows for uncertainty in the assessment of
health. In [67] the authors assume that several estimates of the health of a casualty,
described as one of four possible health states, are available at the outset of the
response operation. The authors propose combining these estimates via data fusion,
following which the most probable health state is selected and used in the remainder
of the model. However, no explicit analysis of the benefit of such an approach is
presented.
A broad range of approaches to the modelling of casualty health have been re-
viewed. While some have omitted any explicit representation of health in their mod-
els, others have included the capability to distinguish between casualties according
to their injury levels. The health of casualties may be assumed to be constant and
deterministic. Alternatively, methods for simulating and for forecasting how health
evolves, and in particular how casualties go on to die, have been proposed. However,
no analysis of the effect of error in the assessment of casualty health has been found.
Where health is assumed to be of a dynamically evolving nature, any decision sup-
port program which involves predicting the outcome of a proposed response operation
must predict how such evolution will occur. Developing such a predictive model is an
extremely challenging task, with any errors potentially leading to poor performance
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of the decision support program. A natural question to ask is whether such poor
performance could be mitigated through allowing the decision support program to be
continually updated with the latest observations of casualty health, thus ensuring the
impact of any past errors in prediction mistakes is minimized.
3.3.2 Hospitals
A significant decision problem faced by emergency managers during an MCI is that
of allocating casualties to available hospitals. An obvious consideration in such a
decision is that of the distance between the casualty and the hospital, and the cor-
responding time it will take to transport them. However, other important factors
may be taken into account. Specifically, the decision maker may consider both the
capabilities of the available hospitals, in terms of specialist treatment units designed
for specific injuries, and their capacities, in terms of how many beds, staff and other
resources they currently have available to treat incoming casualties.
This observation is confirmed in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices’ Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s report on ‘preparedness and re-
sponse to a mass casualty event resulting from terrorist use of explosives’ [19]. The
authors note that, when deciding how best to distribute casualties to hospitals, the
“medical command and control center should use updates of hospital capacities and
capabilities and help emergency medical services (EMS) determine the optimal desti-
nation for each casualty.” This is echoed in a report on the distribution of casual-
ties in an MCI [150], in which the authors conclude that optimized care in an MCI
means “matching patients with facilities that have the appropriate resources available
in sufficient quantities.” The importance of recognizing the heterogeneity of hospital
capacities and capabilities has been further established in retrospective analyses of
past events such as [10] and [96].
In terms of hospital capacity, it is important to recognize variation not only be-
tween hospitals but also dynamic variation within them. One principal reason for
this behavior arises from the enaction of major incident plans upon receiving notice
of a major incident, which result in a steady increase in capacity as non-urgent pa-
tients are relocated and extra beds are freed up [64]. Another important factor is the
tendency for many causalities to autonomously leave the disaster scene and transport
themselves to a hospital of their choosing, resulting in an uncontrollable stream of
casualties taking up capacity which may otherwise be perceived as available [5].
Past research has typically considered the problem of casualty allocation as part
of a larger scheduling or routing problem, with varying degrees of detail incorporated.
While [7] and [46] describe models which recognize the need for the transportation
of casualties to hospitals in an MCI, the decision of where each casualty should be
allocated is omitted. The work presented in [60], a model to assist in the allocation of
ambulances to clusters of casualties in MCIs, assumes that casualties are always taken
to the nearest hospital. This model is extended in [67] to allow for the transportation
of casualties to any of the hospitals under consideration, using information of initial
capacity levels, waiting times and distance to help make these decisions. However,
the model considers only one allocation decision at a time, resulting in a ‘greedy’
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approach rather than considering the whole problem at once.
A network flow model is employed in [143] and [144] to determine how casualties
should be transported from disaster sites to hospitals, considering a fixed level of
hospital capacity which can be redistributed amongst all hospitals in the model in an
attempt to best meet demand. That is, the models assume that hospital resources
are primarily represented by staff who can be transfered from one hospital to another
if necessary. The models do not, however, consider the potential difference in hospital
capability or the dynamic nature of capacity. A fixed initial hospital capacity is also
used in [91], although the distribution of casualties is only considered as a constraint
in the model. That is, a valid solution requires all casualties to be transported to
some hospital, but the effectiveness of the resulting distribution is not measured.
3.3.3 Routing and the transport network
Transport networks are not always explicitly modeled within decision support pro-
grams designed for disaster response. For example, [136] present a scheduling model
designed to assist in the allocation of response units to incidents, taking as input the
travel times associated with each possible journey response units may make. Simi-
larly, a travel time matrix describing the relation between points of interest is taken
as problem input by [147] in the model of emergency responder allocation. This
can be contrasted with work such as that of [143] and [61], where the transport
network is represented as a graph, with each edge assigned a parameter describing
the time needed to traverse it. Where such graphical representations of transport
networks are included, it is common to assume their structure and parameters are
deterministic and constant over time. This is true both of models designed to as-
sist in commodity distribution over a large geographic area, such as those presented
in [20, 113, 79, 124], decision support programs using a scheduling formulation to
assign tasks to emergency responders [106, 138], and routing based formulation for
the support of casualty transportation and evacuation [21, 144]. By assuming all
necessary information regarding the transport network is readily available, routing
decisions can be made with confidence using a standard shortest path algorithm.
It is common in past work to use a reduced simplification of the actual transport
network when representing it as a graph, an approach which can help avoid excessive
computational burden. In the problem scenarios considered by [143], for example,
the most complex network considered contains 80 nodes connected by 1600 edges.
Considering a geographic area large enough to encompass six cities in Turkey, the
model presented by [92] represents the transport network using 12 nodes and 12
links, based upon motorway infrastructure. In contrast, a dense network comprised
of 34,890 nodes and 43,445 links is used in the test problem considered by [67], with a
hierarchical decomposition employed to assist route computation in a timely manner.
Uncertainty in the disruption of the transport network has been incorporated to a
limited extent using stochastic programming formulations. Examples include [6, 85,
100], which consider a finite number of scenarios, each with assigned probability and
associated network parametrization. Uncertainty is also acknowledged in the work
of [67], which extends the ambulance allocation model presented by [60] by including
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a data fusion step to estimate the level of damage and disruption on each road link. A
solution method for finding optimal paths in a disrupted network following a disaster is
presented in [148]. The authors employ the network representation described by [145],
where the travel time associated with each edge of the transport network is assumed
to increase over time in a manner which reflects its proximity to the disaster. A
dynamic transport network structure is also modeled in the work of [46], with nodes
and edges being added or taken away to reflect the impact of both the disaster and
the response operation.
In recent reviews of optimization models for emergency logistics [18, 34] it has
been noted that there has been little research in the area employing stochastic models.
Given the potential for an MCI to disrupt the transport network, directly or indirectly,
and thus lead to uncertainty in routing and travel time prediction, this is clearly
an area which merits further research. While some authors have acknowledged the
possibility of disruption to the network and the subsequent uncertainty, it remains
unclear whether or not this uncertainty will ultimately reduce the utility of a decision
support program, and how any such effect depends on the choice of routing policy.
3.4 Modelling uncertainty
Related research into designing and implementing decision support systems for use in
emergency response have taken a variety of approaches to addressing the presence of
uncertainty in the environment they model. Three key themes can be identified: a de-
terministic approach, where all parameters are assumed to be known with certainty;
a stochastic approach, where some parameters are assumed to follow a known prob-
ability distribution; and a dynamic approach, where models are designed to adapt
to changes in the environment without explicitly predicting them. We proceed to re-
view work utilizing each of these approaches to addressing uncertainty in emergency
response modelling.
3.4.1 Deterministic
An early example of a deterministic approach is provided by [61], where exact supply
and demand figures for various goods over time and space are required as input
for the proposed commodity flow model. Considering the optimal assignment of
tasks to engineer battalions, [14] assume that the resource requirements of the tasks
are known and constant over time. More recently, [124] propose a model which
assumes “availability and accessibility of information” and that any quantities which
are subject to variation, such as demand for resources or the availability of a certain
road, remain constant over the planning horizon they consider. [63] acknowledges
that demand will vary with time, but assumes such variation is known in advance.
Similarly, in [135] the authors note that all information required by the proposed
resource assignment model is available at the time of planning.
In [91] and [93], only the current values of the required variables, such as the
number of casualties and the demand for certain supplies, are included in the model.
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That is, the models do not account for scenarios where these quantities are expected
to vary over time. The aim of adopting this approach is to eliminate a set of integer
decision variables related to the temporal nature of the problem, thereby enabling the
resulting free space to be taken by other variable corresponding to the size of the net-
work considered in the problem. Another example of a model which does not consider
temporal variations in quantities such as casualty number and commodity demand is
provided by [7], where the problem of determining the optimal use of helicopters for
commodity transportation and evacuation during response is addressed.
3.4.2 Stochastic
Various models have included some degree of uncertainty in the parameters under
consideration. Stochastic programming is employed in [20, 85, 110], and [6], where
the problem is divided into two stages. In the first stage, some variables are random
with a known probability distribution, while in the second stage these variables are
realized. The decision process considers the likely outcome of various scenarios and
specifies a two-stage plan, designed to be optimal in terms of the expected value of the
objective function. These models assume that the stochastic information is revealed
at a single point in time.
Another approach employed to incorporate uncertainty into the model is robust
optimisation, as described in [12]. In this paper considering the distribution of re-
sources to areas affected by a disaster, the authors acknowledge that the location and
level of demand, the level of available supply, and the costs of procuring and trans-
porting these supplies are all uncertain at the time of planning. Solutions are then
found by considering a discrete set of scenarios designed to approximate the variabil-
ity in these parameters, and optimizing for a weighted sum of known preparedness
cost, expected response cost and the variance of the response cost.
3.4.3 Dynamic
One method for handling uncertainty in a model of emergency response is to enable
the receiving of updated values of critical information in real time and modifying it’s
suggested solutions accordingly. As a result, any inaccuracies arising as a result of
stochastic parameters can be corrected so that their impact is reduced, leading to a
more robust model. This benefit of acknowledging changing information and updating
the decision support model to reflect it has been acknowledged in the literature. In
their review of operational research in emergency response [116], the authors state that
any model of the immediate large scale emergency response problem must be capable
of incorporating “emergent aspects of any disruption that. . . defy prior anticipation
and explicit modeling.”
A common approach to incorporate such capability is an iterative decision sup-
port framework where a sequence of static models are built and solved at regular
intervals. For example, [46] presents an optimization model for the allocation of tasks
to resources and the transportation of casualties to hospital, capable of adjusting the
parameters of the transport network to reflect developments on the ground. In [77] a
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model for determining the allocation of relief supplies to victims is presented, designed
to be solved at two hour intervals to allow for new information to be accounted for.
A solution algorithm is presented in [106], designed to facilitate the solving of their
proposed Mixed Integer Programming resource allocation model in near-real time.
The authors argue this will allow decision makers to re-solve any particular response
problem when conditions change, although this capability is not explicitly tested and
evaluated. Specifically, although it is reported that the proposed algorithm can pro-
duce a solution to the problem in a matter of seconds (in a specific example scenario),
no details are supplied regarding the time necessary to ‘re-build’ the model to reflect
the current problem environment before solving once again.
[92] [143] and [144] provide details of a vehicle routing model designed to be used
in determining optimal commodity flow and evacuation plans over a discrete planning
horizon. Plans are designed to be updated at regular, set intervals incorporating new
information, where the current state of the system resulting from the implementation
of one plan is considered when formulating the next. The length of the intervals
between information updates varies between thirty minutes and an hour [113] also
propose updating information, at set intervals of a third of a day in length.
In [60] the authors note that determining the appropriate length of this interval
is crucial to performance, proposing that future work should look to develop models
which operate in continuous time. This is echoed in [21], where the authors state that
“from a real-time implementation standpoint, a cyclic rolling horizon based updating
and re-optimizing framework and scheme need to be developed to improve accuracy
and robustness of the model under the highly unpredictable environment”. In the
literature external to disaster response such an approach is often described as a rolling
or receding control model [43, 88, 82].
In order to move towards such a real-time system, the work reported [47], [41],
[42], and [67] link their proposed decision support models to simulations of the actual
response environment, allowing for the testing of the models ability to cope with
changes in information. In each case the whole decision problem is decomposed into
a sequence of single decision points, where tasks are allocated to one responder at a
time as and when the responder becomes available.
This literature demonstrates that the dynamic and uncertain nature of emergency
response has been acknowledged to varying degrees in the literature. Many models
require a substantial amount of information in order to be initialized, and for this
information to be known with certainty. Stochastic programming and robust opti-
misation have been utilized to address some of the uncertainty in the environment,
although the proposed models are designed to be used only once in a static manner.
Examples of iterative decision support programs have been found, where a sequence
of dependent static models are built and solved at regular intervals. However, there
has yet to be any work examining the effect of stochastic parameters on the effec-
tiveness of a scheduling model which requires accurate forecasts in order to facilitate
better planning by considering the future of implications of current decisions.
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3.5 Solution methods
Thus far, the focus of this review has been on the models proposed in the literature,
the assumptions present in them and their capability to sufficiently represent some of
the real problems faced in disaster response. These modelling considerations should
always take precedence over the development of particular solution methodologies, as
any solution which is of high quality with respect to an incorrect metric or model may
be of very low quality in practice. In this section we proceed to briefly review the
solution methodologies employed in order to find sufficiently high quality solutions to
these models in a timely manner. Background regarding optimisation techniques can
be found in Chapter 5.
Employing a graphical representation of the emergency environment, in this case
including both the transport network and the layout within buildings, [74] employs
established shortest path algorithms in order to find exactly optimal routes. The
mixed integer programming formulation proposed in [61] as a model of commodity
transportation is solved through the use of a linear relaxation of the full model, and
so is not an exact method but an approximate one, using a heuristic to ensure com-
putation times remain feasible. An exact solution method is used in [6], where the
authors employ a commercial linear program solver to find solutions to their proposed
stochastic programming formulation of another commodity distribution problem. It
is noted, however, that stochastic programming problems can be computationally
expensive in large instances and so custom built heuristic algorithms would possibly
have to be developed to deal with particularly large instances. The multi-objective
model proposed in [63] is formulated as a linear program through the use of a scalar-
izing method to produce a single weighted objective. This is then solved using the
commercial optimisation software Dash Xpress 20.0.
The model of [92], for the inner city transportation of commodities, is decomposed
into two multi-commodity network flow problems in order to be solved. The two
models are of a different nature, with one being linear and the other an integer
program. These two sub-models are combined through Lagrangian relaxation in the
proposed solution method.
The design and implementation of appropriate solution algorithms to solve the
presented model is mostly left to further work in [7], although the authors take the first
steps towards an efficient solution method through the use of decomposition. Dividing
the entire problem into two levels, operational and tactical, an iterative method for
linking the two sub-models together during the solution process is presented.
Decomposition is also employed in [144], where both a mixed integer network
flow problem, governing how commodities and vehicles should move across the en-
vironment, and the complementary sub-problem of specifying the itineraries of each
vehicle are solved using the commercial optimisation software GAMS. Building upon
this, [143] considers a similar problem and model as [144] but proposes a new solution
method, again employing decomposition. The problem is decomposed into two sepa-
rate models, which are linked together through an iterative procedure: first the ant
colony optimisation method is used to construct routes for each of the vehicles, then,
once this has settled, it models the problem of commodity/casualty transportation
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as a integer flow problem. The results of this are fed back into the route construc-
tion model, which re-evaluates and refines the solution. This methodology enables
the complex problem faced to be solved in reasonable computation time without re-
laxation of key problem characteristics such as the integer nature of the casualty
variables.
Two established metaheuristics are applied to the scheduling model formulated
in [46], namely simulated annealing and tabu search, in order to ensure acceptable
computation times. In contrast, the simulation-based model of [47] primarily uses
agents, communicating with each other, to ensure coordination of plans. Different
agents are assigned specific responsibilities in a way analogous to that of a real-life
emergency operations center. Agents are equipped with a plan library, derived from
analysis of emergency plans and standard operation procedures as well as expert
surveys. Using these in conjunction with (unspecified) operational research models,
near optimal allocations of resources are found. A genetic algorithm metaheuristic is
used in [22] to solve their model of resource distribution.
The model proposed by [140], an agent-based simulation, is itself approximately
re-modeled as an integer programming problem. It is argued that solving this approx-
imate model is more efficient than using the simulation itself to determine optimal
action, as such an approach (requiring many simulations to be run in succession)
would require computation times which would be infeasible in the disaster response
environment.
A heuristic approach is maintained in [4] as a means to find sufficiently high quality
solutions to their problem of ambulance dispatch and relocation. In particular, a tree
search algorithm is implemented.
A simple, custom heuristic is used in [60] when solving the problem of assigning
ambulances to clusters of casualties. As this model is developed in [67], so too is
the solution method. When deciding to which casualty cluster an ambulance should
travel to, and subsequently to which hospital the casualties should then be taken, the
model maximizes simple linear expressions containing details of locations and travel
times, hospital capacities and the waiting times for each priority level of casualties at
hospitals. Given a target destination for a vehicle, the model also delivers support on
its routing. The authors note that solving shortest path problems on a full realistic
road network can be computationally demanding, and so employ a relaxation of the
problem. In particular, the model divides the road network into zones and uses
information of road capacity and speed (e.g. classification of roads as motorways,
A-roads, etc.) to find the shortest path to a high speed road which connects the
start zone with the destination zone. It then details the route within the destination
zone from leaving the high speed road to arriving at the destination. This approach
is called Best Exit-Entry routing, and by employing it the overall complexity of the
problem is reduced which leads to faster computation times.
Similarly, [14] also decomposes the entire problem under consideration (defining
a work schedule for a number of engineering battalions) into tactical and operational
sub-problems. Tactically, the model first assigns a set of tasks to each unit. Following
this, the operational problem of how each unit should employ its resources to complete
the work it has been assigned is then solved. The tactical problem is presented as
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a integer linear program, while the operational problem is a linear program, and a
heuristic problem cascade approach is used to optimize. The authors note that, since
the input data used by the model are rough estimates, the value of a truly ‘optimal’
solution is questionable and therefore the model accepts solutions with an objective
value up to 25% worse than the optimal. To solve the model proposed by [137], two
heuristic algorithms based on a linear relaxation of the problem are presented, which
achieve fast run times (i.e. < 10 seconds) on problems based on real-world data.
A common theme emerging from this literature is the use of heuristic solution
methodologies. The use of such methods over exact solution methodologies is gen-
erally justified by reasoning around computational performance or model fidelity. In
the case of the former argument, the use of heuristic methods enables algorithms
which find good solutions quickly to be designed and implemented, which may be
preferable to exact methods which will typically take much longer to present a single
‘best’ solution. The latter argument notes that a solution which is ‘optimal’ in terms
of the model may not in fact correspond to the best solution to actual problem due to
model infidelity. These points will be borne in mind in the subsequent development
of solutions methods for use within the proposed model, which will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
3.6 Summary
A number of examples of previous research in the optimisation of disaster response
operations have been reviewed over the course of this chapter. In comparing existing
models, and the problems they are designed to solve, with the MCI response problem
described in Chapter 2, we have noted (see Section 3.2.3) that there has yet to be a
model of this specific problem proposed in the academic literature. More generally,
the prevalence of the modelling assumptions described in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 has been
confirmed. Looking in further detail at the modelling of casualties, hospitals and
transport networks has provided guidance as to how to proceed, both in terms of
identifying good practice upon which we may build and in identifying gaps in the
literature which we may attempt to fill in the current work. Moreover, a similar
review focused on how the inherent dynamics and uncertainties present in an MCI
response operation may be accounted for in a model has further strengthened the
base for going forward.
Specifically, we have shown that a model with the following capabilities has yet
to be developed:
1. Addresses the decisions of allocating tasks regarding the rescue, treatment and
transportation of casualties to available responders;
2. Addresses the decisions of allocating casualties to hospitals, accounting for
transportation time, hospital capability, and hospital capacity;
3. Acknowledges that different casualties will be of different health states, and
that this will influence the decision making process;
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4. Acknowledges that the health of casualties may change over time, and that the
measurement of casualty health may be subject to error;
5. Acknowledges that the times required to complete tasks and to travel around
the MCI environment are not known and not deterministic, but estimated and
subject to revision;
6. Acknowledges that the model will be used in real-time as the response operation
progresses, and therefore should provide decision support in a timely manner
and allow for changes in the environment to be reflected by the model;
It is hypothesized that an optimisation model with the aforementioned capabili-
ties will have great potential to assist in the coordination of MCI response operations.
Specifically, by avoiding making limiting assumptions, the model will be more applica-
ble and more robust than previously published models designed for similar problems.
Acknowledging the structured decision problems within MCI response, the model will
be capable of using automated solution algorithms to locate and suggest response
plans of a higher quality than those available through simpler heuristic generation.
In the next chapter, the central form of such a model will be developed, specifying
in detail the exact form of the decision problem to which it is to be applied and the
methods for evaluating the quality of a solution. For the initial treatment, attention
will be devoted to the case of ‘static’ problems, that is, those which do not change
over time. The extension of the model to more complex, and more realistic, dynamic
problems will be described in Chapter 6. In the intervening chapter, solutions methods
to be used with the model will be discussed.
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Chapter 4
Model
A combinatorial multi-objective formulation
4.1 Introduction
In Chapters 2 and 3, a specific untreated decision problem faced in Mass Casualty In-
cident response, which we have called ‘casualty processing’, was identified and placed
in the context of large scale emergency response in general. The broad decision
making structure in place during such incidents has been reviewed, which will be
given a formal treatment in this chapter. That is, the mathematical representation
of the decision space of the problem will be set out. This will then be complemented
by a description of the objective space, through definition of a number of objective
functions based on the objectives held by practitioners in actual incidents. Both
the decision space and objective space development will also be informed by similar
problems found in the Operational Research literature, namely vehicle routing and
job-shop scheduling, with an aim to make use of established methodologies in this
novel application area. It is important to understand the empirical properties of any
new model proposed, and so some computational analysis will be reported with this
goal in mind.
4.2 Combinatorial optimisation frameworks
As discussed in Chapter 3, the casualty processing problem has yet to be mathemat-
ically modelled in the literature. In order to build such a model, we first consider
some established archetypal combinatorial models outwith the disaster response ap-
plication domain in order to identify any promising methodological techniques. In
particular, we focus our attention on the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) and the
Job-shop Scheduling Problem (JSP), both of which exhibit characteristics which mir-
ror aspects of the casualty processing problem.
What follows is a brief discussion of both problems, with the goal of identifying
key factors which may be incorporated into the design of a novel mathematical model
for the casualty processing problem.
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4.2.1 Vehicle routing
As described in [29], the standard VRP is a decision problem whereby a number of
discrete points, typically arranged spatially, must be visited by one of a number of
vehicles available to the decision maker. This involves both specifying the number of
trips to be made (whether by different vehicles or the same one in succession), the
locations to be visited on each route, and the order with which these locations should
be visited. A simple example of a VRP and its solution is given in Figure 4.1, where
three routes have been identified which cover all desired points.
Figure 4.1: An example solution to a vehicle routing problem, with three routes
(coloured lines) serving fourteen locations, beginning and ending at the central depot.
A number of variants of the standard VRP have been studied, including the fol-
lowing features noted in [29]:
• time windows, where locations must be visited within a pre-specified time frame,
• a heterogeneous fleet of vehicles, differing in characteristics such as capacity,
• the incorporation of collection in addition to delivery,
• some locations requiring several visits over time,
• and split deliveries, where goods may be delivered across several visits as op-
posed to all at once.
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Considering its applicability to the casualty processing problem outlined in Chapter
3, it is clear that similarities exist with some variants of the VRP. In particular,
the key requirement that casualties must be transported from their incident sites to
hospitals by a fleet of Ambulance Service vehicles may be thought of as a VRP. As
noted in [136], time windows could potentially be used to reflect the limited time a
casualty will survive for before arriving at a hospital. The problem would naturally
require the specification of collection and delivery, and furthermore would involve
vehicles visiting locations several times across the duration of the response operation.
Such similarities are discussed in [36]. Finally, work focusing on modelling VRPs as
real-time problems, as in [59], may be applicable due to the potentially volatile nature
of the casualty processing problem.
Solution methodologies employed in solving VRPs are surveyed in [75] and [39].
In the former, the authors describe exact optimisation methods, heuristic techniques
and metaheuristics (see Section 5.2 for further discussion of these concepts as related
to the work of this thesis). In the latter the focus is on metaheuristic techniques. The
authors note the popularity of both local search and population-based metaheuristics.
It is noted that early heuristic methods used to solve the VRP ‘lack some of the
necessary attributes to ensure their adoption by practitioners’. The authors go on to
describe four such attributes: accuracy, speed, simplicity and flexibility. A further
solution methodology is described in [84], where an algorithm known as the Active
Guided Evolutionary Strategy in applied to the capacitated VRP. The algorithm
employs heuristics such as choosing a number of ‘customers’ to be re-allocated a
delivery slot.
In [89] a new variant of the VRP is proposed, the Cumulative Capacitated VRP.
The key difference between it and the standard Capacitated VRP is in the objective
measure employed to assess the quality of solutions. In this case, the focus is on
minimizing the summed waiting times of all customers as opposed to minimizing the
distance travelled or the cost of the journeys. Solutions to the problem are represented
by permutations of the n customers, and the associated schedule and objective value
is the best extractable from this encoding. To find this best schedule, the problem
of splitting the permutation of customers into a number of distinct routes is solved
using graph techniques and shortest path algorithms. Excessive computation in the
evaluation of solutions is avoided through specifying ways in which to only partially
re-evaluate a solution after a heuristic has been applied, as opposed to evaluating the
entire solution again. The same problem is addressed in [105], where an Adaptive
Large Neighbourhood Search metaheuristic is proposed as a solution method. The
authors note that this solution method has performed well on other routing problems.
The results presented demonstrate superior performance in comparison to the work
of [89] in terms of objective value, although the computation time is larger in the case
of small problems.
4.2.2 Job-shop scheduling
The JSP and its variants provides another archetypal combinatorial optimisation
problem potentially applicable to the casualty processing problem. The standard
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JSP involves a number of jobs, each of which is comprised of a number of operations,
which must be completed by a number of identical machines. The operations which
make up a job generally have to be completed in a specified sequence. The usual goal
is to minimize the time at which the last job is completed, known as the makespan.
An example solution to a simple JSP, involving four jobs of three operations each
being assigned to four machines, is shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: An example solution to a Job-shop Scheduling Problem, with four jobs
(color coded) of four operations each scheduled across four machines.
As with the VRP, many variants of the JSP have been proposed over the years,
increasing the general frameworks applicability. Characteristics which have been in-
corporated include:
• heterogeneous machines, where different types take different lengths of time to
process operations,
• setup times, where each operation requires a period of time before work on it
can be begin (with this time possibly dependent on the sequence of operations
for the machine in question),
• other objective functions, such as the length of time spent by machines in an
idle state,
• uncertain, as opposed to known and deterministic, processing times for opera-
tion,
• constraints regarding which machines can process which operations.
By considering the processing of a single casualty as a job, which itself may consist
of a number of discrete tasks (operations in the language of the JSP), it is clear that
the general framework could be applicable to some extent in the casualty processing
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problem. In this case, ‘machines’ would be the emergency response units available
and able to work on the response operation. The spatial nature of the environment
would require responder units to travel from the end location of one task to the start
location of another, a feature which could potentially be encapsulated through using
the sequence dependent setup times mentioned. The use of constraints to restrict the
set of tasks which any response unit may complete is clearly applicable also, due to the
well defined roles and responsibilities of different emergency response organizations
as discussed in Chapter 2. However, as in the case of the VRP, a major difference will
be in the objective function(s) used when evaluating the quality of a solution. In the
case of casualty processing, it is unlikely that all available details will be encapsulated
by the standard measures of efficiency employed in JSP scenarios, such as makespan.
As with VRPs, JSPs are typically solved using heuristic and metaheuristic tech-
niques due to their combinatorial nature. Metaheuristics employed to find high quality
solutions to the JSP include Ant Colony optimisation [142], Genetic Algorithms [130],
Tabu Search [13] and Variable Neighbourhood Search [3]. Common low level heuristic
operations included swapping the position of two operations, or re-assigning an op-
eration to a different machine. The scale of problems considered varies considerably,
but often involve tens of machines and hundreds of operations. For example, in [142]
the authors test their proposed algorithm on problem instances where the number of
jobs range from 50 to 200, the number of operations per job range from 10 to 30, and
the number of machines range from 10 to 20. The resulting computation times are
reported to range from 1.5 to 878 minutes.
As noted in [142], two general approaches are often employed when solving a JSP.
A ‘hierarchical’ approach involves separating the two main decision tasks of assigning
operations to machines and then determining the sequence of operations, whereas an
‘integrated’ approach considers the whole decision problem at once. Solutions are
often represented using two vectors, one which denotes the assignment of operations
to machines and another which defines their sequencing (for example, [78], [56]).
Multi-objective formulations of the problem have also been studied. In [78], a
Pareto approach is employed, where a number of solutions which are not dominated
by any other solutions (composing a Pareto front) are sought. In contrast, [56] present
an approach whereby objectives are a priori ranked by their importance and then
used in a lexicographic manner. That is, the second most important objective is only
used when solutions are tied on the objective deemed most important. A further
approach to the problem posed by multiple objectives is exhibited in [70]. In this
work, the authors use fuzzy logic to compute the weights to be assigned to each
objective, which are then used in a weighted-sum aggregated objective function. The
Genetic Algorithm variant proposed in [69] is then employed. The authors note,
however, that weights should be set by the decision maker when possible.
The two key components of an optimisation model are the decision space and
the objective space. Following the preceding discussions, it is clear that there is lit-
tle of direct relevance to the casualty processing problem in terms of the objective
spaces employed in typical VRP or JSP formulations. While the objective measures
commonly employed, such as makespan and cost, may be applicable to the casualty
processing problem, it is unlikely that they will be capable of capturing the intricacies
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of the problem at hand. However, the decision spaces used in VRP and JSP formu-
lations do have the potential to exhibit a structure similar enough to be used as a
basis of a decision formulation for the casualty processing problem. We will return
to these points as we develop the casualty processing model throughout this chapter.
4.3 The modelled environment
In this section we focus on the details of the problem environment as outlined in
Section 2.3.5, and describe their representation within the proposed model. In turn
we consider the transportation network, casualties, hospitals, types of responder units
and finally the tasks which these responder units carry out.
4.3.1 Transport network and incident sites
The spatial environment is represented primarily through its transport network. This
network is represented as an undirected graph, where nodes correspond to junctions
and locations of interest, and edges represent the corresponding length of road. Each
network link is characterized by a single parameter, representing its length in kilo-
metres. This information is available for any region of the UK via Ordnance Survey
GIS files, which provide a high degree of detail and thus ensure an accurate represen-
tation. An example transport network, corresponding to an area of central London,
is provided in 7.2. This figure illustrates the dense, detailed nature of the available
data.
Figure 4.3: The transport network graph corresponding to a modelled area in central
London.
Mass Casualty Incident sites are represented by a number of discrete ‘incident
site’ nodes. Each incident site node is placed within the transport network graph
by connecting it to the nearest road node using an edge of length zero. Given the
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dense network structures which are considered in this thesis, it is assumed that a
road node will always exist sufficiently close to the specific (x, y) location of the
incident site. Each incident site has a set of casualties, which, together with their
characteristics, completely defines the nature of the incident. That is, the model does
not discern between any two situations which result in the same number of casualties
with identical profiles.
At each incident site a Casualty Clearing Station is assumed to be set up, as is
standard practice, together with an associated ambulance loading point and ambu-
lance parking point. It is assumed that for all incidents considered a suitable location
or structure is available for this purpose.
4.3.2 Casualties
Casualties are defined as those individuals who have sustained injuries at an inci-
dent site and therefore require transportation to hospital. We denote the set of all
casualties by C and an individual casualty by ci, so
ci ∈ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ nc, (4.1)
where nc is the total number of casualties. This set of casualties may grow as an
incident evolves in time in the manner discussed in Section 3.4. However, in this
chapter the focus is on static incidents, and so we do not consider such dynamic
casualty sets until Chapter 6.
Casualties are defined by their location, their accessibility (i.e. to what extent
they can be reached by responders, how long it will take for them to be extricated by
the fire service) and their health. Specific details regarding how each of these factors
is represented in the model follow.
Each casualty is associated with a specific incident site, which in turn defines
their location within the environment. Thus, in terms of location, all casualties
associated with a particular incident site are considered equivalent. This level of
detail in spatial representation of casualties is common, as can be seen in the work
of [45]. While it would be possible to further specify casualty location, perhaps to the
level of individual buildings or to specific (x, y) coordinates, the benefits of including
such further detail in a scheduling optimisation model would be limited. In particular,
we argue that differences in casualties arising from their location may be subsumed
into differences in the durations of the tasks associated with them. This approach is
illustrated in Example 4.3.1.
Example 4.3.1. Consider a scenario where three casualties are located at an incident
site. The node of the transport network which corresponds to this incident site is
denoted by X, and each of the three casualties has a unique (x, y) coordinate near it.
As discussed, two possible approaches are available for the representation of the
locations of each casualty. In the first case, an explicit representation may be em-
ployed, where the specific (x, y) coordinates of each casualty is held within the model.
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In this case, any calculations regarding, for example, the time needed for a Search
& Rescue response unit to extricate a specific casualty would be broken down in the
following manner:
Total time = time to travel to node X + time to travel to (x,y) + (4.2)
extrication time (4.3)
= 5.4 mins + 0.5 mins + 7.4 mins. (4.4)
Alternatively, an implicit representation may be employed. In this case, the time
needed for the extrication operation takes the form
Total time = time to node X + modified extrication time (4.5)
= 5.4 mins + 7.9 mins. (4.6)
Here, the specific differences in locations of casualties associated with the same inci-
dent site are accounted for when setting times needed to complete tasks. It is this
second representation which is employed in the model proposed in this thesis.
In addition to location, each casualty requires three further variables to be de-
scribed fully. Specifically, we require:
• csi ∈ {0, 1}, a binary stability variable indicating whether stabilizing treatment
is required;
• cei ∈ {0, 1}, a binary ‘trapped’ variable indicating whether or not the casualty
requires extrication; and
• cti ∈ {T1, T2, T3, Dead}, a discrete variable describing the triage level associated
with their initial health.
As discussed in Section 2.3.5, triage is a procedure carried out in MCIs where the
health of each casualty is briefly assessed in order to estimate the extent of their
injuries. The result of this sieve procedure is a designated triage level, which can take
one of the four categories shown in Table 4.1 [1] (as previously shown in Table 2.5
and repeated here for ease of reference). In the UK, following a major incident, it is
standard policy to require a full triage operation be completed before any treatment
is administered to any casualty. As such, we note that it is reasonable to assume that
the proposed model can be initialized after this triage operation has been completed
and will therefore have access to all relevant information including the number of
casualties and their health, stability and need or otherwise of extrication.
While casualties are assumed to be mostly passive, and thus under the control
of the response agencies, we do allow for the possibility of some casualties deciding
to leave the incident site and travel to a hospital of their choosing. This is termed
‘self-presentation’. Such an action is assumed to only occur for those casualties of
triage state T3, the ’walking wounded’.
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Table 4.1: Triage levels assigned to casualties [1].
Category Description Explanation
T1 Immediate Require immediate life-
saving procedure
T2 Urgent Require surgical or medi-
cal intervention within 2-4
hours
T3 Delayed Less serious cases whose
treatment can safely be de-
layed beyond 4 hours
Dead
4.3.3 Hospitals
The set of all hospitals considered in the model is denoted by H, with individual
hospitals represented by hi. So,
hi ∈ H, 1 ≤ i ≤ nh, (4.7)
where nh = |H| denotes the total number of hospitals. Each hospital is represented
on the network as special nodes which are connected to the nearest road node in the
same way as incident sites. That is, a hospital node is created and joined, via an
edge of length zero, to the nearest node on the transport network graph. In addition
to their locations, hospitals require further parameters to be set in order to describe
their resource levels and how these are likely to change over time.
The ‘resources’ available at any given hospital are considered to be encapsulated
by its capacity in terms of the number of patients who could be admitted, and sub-
sequently treated, at that point in time. Thus, the term ‘resources’ is somewhat
abstract, and for its full derivation one would require detailed information regarding
quantities such as available staff, the number of free beds, and medical supplies. By
defining resources at the aggregate level we ensure the resulting model is sufficiently
flexible in its application to different scenarios. Resources are modelled to be dy-
namic, albeit in a simple, linear manner. Specifically, a hospital h’s resource levels
are defined through an initial level, caph, a maximum capacity maxh, and a linear
rate at which capacity will increase upon enaction of a the hospital’s major incident
plan, rateh. This plan will result in the freeing up of resources through the movement
and re-allocation of those casualties currently in the hospital.
The rate at which hospital resources grow in response to the enaction of a major
incident plan may not be as simple as a piecewise linear model. However, there is
an absence of real data recording such growth in actual major incidents. Moreover,
as discussed in Section 3.3.2, there has been limited research into MCI response
optimisation models which has included the explicit modelling of hospitals. As such,
we argue that the simple linear model is appropriate at this stage.
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In addition to resource levels, we further allow for any hospital to have one or
several specialist treatment facilities present. In our implementation and by means
of example, we consider one such type of specialist fatalities, namely burns units.
However, the model can be easily extended to any number of specialist facilities as
required. The impact of such facilities is felt in the model when evaluating response
plans, and so will be discussed in further detail in Section 4.6.3.
Where specialist treatment facilities do exist, it may be desirable to set resource
level constraints specific to those facilities. Thus, a hospital holding a burns treatment
unit could have a capacity of 30 casualties in total, 7 of whom may be within the burns
unit. If such a configuration is desired, it may be obtained through the representation
of the burns unit as a separate hospital at the same location, with resource level
parameters set accordingly.
4.3.4 Responders
The model considers a number of specific emergency responders, coming from the
Fire and Rescue Service, Ambulance Service and Health Service. In the case of the
Fire and Rescue Service, we consider a single, homogeneous responder type, namely
a Search And Rescue (SAR) unit. Each unit corresponds to a team of individuals
assigned a generic fire appliance, containing the necessary equipment to carry out
search and rescue operations. While, as discussed in Section 2.3.4, there is a large
variety in fire appliances and resources available to the Fire and Rescue Service, the
MCIs to be considered by our model will require only these most general appliances.
All SAR units are initially located at local Fire stations, as specified within the
modelled environment.
The responders made available by the Ambulance Service consist of two-person
paramedic teams each with an allocated ambulance, in addition to Hazardous Area
Response Teams (HART units). HART units [35] are specially trained and equipped
paramedic teams whose primary purpose is to provide life-saving treatment to those
casualties who are in hazardous environments. Both Ambulance and HART units are
initially located at either local ambulance stations or hospitals.
Finally, we consider Medical Emergency Response Incident Teams (MERIT units)
units. MERIT units consist of teams of clinicians capable of fast dispatch to an
incident site in order to deliver stabilizing treatment to casualties within the Casualty
Clearing Station.
All response units are suitably defined within the model through their specified
initial location (i.e. their base station or hospital), parameters describing their maxi-
mum travelling speed, average rate of acceleration, and an optional delay time corre-
sponding to, for example, the time needed from receiving notification of the incident
to prepare for dispatch. The inclusion of this parameter helps to ensure the flexibility
of the model. A further variable which could potentially have been included in the
specification of a responder would be a time at which they may no longer work, corre-
sponding to an end of a shift. However, given the scope of problems to be considered
in this work and their relatively short time frames of a few hours, this detail was
deemed unnecessary.
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The total set of all response units is denoted R, with individual response units
denoted ri. The total number of responder units is denoted by nr = |R|. A summary
of the types of responders considered in the model is presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Responder units considered in the model.
Name Description
Ambulance An Ambulance unit includes a paramedic team, and can
both administer treatment at a CCS and transport ca-
sualties to hospital.
HART A Hazardous Area Response Team consists of
paramedics equipped with the necessary equipment and
training to allow them to administer stabilizing care to
casualties in high risk environments, i.e. those who are
trapped.
MERIT A Medical Emergency Response Incident Team is a mo-
bile team of clinicians who can travel to any mass casu-
alty incident and administer treatment to the wounded
at the CCS.
SAR A Search And Rescue team can rescue trapped casualties
from disaster sites and deliver them to the associated
CCS.
4.3.5 Tasks
Having discussed the representation within the model of the environment, casualties,
hospitals and responders, we now discuss the representation of the tasks which the
responders are required to carry out in an MCI response operation. Firstly, the tasks
corresponding to the Ambulance and Health Service will be described. Following this,
tasks completed by the Fire Service will be considered.
As discussed in Section 2.3.4, the core duties of the Ambulance Service are the
“three T’s”: Triage, Treatment, and Transportation. We model treatment and trans-
port explicitly, with triage accounted for in an implicit manner as discussed below.
As previously noted, it is standard policy [128] for a full triage operation to be
completed before any treatment work may be undertaken. As such, we assume that
an initial triage operation has occurred by the time τ = 0 in the model. At this stage,
we consider this initial triage to be the only one to take place for each casualty. How-
ever, as discussed in Section 2.3.5, triage is in fact repeated throughout the response
operation, allowing for any changes in the health of casualties to be monitored. The
complexities introduced by such dynamic data collection will be considered in more
detail in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
Treatment can take place in one of two environments at any incident site. For
those casualties who are trapped within the hazardous inner cordon area and who are
awaiting rescue, a HART unit may deliver pre-rescue stabilizing treatment. For all
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other casualties at the incident site, pre-transportation stabilizing treatment may be
delivered by a HART, MERIT or Ambulance unit. We note that it is the stated goal
of the UK Ambulance Service to ensure such treatment is minimal, providing only
enough to ensure each casualty’s safe progression in the next stage of their processing.
Thus, we do not consider the health of a casualty to be improved by treatment - only
that it will not deteriorate during the treatment operation. It should be noted that
this approach to modelling treatment avoids the addition of many more decision
variables corresponding to treatment time. That is, the preparation of any casualty
for the next stage of their processing will take a specific, fixed amount of time. If
the goal of treatment was instead to improve the health of the casualty, there would
be no well-defined, natural length for the treatment operation. In this case, the
decision space of the model would have to encompass the setting of the length of each
treatment task.
Transportation tasks consist of several distinct stages, namely loading, travel and
unloading. We assume loading and unloading are both invariable and fast operations,
and do not include their time demand in the model. The removal of this assumption,
on recovering adequate data describing loading and unloading times, would be simple.
Transportation tasks are unique within our model as their duration is a decision
variable as opposed to a (possibly unknown) fixed and true quantity. That is, the
choice of hospital allocation will define the length of the corresponding transportation
task.
Rescue tasks are those undertaken by SAR units in order to remove casualties
from a hazardous environment in which they are trapped. Just as treatment tasks
were noted to have a well-defined length (the time needed to prepare the casualty
for extrication or transportation), rescue tasks also have a set time associated with
them. Thus, the decision space of the model does not need to include the setting of
the length of time spent on each individual rescue operation.
While a transportation task is required for each casualty considered, the presence
of all other tasks is dependant on the defining casualty characteristics as discussed
in Section 4.3.2. Specifically, only those casualties whose ‘trapped’ variable cei is set
to true will have a rescue task associated with them, and only those whose stability
variable csi is set to false will have a pre-transport stabilization task associated
with them. Where both these conditions hold, a pre-rescue stabilization task will
also be required. For all tasks required for a given casualty ci, a strict dependency
exits in terms of the order in which they are undertaken. This ordering is illustrated
in Figure 4.4. A summary of the tasks considered is provided in Table 4.3, and
their relation to both responder types and casualty characteristics is illustrated in
Figure 4.5.
Given that all tasks are associated with a specific casualty, and that an ordering
of the tasks corresponding to each casualty exists (as illustrated in Figure 4.4, the
jth task associated with the ith casualty will e denoted ti,j. The set of all tasks
will be denoted T . If casualty i requires ni,t tasks to be completed, our notation is
summarized as
ti,j ∈ T , where 1 ≤ i ≤ nc and 1 ≤ j ≤ ni,t. (4.8)
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Figure 4.4: An example of the processing of a single casualty in an MCI
Table 4.3: Tasks considered in the model.
Name Description
Transportation All casualties require transportation to a hospital.
Pre-transportation stabilization Those casualties whose condition is unstable re-
quire a period of treatment/stabilization to be car-
ried out to ensure their safe transportation.
Rescue Casualties may be trapped by debris at the disas-
ter site, in which case a rescue task must be com-
pleted to ensure their extrication.
Pre-rescue stabilization Of those casualties who are trapped, some may
require a period of treatment/stabilization before
the rescue task commences in order to ensure their
safety.
In this section we have taken the qualitative description of the scope and char-
acteristics of the decision problem we consider, as given in Chapters 2 and 3, and
provided a concrete and quantitative definition. The dimensions along which a prob-
lem may vary have been described. The problem scope is sufficiently broad to allow
for a large number of scenarios to be effectively modelled. In particular, the scope is
not limited in terms of geographic area (any transport network may be used, at the
fine detail provided by GIS, or at any other aggregated level which can be represented
as a graph). Neither is there a limit upon the number of casualties or responders,
other than that imposed by computational burden. The representation of a response
operation in terms of a finite number of four task types helps to ensure flexibility of
the decision space of the model, with the content of tasks open to interpretation and
only the dependencies, both in terms of task sequences and responder capabilities,
fixed.
4.4 Defining solutions
The previous section focused on how a problem and its environment may be repre-
sented within our model. We now proceed to focus on which aspects of the problem
are controllable and amenable to decision support. That is, we seek to define the
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Figure 4.5: The relationships between casualties, tasks and resources.
solution space. We do so in an incremental manner, allowing for a progressively finer
level of control for the decision maker. Challenges relating to infeasible solutions will
then be outlined.
4.4.1 The solution space
Firstly, following the structure of general Flexible Job-shop Scheduling problems, we
consider the allocation of tasks to the available response units. Formally, for the jth
task associated with the ith casualty ti,j ∈ T we associate a responder unit tri,j ∈ R.
This decision making, in isolation, provides a limited amount of control of the solution
to the decision problem. In such a situation, the decision maker could allocate all
tasks to be completed to the available responder units, but would not have control
of other aspects such as the order in which each responder completes their allocated
tasks. The benefit of allocating this decision making stage to an optimisation process
will be examined in Section 7.3. In terms of the size of the solution space defined by
this single decision set, the solution space, denoted S1, will be of size
|S1| = |T ||R|. (4.9)
Given an allocation of tasks to responder units, a further dimension to the solution
space may be imposed through allowing for the sequencing of tasks assigned to each
responder unit. That is, for each task we define a priority level tpi,j ∈ N and these
priority levels are used to order the tasks allocated to any given responder unit in the
desired manner. The solution space is constrained such that the n tasks assigned to
any given responder are assigned priorities from 1, . . . , n. This decision component
confers significantly greater control over the solution to the response problem than
that afforded by the allocation of tasks to responders alone. Now, the decision maker
has full control over not only who does which tasks, but in what order they should
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Figure 4.6: The exponential growth of the size of the solution space for a fixed number
of responders and increasing number of tasks.
be completed. This increased level of control comes at the cost of an increase in
complexity through the size of the solution space. Specifically, we now have a solution
space S2 such that
|S2| = (|T | − 1)!× |T |!
(|T | − |R|)! . (4.10)
Note that this solution space may contain infeasible solutions. Such solutions could
occur when tasks are allocated to responder units who are not capable of their com-
pletion, or when tasks are sequenced in a manner which violates dependency relations.
Such infeasible solutions will be discussed in more detail shortly, in Section 4.4.2.
A final level of control is realized through the allocation of casualties to hospitals.
That is, for each task we associate a hospital thi,j ∈ H
⋃{0}, where h = 0 for all tasks
other than transportation tasks. This decision dimension provides potential for an
optimisation model to incorporate knowledge of hospitals as described in Section 4.3.3,
namely their location, resource levels and availability of specialist treatment facilities.
This final increase in the solution space leads to a solution space S3, such that
|S3| =
(
(|T | − 1)!× |T |!
(|T | − |R|)!
)
× (|C||H|) . (4.11)
We now have that a solution can be defined by a mapping s : T → R×N×H⋃{0}.
The size of this space, as is common with combinatorial optimisation problems, scales
exponentially as we increase the number of tasks and/or responders, corresponding
to the T and R dimensions. This growth with respect to the number of tasks is
illustrated in Figure 4.6, where the size of the solutions space of a problem involving
ten responders is given, on a log scale, against the number of tasks. A numerical
example is provided in Example 4.4.1
Example 4.4.1. Consider a solution space arising from a problem involving 10 re-
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sponder units, 25 tasks associated with 8 casualties, and 3 hospitals. Equation 4.11
gives
|S3| =
(
(25− 1)!× 25!
(25− 10)!
)
× (83) (4.12)
= 3.28× 1050 (4.13)
Increasing the size of the problem by 3 further casualties and an associated 9 further
tasks leads to a solution space of size
|S3| =
(
(34− 1)!× 34!
(34− 10)!
)
× (113) (4.14)
= 1.42× 1077 (4.15)
An increase of only 3 casualties and 9 associated tasks in the problem to be solved
has lead to an increase in the solution space of a factor of the order of 1027. This
illustrates the inflexible nature of combinatorial optimisation models.
More formally, we note that the solution space can be translated into that of
a common Flexible JSP (FJSP) by setting parameters describing distances on the
road network to zero, considering casualties as jobs and responder units as machines.
Since the JSP has been shown to be NP-hard [95], we can deduce that the casualty
processing problem is also NP-hard. The implication of this in terms of appropriate
solution method will be discussed in Chapter 5.
4.4.2 Infeasible solutions
The solution space defined in Section 4.4.1 includes solutions which are infeasible.
In addition to the aforementioned possibility of tasks being assigned to responder
units incapable of their completion, it is possible that tasks may be allocated and
ordered in such a fashion as to create a ‘loop’ in dependence relations. By dependency
relations we include both normal sequencing dependency (that is, tasks must be
completed in the order in which they were assigned, and so each task is dependent on
all tasks preceding it in the sequence) and the dependence of task types as described
in Section 4.3.5. A simple illustration is given in Figure 4.7, where a loop exists
over a single responder unit’s schedule due to task 3 being required to be completed
before work on task 1 can begin, but task 3 being scheduled after task 1 in the same
responder’s schedule.
A more complex example involving two responder units is provided in Figure 4.8.
In this case, dependencies between tasks assigned to different responders give rise to
an infeasible solution, as can be seen by following the directed arrows from task 2
onwards, eventually leading back to task 2 again. Clearly, these simple examples can
extend to far larger cases involving many responder schedules, and any method for
evaluating the quality of a proposed solution must be capable of identifying any such
dependency violations.
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Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
Figure 4.7: A simple example of a task dependency violation within a single responder
unit’s schedule.
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4
Task 5 Task 6 Task 7 Task 8
Figure 4.8: A task dependency violation involving two distinct responder units.
4.5 Creating schedules
In order to evaluate the quality of a solution as defined in Section 4.4, we must first
combine the solution specification with knowledge of the problem environment to
create a schedule predicting when each task will start and finish. To do so, we first
consider the estimation of travel times before defining the scheduling algorithm.
4.5.1 Travel times
disaster  
initial location 
τ = 0 τ = Τ 
pre-transportation 
stabilization 
transportation 
hospital 
hospital 
disaster  
travel 
Figure 4.9: The work schedule and associated travel path of an ambulance.
As illustrated in Fig. 4.9 the tasks within our model are distributed across a
geographical area and as such we must account for the time needed for responder units
to travel from the end location associated with one task to the start location of the
next task. The prediction of such travel times is accomplished through first estimating
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the route taken and then, using the resulting distance and parameters describing the
speed and acceleration of the responder unit, estimating the corresponding travel
time.
Considering the routing problem, we assume that, through personal knowledge
and / or the availability of sat-nav routing technology, a responder unit will always
take the shortest path available. Under this assumption, we may employ a shortest
path algorithm to find this path. Djikstra’s algorithm, as implemented in the Boost
graph library [114], is employed in this manner. Denoting the distance (in kilometres)
of the shortest path by d, we go on to use the model described by [72] (and more
recently validated in [15]) to estimate the median travel time mˆ(d):
mˆ(d) =
{
2.42
√
d, d ≤ 4.13 km
2.46 + 0.596d, d > 4.13 km (4.16)
where the time is given in minutes. The model was fitted to data describing the travel
times of the ambulance service in Calgary, Canada [15]. In the absence of emergency
service travel time data for the UK, this was taken to be a sufficient approximation. It
should be noted that the data used referred to ambulances travelling to reach everyday
emergencies, as opposed to travelling within an MCI environment. It may reasonably
assumed that ambulance speeds and associated travel times will be affected by the
disruptions caused by an MCI. This will be considered in further detail in Chapter 6,
where a model for transport network disruption will be described.
Calculating the median travel time estimate in this manner for each journey,
these times are then used when constructing the schedule. In terms of the Job Shop
Scheduling methodology this corresponds to transforming a basic FJSP into a FJSP
with sequence dependent setup time [109]. This same travel time estimation method is
employed when calculating the duration of transportation tasks, which vary according
to the location of the associated casualty and which hospital said casualty has been
allocated to. The durations of all other tasks (that is, stabilizing treatment and
rescue tasks) are considered to be available upon initialization of the model. This
assumption will be relaxed in Chapter 6.
Implementation 4.5.1. Given the flexibility of the model in terms of the geographic
area covered, it is possible that large, dense graphs representing transport networks
will be encountered. In such cases, the calculations of shortest paths may incur a
significant computational burden and as such should be kept to a minimum. This is
achieved through the reduction of the full transport network to a travel time matrix
in a pre-computation stage. Specifically, during the initialization of the model a list of
all locations of interest is compiled, including responder bases, hospitals and incident
sites. Repeated applications of shortest path calculations leads to a single matrix
storing the distances of all routes between any two locations, which can then be
translated into travel times using the formula 4.16. These values can then be looked
up as and when they are required without the need for further, computationally
expensive, shortest path calculations.
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4.5.2 Scheduling algorithm
The creation of a schedule from a given solution, where the start and end times of all
tasks are estimated, is described in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, the set of tasks
is iterated over, with the start and end times of each task being computed in turn.
When considering any given task ti,j, all tasks upon which ti,j depends are examined.
These tasks may be located at an earlier position in the same responders schedule,
or they may be associated with the same casualty. For example, when computing
the start and end times of a rescue task, the algorithm will check if a pre-rescue
stabilization tasks exists for the corresponding casualty. If such a task does exist, it
is necessary to compute the start and end times of this before the times of task ti,j
can be computed. This is because the start time of ti,j is dependent on the end time
of this task. Once the start and end times of all tasks upon which task ti,j depends
are known, the algorithm proceeds with the computation of the start and end times
of task ti,j.
Algorithm 1 Creating a schedule from a solution.
1: set VALID = true
2: for all tasks t ∈ T do
3: if tr can NOT do t then
4: set VALID = false
5: end if
6: if t is first task in tr’s schedule then
7: x = getTravelTime(tr’s initial location, start location of t)
8: set start time of t = x
9: set end time = start time + duration
10: else
11: get task preceding t, tˆ
12: if tˆ times have not been updated then
13: update times of tˆ
14: end if
15: x = [end time of tˆ] + getTravelTime(end location of tˆ, start location of t)
16: set y = 0
17: if t depends on another task, t∗ then
18: if t∗ times have not been updated then
19: update times of t∗
20: end if
21: y = end time of t∗
22: end if
23: set start time of t, max(x, y)
24: set end time = start time + duration
25: end if
26: end for
Implementation 4.5.2. The scheduling algorithm allows for the recognition of in-
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feasible solutions by adding a check to each task to denote if it is currently under
evaluation. As described, it is possible that a specific task ti,j may be considered,
but the algorithm proceeds to compute the timings of a task or tasks upon which ti,j
depends. This process could continue, following a chain of dependency relations of
the type illustrated in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. As in those illustrated cases, if following
the chain of dependencies eventually leads back to the initial task being considered,
a dependency loop exists and the solution is infeasible. Thus, by noting when each
task is considered and therefore becomes part of a chain, the algorithm can recog-
nize when such loops exist. At this point the scheduling process is terminated and
a high number is assigned to all objectives of the current solution, allowing for the
optimisation process to discount it.
4.6 Schedule evaluation
As discussed in Section 4.2.2, while similarities between the casualty processing prob-
lem and the more general class of JSPs can be seen in the similar creation of a
schedule as part of the evaluation process, the problems are markedly different as we
move beyond this point. While the objective functions typically used in FJSP’s (such
as makespan) may be applicable to the casualty processing problem, they are unlikely
to fully capture its nature. Specifically, in order to properly evaluate a solution to
the casualty processing problem, consideration must be given to the resulting health
and well-being of casualties.
A multi-objective approach to the evaluation of solutions is proposed, considering
the following five objective functions which can be applied to a solution s:
• f1(s), the expected number of fatalities,
• f2(s), measure of the time taken to deliver casualties to hospitals,
• f3(s), measure of how appropriate the hospital allocation choice is,
• f4(s), the total time spent idle by responders,
• f5(s), the latest time at which a casualty arrives at a hospital, i.e. the makespan.
We group the above objectives into three classes: fatalities, consisting of f1 alone;
suffering, consisting of f2 and f3; and finally efficiency, consisting of f4 and f5. In
what follows we will describe each objective fi individually, after which we will discuss
how to combine them in a unified manner through multi-objective techniques.
4.6.1 Fatalities
In order to predict the number of fatalities resulting from a response operation s,
we first note which casualties c ∈ C are in a dangerous environment at any point.
As illustrated in Figure 4.4, a casualty can be in one of four environments during a
response operation: trapped at the disaster site; at a Casualty Clearing Station; in
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an ambulance; or at a hospital. We assume that the latter three environments are of
a relatively stable nature and casualties will not deteriorate in health over the course
of the operation. For casualties trapped at the scene, however, we acknowledge the
risk of further injury and the deterioration of health.
Given the discrete nature of triage classification we propose a discrete state Markov
chain model of casualty health in a similar fashion as in [111], with a state space
L = {T1, T2, T3, D} denoting the four triage levels described in Table 4.1 (where D
corresponds to dead). This approach allows the calculation of the probability that
casualty ci will be in state T ∈ L at time τ under the proposed solution, which
we shall denote by pTi (τ). The parameters used in the Markov chain are given in
Fig. 4.10.
T1 T2 T3 Dead 
0.1 0.05 0.03 
0.97 0.95 0.9 
Figure 4.10: The Markov chain representing the stochastic process of the health of a
trapped casualty, with transition probabilities for each state transition.
Two health states are linked if it is possible to move from one to the other in
any given time step, where a time step represents one minute. As can be see from
Figure 4.10, only negative health progression is possible when a casualty is trapped at
the scene. The use of Markov chains in this manner is attractive as it facilitates the
calculation of a number of quantities of interest in an efficient manner. In particular,
in addition to providing an estimated probability that any trapped casualty will be
deceased before they reach a Casualty Clearing Station, one may also calculate the
probability of being in any other health state at any other time. This information
can then be used when prioritizing casualties according to their current health and
predictions of how it will change over time. These calculations are rendered feasible
through the assumption of the Markovian property, which states that the stochastic
process must be memoryless. In the context of our problem, this translates to as-
suming that the probability of a casualty’s health deteriorating from one level to the
next is dependent only on their current state, not on how long they have occupied it.
Under this assumption, predicted health states can be calculated based on only the
current health state of the casualty at that point in time. If a non-Markovian chain
were employed, such calculations would require a full knowledge of the health history
(that is, the specific time periods spent in each health state over the course of the
response) of the casualty in question. This would represent a significant challenge in
practice, in terms of collecting and storing the relevant data. A related favourable
property of a Markov chain formulation is the compact nature of the model. Specif-
ically, it requires only state-to-state transition probabilities to be specified. This is
a more realistic requirement than that posed by a non-Markov chain, which would
require the specification of transition probabilities to be dependant also on the health
history of casualties. As the Markovian assumption cannot be explicitly tested in this
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case, due to a lack of data, it was deemed to be reasonable for the purposes of this
work.
Denoting by τCi the time at which casualty ci arrives at a Casualty Clearing Station
after being extricated, the Markov chain model is used to calculate pDi (τ
C
i ) for each
casualty. We can therefore define the fatality component of the objective function to
be
f1(s) =
nc∑
i=1
pDi (τ
C
i ). (4.17)
The parameters used in these probabilistic models should ideally be determined
from an extensive analysis of data. However, in the field of MCI response such data
is not freely available and as such the transition probabilities in Figure 4.10 have
been estimated. In order to better understand the behaviour resulting from this
parametrization it is useful to perform some descriptive analysis. Figure 4.11 illus-
trates the probability of a casualty dying, and how this probability varies according
to the time taken to rescue the casualty. This analysis is conducted for casualties
whose initial health state is T1, T2 and T3.
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Figure 4.11: The probability of death on arrival at hospital over time spent trapped
at incident site, dependent on initial health state.
The behaviour displayed in Figure 4.11 demonstrates that the transition proba-
bilities given in Figure 4.10 do in fact lead to plausible behaviour. Specifically, the
probability of a casualty of health state T3 (i.e. the ‘walking wounded’) dying whilst
trapped at an incident site remains low over a period of 30 minutes, reaching a max-
imum of 0.125 within this time. In contrast, a casualty of the most severe health
state, T1, will have a high probability of death in this same period. These behaviours
correspond sufficiently to the qualitative descriptions of the triage health states as
noted in Table 4.1.
To further illustrate the behaviour predicted by the Markov chain model described,
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Figure 4.12 shows the probability vector of health for a single casualty over a 30 minute
period as they receive pre-rescue stabilizing treatment, and then are rescued, with
T3 as their initial state. The figure shows how the probability of being in state T3
decreases over time, from being completely certain (i.e. P (D) = 1) immediately fol-
lowing triage to around P (D) = 0.6 after 30 minutes. Corresponding to the decrease,
the probability of the casualty being in either state T1 or T2 increases over time.
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Figure 4.12: Probability of being in each health state whilst trapped at incident site.
4.6.2 Hospital arrival time
While the minimisation of fatalities is clearly a key objective held in any response
operation, it will not sufficiently capture all relevant details of the problem. That is,
it is possible for several response plans to lead to approximately the same predicted
fatalities, but for these plans to be clearly separable on other measures. One such
measure to be considered involves the speed at which the casualties involved in the
incident are taken to hospital.
We note that the prioritization of casualties in a way which respects their triage
level is essential to a high-quality response, by the very definition of triage. This can
be achieved through the use of a weighted total flowtime measure. Here, we sum
the completion times of each casualty’s processing, i.e. the time at which they are
delivered to a hospital (which we denote tcarrives), weighting each component by the
parameter wT , where T ∈ L = {T1, T2, T3, D} denotes the triage levels. This defines
the second objective function component,
f2(s) =
∑
T∈L
(∑
c∈CT
wT t
c
arrives)
)
. (4.18)
The weights used have been set in accordance with the description of triage levels
given in Table 4.1, where we set a twenty four hour delay in the treatment of a T3
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casualty to be equivalent to a four hour delay in the treatment of a T2 casualty.
This in turn is set to be equivalent to a fifteen minute delay in the treatment of
a T1 casualty. That is, taking wT3 = 1, we calculate wT2 =
24
4
× wT3 = 6 and
wT1 =
4
0.25
×wT2 = 96. The weight corresponding to the dead is set at wdead = 0.1 in
order to ensure the model places only limited value on the prompt transportation of
fatalities to hospital in comparison to the transportation of injured survivors.
4.6.3 Hospital allocation
In order to quantify how well casualties have been allocated to hospitals, we must
consider two factors: the dynamic capacity of each hospital and the effect of over sub-
scription; and the pairing of casualties’ specific injuries to the corresponding specialist
treatment facilities.
Hospital capacity
We consider two factors which will result in a dynamic variation of a hospital’s avail-
able capacity. Firstly, the effect of a hospital enacting its major incident plan. Sec-
ondly, the effect of casualties autonomously leaving the disaster scene and transport-
ing themselves to self-present at a hospital of their choosing.
The result of a hospital’s major incident plan being enacted is modelled as a steady
increase in its capacity. We characterize this process using the following parameters:
caph: Initial free capacity of hospital h
maxh: Maximum capacity of hospital h
rateh: Constant rate at which hospital h can in-
crease capacity until maxh is reached
Given these values, the capacity of the hospital in question is modelled as increas-
ing at the constant rate of rateh from time τ = 0 to time τ =
(maxh−caph)
rateh
.
In order to forecast the effects of self-presentation we must estimate the number
of casualties at each disaster site who will self-present, which hospitals they will
choose, and how long they will wait before leaving the scene. We recognize that the
severity of casualty injury plays an important role in determining whether or not
self-presentation is an option. Accordingly, our model allows self-presentation only
for casualties c such that ct = T3. Under this assumption, the following parameters
are required:
To determine a measure of the attractiveness of a given hospital h to a self-presenting
casualty at site d, denoted gd,h, we compute the measure
gd,h = exp(−spattractδ(d, h)) (4.19)
where δ(d, h) is the estimated travel time from site d to hospital h. This measure is
computed for each h, after which all values are normalized to give the proportion of
self presenting casualties at site d expected to travel to each hospital h, denoted nd,h.
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spprob: Probability of a priority 3 casualty
self-presenting
spattract: Parameter describing how the attrac-
tiveness of a hospital varies with dis-
tance
spwait: Length of the interval over which self-
presenters’ waiting times will be uni-
formly distributed
These values are then used to create arrival distributions for each casualty-hospital
pair, where casualties begin to arrive at time δ(d, h) and continue arriving at the
constant rate
nd,h
spwait
until time δ(d, h) + spwait.
For each hospital considered part of the model, we now have: a list of scheduled
arrival times of casualties of each triage level; a list of anticipated arrival times of T3
casualties self-presenting; and an anticipated rise in capacity due to major incident
plans. This information is combined to predict the total waiting time of casualties of
each triage level at the hospital. In order to do so, we make the following assumptions:
(i) a casualty arriving at a hospital with free capacity is immediately admitted to
a bed, thus consuming a capacity unit, regardless of their triage level;
(ii) once a casualty has been admitted, they will occupy a space in that hospital for
the duration of the response operation;
(iii) when there is a queue of casualties at a hospital awaiting admittance, they will
be allocated in an order which reflects their triage level irrespective of their time
of arrival at the hospital.
While assumptions (i) and (iii) are not controversial, assumption (ii) may not be
realistic for casualties with light injuries when the response operation continues for
several hours. This assumption could be removed, given data regarding the length of
stay of such lightly injured casualties. In the absence of such data, we note that our
attention is restricted to MCIs where the response operation is anticipated to take
1-3 hours (see Section 2.2.2), which reduces the impact of this assumption.
An illustration of a hospital being over-subscribed is given in Fig. 4.13, where the
cumulative casualty arrivals exceeds the available capacity over a period of time. The
shaded areas denote the proportion of those waiting for treatment of triage level. The
information we take from this are the areas QT1, QT2 and QT3, representing the total
untreated waiting time of casualties at hospital h ∈ H as grouped by triage level.
When calculating the quantities QT1, QT2 and QT3 associated with each hospital,
the planned arrivals of all casualties of health state T3 are contrasted with the ex-
pected arrivals of all self-presenting casualties of health T3 arriving from that same
disaster site. If the earliest expected leaving time of a self-presenting casualty is less
than the latest processing time of a scheduled arrival, that latest scheduled arrival
time is adjusted to correspond to the self-presentation arrival.
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Figure 4.13: An illustration of casualty arrivals exceeding hospital capacity over a
period of time. The shaded areas denote the proportion of ‘excess’ casualties of each
triage level T1, T2 and T3.
Hospital capability
Given a specific injury type (e.g. severe burns or spinal injury) denoted ν, we wish
to include in the model sufficient detail to ensure an allocation matching injury types
to treatment facilities is preferred. In order to do so, we define a set of penalty
terms kν,T . Each of these quantities can be interpreted as ‘the maximum delay in the
treatment of a casualty with injury ν and priority p which could be tolerated in order
to ensure they are treated at an appropriate specialist facility’. This interpretation
helps to provide a clear understanding of the parameters involved to any user of the
model. Given this set of terms, we calculate for each casualty c the value βc, where
βc = kν,T if casualty c has injury of type ν and triage level T but is not taken to a
hospital with the corresponding treatment facilities, and 0 otherwise.
Combining the above terms associated with both hospital capacity and capabil-
ity gives a total measure of how well casualties have been allocated to hospitals,
accounting for both dynamic capacity levels and heterogeneous treatment facilities:
f3(s) =
 ∑
T∈{T1,T2,T3,D}
∑
h∈H
wTQ
h
T
+ [∑
c∈C
βc
]
. (4.20)
4.6.4 Responder idleness
We wish to include a measure of how much time is spent by responders in an idle
state, neither completing a task nor travelling to their next location. In addition to
an expected correlation between idleness and the other objectives (that is, a solution
where all responders are constantly busy is likely to be of high quality in other re-
spects), we also note that any perceived idleness can have a negative impact on the
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public’s impression of the quality of the response operation. Total idleness can be
calculated easily from any given schedule by summing all intervals between the end
of one task and the time where the responder either leaves to travel to the site of
their next task or if the next task is at the same location, begins work on this task.
4.6.5 Latest finishing time
As noted previously, the ‘makespan’ of a solution, i.e. the time at which the last
task has been completed, is not an appropriate measure of solution quality when
considered in isolation. However, when complemented by the objectives previously
discussed, it is desirable to give some consideration to makespan since a low value
corresponds to an early finish of the response operation. This is particularly desirable
when in terms of objective (xii) as listed in Section 2.3.2, the ‘time taken to return
to normality’. While several other factors must be considered in defining what is
necessary to return to normality after an MCI, an early completion of the response
operation will clearly contribute towards this goal.
4.6.6 Multi-objective formulation
As previously mentioned, the five objectives considered in our model can be parti-
tioned into three categories:
1. fatalities - f1(s),
2. suffering - f2(s), f3(s),
3. efficiency - f4(s), f5(s).
We view the optimization of these three categories in a lexicographic [49] sense,
assuming that the minimization of fatalities is infinitely more important to the emer-
gency response decision maker than the minimization of suffering, which in turn is
infinitely more important than the minimization of efficiency. Within each category
we employ a method of weighted metrics [86] to convert the multi-objective sub-
problem into a single objective one. In doing so we define three objective functions,
namely
g1(s) = (w1|f1(s)− z∗1 |2)1/2 (4.21)
g2(s) = (w2|f2(s)− z∗2 |2 + w3|f3(s)− z∗3 |2)1/2 (4.22)
g3(s) = (w4|f4(s)− z∗4 |2 + w5|f5(s)− z∗5 |2)1/2 (4.23)
(4.24)
measuring repectively the fatalaties, suffering, and efficiency of solution s. When
combining objective functions, the method of least squares was used1. In order to
1Other weighted metric methods were implemented for comparison, with no difference in perfor-
mance observed.
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Figure 4.14: Illustration of Pareto optimality, highlighting non-dominated points in
the solution space.
employ this method we must set the utopia point z∗, an infeasible point in the ob-
jective space used to provide guidance to the search. For objectives f1, f3 and f4 we
simply set z∗i = 0. For objective f2, hospital arrival time, we obtain an infeasible
lower bound by supposing each casualty arrives at hospital at the earliest possible
time (i.e. all relevant tasks must be completed) and at the same triage state as at time
τ = 0. For objective f5, the makespan, we use the latest of such idealized hospital
arrival times. As described in [31] the use of a weighted metric method to aggregate
separate objective measures will only be capable of finding points in all parts of the
corresponding Pareto set when the Pareto curve is convex, which we cannot assume
to always be the case in our model. However, due to the limited time available in
which to search for high quality solutions in MCI response scenarios, we note that
this shortcoming will rarely be felt.
In addition to defining the utopia point, we must also set the relevant weights wi.
In the case of suffering, we set w2 = 1 and w3 = 0.5, corresponding to a belief that a
fixed time spent waiting at a hospital is twice as preferable as that same time spent
waiting at a disaster scene. All other weights wi have been set as 1.
The full model can now be defined as an unconstrained multi-objective optimisa-
tion problem
min
s∈S
g1(s), g2(s), g3(s), (4.25)
where a solution is defined by
tri,j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nr} (4.26)
tpi,j ∈ Z (4.27)
thi,j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nh}, (4.28)
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for 1 ≤ i ≤ nc and 1 ≤ j ≤ ni,t.
Regarding model fitting, we note that the lexicographic approach employed helps
to minimize the need for setting weights. What weights are required by our model have
been estimated, in the absence of sufficient data from which they may be derived.
Clearly there is a need to further consult with appropriate practitioners and seek
relevant data in order to refine and validate the choice of parameters in order to
maximise the applicability and acceptability of the model. However, the goal of this
work is to take the first step in evaluating the potential of the proposed model, and
so this is left to future research.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter a novel mathematical model for delivering decision support to the
emergency services during mass casualty incidents has been introduced. The combi-
natorial, multi-objective model accounts for several key problem features including
the uncertain health levels of casualties, the spatial nature of the problem and the
importance of appropriate choice of hospital for any casualty. The model is of a tem-
poral nature, using estimates of task durations and travel times to build a predicted
schedule covering the course of the response operation, thus avoiding the myopic deci-
sion making which could result from the use of a sequential, heuristic decision making
process.
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Chapter 5
Solution
Heuristics and algorithms
5.1 Introduction
The model introduced in Chapter 4 is of a combinatorial nature, and as such is prone
to exponential growth of decision space with increases in problem parameters such as
the number of casualties in the problem. Accordingly, in this Chapter the solution
methodologies described are of a heuristic nature, where the focus is on delivering
high quality solutions in a timely manner as opposed to locating the best possible
solution.
In order to develop appropriate solution algorithms, current heuristic and meta-
heuristic methodology will be briefly reviewed. Both constructive and iterative solu-
tion algorithms will be introduced, and their performance tuned through the experi-
mental evaluation of parameter settings.
5.2 Combinatorial optimisation
5.2.1 Exact and heuristic methods
When addressing a problem with a large solution space, such as that of the casualty
processing problem described in Chapter 4, it is necessary to implement intelligent
search methods so that the high quality solutions may be found quickly. The proposed
model is of a multi-objective nature, but for the purposes of this general introduction
to combinatorial optimisation we assume a single objective representation, where a
lower objective value is considered desirable. We refer to a problem of this sort as
minimization. It is clear, then, that when we refer to seeking the ‘best’ solution we
mean the solution with the lowest objective value. In the terminology of optimisation,
such a solution is called a global optimum. Note that there may be several solutions
with equal value, in which case several global optima exist.
When describing search methods, we may denote them as being either exact or
heuristic methods. If an exact method is applied to a problem, it is guaranteed to
locate a global optima. Finding a global optima is of value in two ways - not only
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have we located a solution with the best objective value, but our knowledge that
there is no better solution means we can stop searching and apply our efforts to other
problems. Exact methods, however, can take an impractical amount of time to arrive
at their solution, if indeed this global optima can be found at all. Heuristic methods
offer a compromise in this respect, performing their search in far less time at the
expense of a guaranteed global optima.
It is worth noting, as Jungnickel did in [68], that “input data . . . always have a
limited accuracy, so it may not even mean much to have a truly optimal solution”.
This observation is particularly applicable to the problem domain in question, where
we anticipate significant uncertainty in the dynamically collected data used to build
the model. Furthermore, it is essential that the decision support framework delivered
is capable of producing results in a timely manner as any delay in decision making
will result in a delay in the response operation. For these reasons, it was decided to
focus efforts on implementing and developing heuristic search methods, as opposed to
exact algorithms. In doing so, significant challenges are encountered. In particular,
we must consider the problems arising from the presence of local optima. Whereas a
global optima denotes a solution with a better objective value than all others, a local
optima denotes a solution which is better than the solutions nearby, where by nearby
we mean in the local optima’s neighbourhood. The definition of a neighbourhood is
an important aspect of modelling, and is discussed in more detail in section 5.4.1. We
illustrate the properties of local and global optima in Figure 5.1.
Solution space 
Objective 
value 
local optima 
global 
optima 
Figure 5.1: An example local optima and global optima within a simple solution
space.
A potential problem is clear - we wish to design search methods which travel
‘downhill’ in our solution space, looking for solutions with lower objective values,
but we do not want them to become ‘stuck’ in local optima. Metaheuristics provide
potential solutions.
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5.2.2 Metaheuristics
A heuristic is defined to be “A ‘rule of thumb’, based on domain knowledge from a
particular application that gives guidance in the solution of a problem”. As described
in [16], heuristics can be broadly classified into two categories: constructive heuristics
and local search heuristics. In the case of the casualty processing model from the pre-
ceding chapter, a constructive heuristic could specify how, given a set of unscheduled
tasks and a set of responders, a specific task should be selected to put on the end of a
specific responders schedule. Such a heuristic could be used repeatedly to ‘construct’
a full schedule. A local search heuristic, on the other hand, is one which takes a fully
specified schedule and makes a small adjustment. For example, this could involve
taking a specific task and moving it to another position in the schedule. An overview
of heuristic methods can be found in [115]. Given one or some low-level heuristics
which may be used with a given problem, Metaheuristics are heuristic methods which
provide high-level strategies to use these low-level heuristics in a structured way. Due
to their high-level nature, metaheuristics may be applied to a range of decision prob-
lems, each time requiring a set of problem-specific and generic design parameters to
be set [102].
Consider, for example, a random search metaheuristic. As a local search method,
this will examine all the neighbours of the current solution in turn. Once a neighbour
with a lower objective value is found, it is accepted as the new current solution.
This process continues until the search reaches a local optima, which by definition
will have no neighbours with a lower objective value. When implementing a random
search metaheuristic, the key design decision is the choice of neighbourhood structure.
A random search cannot be relied on to produce good results in practice since,
although the process may be fast, it is incapable of ‘escaping’ local optima and so may
miss much better solutions, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Several metaheuristics have
been developed in an effort to combat this issue, aiming to perform more comprehen-
sive searches of the whole solution space while maintaining acceptable performance
in terms of computation time, including simulated annealing, genetic algorithms and
tabu search. Descriptions of these methods can be found in [102], [11], [16], [58].
In addition to detailed discussions of several popular metaheuristics, [11] also
proposes a framework designed to create a unified view of metaheuristics. The authors
argue the concepts of intensification (where a subset of the solution space is explored
thoroughly) and diversification (where unexplored regions of the solution space are
sought) are the important forces in metaheuristic performance. Noting that there
may be a number of algorithm components to any given metaheuristic, and that
each component will contribute in some way to intensification or diversification of the
search, the question of how to strategically control the balance between these two
aspects is discussed.
Cited in [11] as a very promising research issue is the hybridization of metaheuris-
tics. Hybrid search methods arise when two or more heuristics or metaheuristics are
combined with the aim of utilizing the benefits of all approaches while mitigating their
faults. The recent rise of interest in applying hybrid metaheuristics to combinatorial
problems, and their resulting success, is highlighted in [98] and [118]. Both papers
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present a classification framework to assist in the understanding and design of hybrid
metaheuristics.
Another related area of research receiving much recent attention is that of hyper
heuristics. They are described in [107] as “heuristics to choose heuristics”, and so are
heuristic methods similar to those discussed earlier, but which operate on a search
space of other heuristics. Hyper heuristics potentially provide a methodology to
address the problem of over parametrized metaheuristics. In the problem domain
of large scale emergency response, it is anticipated that the mathematical models
built to represent the real problems could significantly vary in characteristics as the
environment changes. While we may be able to achieve good performance for a certain
type of problem (for example, those involving significant fires), that same algorithm
may not perform satisfactorily for other problem environments (for example, those
involving chemical attacks) since the tasks and resources present in the model may
differ. Methods which can intelligently adapt the optimisation algorithm in use to fit
the problem observed could therefore be considerably useful in this research.
Recently, it has been argued [117] that a significant amount of metaheuristic
research is of a low quality with regard to rigorous design and evaluation of novel
solution methodologies. As such, caution should be exercised when considering the
adoption of new, un-tested metaheuristics.
5.2.3 Fitness landscapes
In order to decide which algorithm should be used to search for optimal solutions, it
is helpful to analyse the fitness landscape. This term is defined in [104] as consisting
of three aspects, namely
1. a set X of solutions,
2. a notion of neighbourhood, nearness, distance or accessibility on X, and
3. an objective (or fitness) function f : X → R.
By analysing the fitness landscape of the model, information which can inform the
design of appropriate algorithms may be gleaned. Furthermore, analysing the land-
scape may result in motivation to alter one of the three aspects listed. One idea
presented in [103] revolves around the concept of a ‘big valley’ structure of a fitness
landscape, where the high quality solutions to the problem tend to be clustered to-
gether. If such a structure exists, an algorithm which initially attempts to cover a
large, diverse sample of the solution space but then focuses on intensification once
the ‘big valley’ has been found could be very effective. In order to find evidence for
such a structure, [103] suggests taking the best solution found and comparing the
difference in objective value with the distance over the solution space to a set of other
local optima and looking for a large correlation between the two measures.
Ultimately, a fitness landscape with only one optima would lead to very fast results
when using almost any algorithm. While such a landscape is unlikely to be achievable
when modelling a real problem, it illustrates another motivating aspect for the study
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of fitness landscapes. We can change the landscape by altering any of the three
aspects listed, and by analysing the results we may be able to move closer to an ideal
model in terms of algorithm performance.
5.3 Constructive solutions methods
Before describing the main solution algorithm which will be used to solve the model
described in Chapter 4, which is of an iterative local search nature, two constructive
algorithms are given. As constructive algorithms generate a single solution quickly,
they are useful both as a solution method in their own right and as a way to generate
initial solutions for an iterative solution method.
5.3.1 Simulating constructor
The proposed constructive heuristic Φ has been designed to give an approximation of
decision making in casualty processing in practice. Whereas the model described in
this thesis makes use of the temporal nature of the problem, forecasting over the whole
of the response operation in order to better ‘plan ahead’, this is not achievable to any
great extent under the current decision making structure. Rather, each decision is
made in a ‘greedy’ fashion, selecting the option which gives the maximum benefit at
that point in time.
Decision making occurs at two types of points, namely when a responder finishes
a task and when a transportation task is issued. In the former case, we must decide
which task the responder in question should next complete, whereas in the latter we
decide to which hospital the casualty in question should be taken to.
Selecting a task
Given a set of n criteria which can be applied to any task t, oi(t), i = 1, . . . , n, we
apply an evaluation process based on a lexicographic [49] approach and described
in Algorithm 2. This approach allows for several criteria to be considered and re-
quires only an ordering of these criteria, as opposed to a weighting. Lexicographic
approaches to multi-criteria decision making are common [66], and can be considered
appropriate in this situation due to their ease of interpretation.
In order to employ the general approach, we must first specify a set of criteria
which can be applied. These are:
1. Priority - corresponding to the triage level of the casualty;
2. Time - how soon the task can start;
3. Dependancy - the number of other tasks dependent on the completion of the
task in question;
4. Location - the distance from the responders current location to the location of
the task in question.
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Algorithm 2 Constructive heuristic
1: set measure functions o1...n
2: set initial task best
3: for all tasks t ∈ T do
4: if r can do t & all tasks t depends on are issued then
5: done ← false, i← 1
6: while done = false and i < n+ 1 do
7: if oi(t) > oi(best) then
8: done ← true
9: else if oi(t) = oi(best) then
10: i++
11: else
12: best← t
13: done ← true
14: end if
15: end while
16: end if
17: end for
18: issue task best to r
Criteria P and D take a naturally discrete form. In the case of criteria L, since all
casualties are located at one of a finite number of shared incident site nodes of the
transport network a discrete form emerges in its case also. We impose a discrete form
on T by categorizing each time τ as one of {τ = 0, 0 < τ ≤ 0.5, 0.5 < τ ≤ 1, 1 < τ ≤
2, 2 < τ ≤ 5, 5 < τ}, where the units are in minutes. This partitioning of time, with
finer granularity as we approach 0, allows for the algorithm to find efficient schedules
at this fine level of detail.
By assigning an order to each of the criteria, i.e. mapping each oi to one of P, T, D
or L, the algorithm is fully specified. Rather than pre-specifying the preference order
of the proposed measures, in Section 5.5 we will empirically analyse the performance
of each possible ordering in order to determine the optimal configuration.
Selecting a hospital
The selection of a hospital is carried out in a similar manner as the selection of a
task. In this case, there are three measures used in making the choice: the distance
of the hospital from the current location; the capacity level of the hospital under
consideration; and the presence of treatment facilities appropriate to a casualty’s
injury. The decision is made by first restricting the choice of hospitals to those
with the correct treatment facilities. Following this, if there are hospitals with free
capacity then the closest of these is chosen. If not, the hospital least over capacity is
chosen. This heuristic rests on an implicit assumption that the set of hospitals under
consideration will be in the same geographical area, with no single hospital being
particularly far from the incident site(s). While this will be true when incidents
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occur within large cities, in other incidents some hospitals could be a considerable
distance from the incident site(s). There, it may be preferable to instead prioritise
hospitals which are close and very over-subscribed, to one far away but only mildly
over-subscribed.
5.3.2 Random constructor
In addition to the simulating constructor described in Section 5.3.1, a simpler con-
structive heuristic was implemented. The basic structure follows that of the simu-
lating constructor, where a schedule is gradually constructed by identifying which
responder is due to finish their current allocated task and then choosing from the
available pool of unallocated tasks to find their next one. However, whereas in the
simulating constructor a number of measures were computed to identify a particularly
appropriate task, in the case of the random constructor tasks are selected at random
and assessed only for the feasibility of their allocation (i.e. it is checked that the
responder is capable of carrying out the tasks and that any other tasks which must
be completed first have been issued by that point in time). Similarly, all hospital allo-
cation decisions are made at random, with no regard to the the capacity or capability
of the hospitals.
With no need to evaluate measures when allocating tasks or assigning casualties
to hospitals, the random constructor will be less computationally demanding than
the simulating constructor and as such will have a shorter runtime. However, for the
scale of problems to be considered in this thesis the computational burden posed to
the simulating constructor is not significant, and as such it is this method which will
be employed throughout, with the exception being the random sampling of solution
spaces as discussed in Section 7.3.1 where the random constructor is employed. We
will, therefore, refer to the simulating constructor as simply “the constructor” in the
remainder of this thesis.
5.4 Local search solution methods
As discussed in Section 4.4, a solution to our model can be defined by an association
s : T → R×N×H⋃{0}, so that every task t ∈ T has an associated responder r ∈ R,
priority level p ∈ N and hospital h ∈ H⋃{0}, where h = 0 for all tasks other than
transportation tasks. In order to implement any local search solution method, one or
more neighbourhood structures must be designed in order to allow for the navigation
around this set of solutions.
5.4.1 Local search neighborhoods
In specifying any neighbourhood structure, a number of characteristics should be
considered. Firstly, does the neighbourhood allow for a fully connected solution space?
That is, it is desirable that any two solutions within the solution space are connected
by a finite number of neighbourhood moves. Secondly, does the neighbourhood reflect
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the similarity of solutions? Broadly speaking, neighbours of any given solutions should
have relatively little difference in objective values to ensure the local search process
can be guided by an implicit gradient in the objective space. Finally, it is important
to consider the size of the neighbourhood and any computational issues which may
arise from it.
Considering each of these features, the following four neighbourhood structures
are proposed for the casualty processing problem:
1. Priority - adjusting the priority variable, tp, of a single task;
2. Insert - removing and re-inserting a single task to another location in the sched-
ule;
3. Hospital - adjusting the hospital allocation of a single casualty;
4. Swap - swapping the positions of two tasks.
Priority neighbourhood, P
Given a solution s, the operation pt,b(s) switches the priority value of task t, t
p (see
Section 4.4.1), with the task preceding it (in the case b = 0) or succeeding it (in the
case b = 1). The neighbourhood of s under P can therefore be defined by
P (s) = {pt,b(s)|t ∈ T , b ∈ {0, 1}}. (5.1)
The neighbourhood P does not, on it’s own, provide a fully connected solution
space. In particular, it does not allow for tasks to be re-assigned to another responder
or for casualties to be re-allocated to another hospital. In terms of ensuring a smooth
objective space, the neighbourhood P performs well as it allows for only subtle changes
within any one move. The neighbourhood is also relatively small, with a maximum
size of
|P | = 2|T | − 2. (5.2)
Insert neighbourhood, IN
Given a solution s, the operation int,tˆ(s) moves task t from its current position to
before task tˆ, which may be located in a different responder’s schedule. As a result of
this operation, all tasks which were succeeding t in its original responder schedule have
their priority parameter decreased, while all those with tp ≥ tˆp in the new schedule
will have their priority parameter increased. We therefore define the neighbourhood
IN(s) = {int,tˆ(s)|t ∈ T , tˆ ∈ T }. (5.3)
The neighbourhood IN allows for greater connectivity than neighbourhood P , as
it facilitates the re-allocation of tasks from one responder to another. However, it does
not lead to a fully connected solution space as it does not allow for the re-assignment
of casualties to hospitals. The neighbourhood is not as smooth as P, as it allows for
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more significant moves. The maximum size of the neighbourhood is relatively large
at
|IN | =
(|T |
2
)
. (5.4)
For example, for a solution space involving 40 tasks the size of the neighbourhood
IN will be
|IN | =
(|T |
2
)
= 435. (5.5)
Hospital neighbourhood, H
We define the operation ht,h(s) as one which changes the allocation of hospital of task
t to h. Then
H(s) = {ht,h(s)|h ∈ H}, (5.6)
where task t is a transportation task. Thus, neighbourhood H complements those
previously discussed as it allows for the re-assignment of casualties to hospitals whilst
providing no means with which to alter the scheduling of tasks. The neighbourhood
will have a constant size of
|H| = |C| × (|H| − 1). (5.7)
Swap neighbourhood, SW
Finally, we define the operation swt1,t2(s) as one which interchanges the responder
allocation and priority values of tasks t1 and t2. Then
SW (s) = {swt1,t2(s)|t1, t2 ∈ T }. (5.8)
The neighbourhood SW could be thought of as consisting of paired operations from
within the neighbourhood IN. The maximum size is also
|SW | =
(|T |
2
)
. (5.9)
Implementation 5.4.1. Neighbourhood structures are implemented through both
a ‘neighbourhood’ class and an associated ‘neighbour’ class. Each neighbourhood
class contains a list of neighbour objects. This list is constructed each time the
search process moves to a new point in the solution space. The construction of the
list of neighbours avoids including any which would lead to infeasible solutions. For
example, when identifying neighbours of the ‘insert’ nature for neighbourhood IN ,
any neighbour which would lead to a task being assigned to a responder which is
incapable of carrying it out is discarded. This process will identify some infeasible
moves, but not all. Where moves leading to infeasible solutions are allowed, their
infeasible nature will be identified during the scheduling process of Algorithm 1.
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Neighbour objects contain the necessary information to define the operation. For
example, a Swap neighbour contains the unique ID’s of the two tasks which are to
be swapped. Each neighbour contains a function which returns a list of directions,
low-level operations which act on solutions to make atomic changes. This implemen-
tation means that all possible local search moves, regardless of which neighbourhood
structure they employ, are translated into a series of atomic operations which come
from a shared library. As a result, it is possible to define a common, flexible metric on
the space of solutions. The potential for this to allow further developments in terms
of solution method performance are discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
5.4.2 Variable Neighbourhood Descent
Each of the four neighbourhood structures listed in Section 5.4.1 can be generalized to
capture a notion of size in an intuitive manner. Namely, a neighbourhood of size i = 1
consists of 100 random samples from the neighbourhood structure as defined. We limit
ourselves to a finite sample due to the potentially large size of these combinatorial
neighbourhoods. To generate a neighbourhood of size i = 2, we first generate a
neighbourhood of size i = 1 before generating a further 100 neighbours of size 2 by
selecting random pairs of size 1 neighbours and composing them. Composition, in
this sense, is defined by performing each operation in turn, and is facilitated by the
implementation of neighbourhood operations as described in Implementation 5.4.1.
Similarly, for a neighbourhood of size i = 3 a further stage is carried out, where 100
random triples of size 1 neighbours are composed. This routine can be carried out
for any desired neighbourhood size i.
The VND algorithm is given in Algorithm 3, and is an adapted version of the
Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS) algorithm presented in [3] where the VNS
was shown to have competitive performance for the Flexible Job Shop Scheduling
problem. The VNS has also been successfully applied to Vehicle Routing Problems
(see, e.g., [51]). Specifically, the ‘shaking’ procedure of the VNS, which involves
periodically performing a random walk for a number of iterations, is not carried out.
The algorithm continues to use a neighbourhood structure until that same struc-
ture fails to return an improving solution (i.e. we reach a local minimum) or k = kmax
successful iterations are performed, at which point the next neighbourhood structure
in the list N is selected. The iteration limit kmax will be selected following an empir-
ical analysis of performance in Section 5.5.2. In the case where a local minimum was
found, the size of the neighbourhood structure used to find, say N [i], is increased.
In this manner, when the algorithm completes a cycle of considering each neighbour-
hood structure and returns to consider N [i] again, the neighbourhood’s larger size
will increase the chance of finding an improving solution. The termination criteria
used is that of a real-time threshold denoted τ ∗. This is a practical measure for the
problem domain in question, since emergency response decision makers will only wait
a short time for decision support.
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Algorithm 3 VND
1: generate initial solution s
2: define set of neighbourhoods N ← {P, IN,H, SW}
3: let i← 0
4: while time < τ ∗ do
5: let N ← N [i]
6: set k ← 0
7: while k < kmax do
8: compute s∗ ← arg minN(s)
9: if f(s∗) < f(s) then
10: s← s∗
11: Nsize ← 1
12: + + k
13: else
14: Nsize + +
15: i← (i+ 1) mod 4
16: end if
17: end while
18: end while
5.5 Evaluation
Both the constructor and local search solution method require some parameters to
be specified in order to complete their implementation. In this section results of
experiments into how these parameters should be set are reported. In addition to
this parameter setting, the effect of problem characteristics on these results is also
examined. Throughout, performance will be measured in terms of objectives g1,
fatalities, and g2, suffering, as defined in Section 4.6.6. Discussing results in terms of
these two objectives reflects their priority over the third objective of efficiency, and
will allow for a clearer graphical interpretation of results.
5.5.1 Constructive heuristic configuration
As described in Section 5.3, the principal constructive heuristic is fully specified upon
being given an ordering of preference for four criteria used in its evaluation process.
In order to identify which such ordering leads to best performance, a number of
computational experiments were carried out. A total of twenty seven problem types
were used, varying in three dimensions: the number of responders; the average number
of tasks required for the processing of each casualty, which may be controlled through
the number of tasks associated with each casualty and therefore with the amount of
dependency that exists between tasks; and the number of incident sites over which
the casualties are distributed. A full description and discussion of these problem
scenarios can be found in Section 7.2. In terms of the configuration of the constructor,
the twenty four possible orderings of measures are given in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Constructive heuristic configurations.
1. P - T - D - L 7. T - P - D - L 13. D - P - T - L 19. L - P - T - D
2. P - T - L - D 8. T - P - L - D 14. D - P - L - T 20. L - P - D - T
3. P - D - T - D 9. T - D - P - L 15. D - T - P - L 21. L - T - P - D
4. P - D - L - T 10. T - D - L - P 16. D - T - L - P 22. L - T - D - P
5. P - L - T - D 11. T - L - P - D 17. D - L - P - T 23. L - D - P - T
6. P - L - D - T 12. T - L - D - P 18. D - L - T - P 24. L - D - T - P
The complete experimental design is a factorial one, where each of the 3 levels of re-
sponders {Rlow, Rmed, Rhigh}, dependency {Dlow, Dmed, Dhigh} and sites {Sone, Stwo, Sthree}
are crossed with the 24 constructor configurations and 50 runs of each experiment
are performed, leading to a total data set of 32400 computational experiments.
Primary analysis
Taking the problem components of the design to be representative of the population
(i.e. we assume these 27 problems are equally likely), we compare the performance in
fatalities and suffering of each configuration on average. That is, we compute means,
medians and standard deviations for each configuration and both objectives.
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Figure 5.2: Scatter plot for fatalities and suffering means of the 24 constructor con-
figurations.
A scatter plot of fatalities against suffering, Figure 5.2, shows two clear clusters.
According to the indices assigned to the configurations in the experimental design
given in Table 5.1, these two clusters are:
1. Group A, low fatalities and high suffering - {9, 10, 12, . . . , 18, 22, . . . , 24}.
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2. Group B, high fatalities and low suffering - {1, . . . , 8, 11, 19, . . . , 21}.
In order to assess the statistical significance of the constructor configurations, a
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) test is carried out to compare the 24
configuration groups in terms of their mean vectors. The result is a rejection of the
null hypothesis (p ≈ 0) that there is no difference in the mean vectors associated
with each configuration, as shown in Table 5.2. Given the lexicographic ordering of
objectives introduced in Chapter 5, we restrict our focus to the cluster A, plotted in
Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Scatter plot for fatalities and suffering means of the constructor configu-
rations in group A.
Table 5.2: MANOVA testing for difference in constructive heuristic configurations.
Response f1
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Config. 23 791 34.41 0.0878 1
Residuals 6188 2425229 391.92
Response g2
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Config. 23 1.0179e+10 442558907 2.2019 0.0007864
Residuals 6188 1.2437e+12 200990788
Another MANOVA reports no statistically significant difference within the subset
of group A (see Table 5.3), so we cannot conclude that any specific configuration is
the best performer in the cluster. We choose the configuration with lowest fatalities,
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configuration 9, bearing this caveat in mind, to use in our subsequent experiments
where the constructive heuristic in employed.
Table 5.3: MANOVA testing for difference in constructive heuristic configurations
within group A.
Response f1
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Config. 11 106 9.67 0.0255 1
Residuals 3176 1206616 379.92
Response g2
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Config. 11 4.3650e+07 3968161 0.0199 1
Residuals 3176 6.3309e+11 199335079
Secondary analysis
Having evaluated the performance of each constructive heuristic configuration on av-
erage, it is now of interest to examine how performance varies according to problem
characteristics. To do so, we examine the relative performance (i.e. the rankings)
of configurations when restricted to specific levels of each problem characteristic (re-
source levels R, dependency levels D or number of incident sites S). In examining a
specific characteristic, note that the results presented are averaged across the possible
levels of the remaining two problems characteristics.
In Figure 5.4 the relative performance of constructor configurations, in terms of
fatalities objective, is shown for varying levels of R, D and S. The figure shows that
the relative performance of each constructor configuration, as represented by the
shape of the connected lines, does not vary by any significant amount as the levels
of R, D or S are adjusted. This in turn implies that a single choice of configuration
could be made and that this would consistently provide best performance over a
range of problems which varied in these characteristics. In contrast, when measuring
performance in terms of suffering the interaction plots (Figure 5.5) highlight some
interesting behaviour. In particular, the relative performance of configurations differ
when the number of incident sites changes between one, two and three. This raises
the possibility that average performance of this constructive heuristic method could
be improved through adapting its configuration based on observations of the nature
of the problem (in this case, the number of incident sites).
5.5.2 Local search VND configuration
As with the constructive heuristic, the local search-based Variable Neighbourhood
Search solution method requires some parameters to be set in order for it to be fully
specified and implemented. Specifically, the neighbourhoods to be used throughout
must be chosen, and the iteration limit must be set. The iteration limit governs the
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Figure 5.4: Interaction plot for constructive heuristic configuration against R/D/S,
fatalities objective.
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Figure 5.5: Interaction plot for constructive heuristic configuration against R/D/S,
suffering objective.
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maximum number of iterations which may be performed using one neighbourhood
structure, without locating an improving neighbour, before the next neighbourhood
structure is adopted. In terms of neighbourhoods included, neighbourhood P is used
in every configuration. Crossing all possible selections of the remaining three neigh-
bourhoods with three values of the iteration limit kmax, (10, 20 and 40) leads to a
total of 24 distinct local search VND configurations.
Table 5.4: Local search VND configurations, showing which neighbourhoods are in-
cluded (black) and iteration limit.
1. P, IN, H, SW, 10 9. P, IN, H, SW, 20 17. P, IN, H, SW, 40
2. P, IN, H, SW, 10 10. P, IN, H, SW, 20 18. P, IN, H, SW, 40
3. P, IN, H, SW, 10 11. P, IN, H, SW, 20 19. P, IN, H, SW, 40
4. P, IN, H, SW, 10 12. P, IN, H, SW, 20 20. P, IN, H, SW, 40
5. P, IN, H, SW, 10 13. P, IN, H, SW, 20 21. P, IN, H, SW, 40
6. P, IN, H, SW, 10 14. P, IN, H, SW, 20 22. P, IN, H, SW, 40
7. P, IN, H, SW, 10 15. P, IN, H, SW, 20 23. P, IN, H, SW, 40
8. P, IN, H, SW, 10 16. P, IN, H, SW, 20 24. P, IN, H, SW, 40
As in the case of the constructive heuristic, the complete experimental design is a
factorial one, where each of the 3 levels of responders {Rlow, Rmed, Rhigh}, dependency
{Dlow, Dmed, Dhigh} and sites {Sone, Stwo, Sthree} are crossed with the 24 constructor
configurations.
Primary analysis
Figure 5.6 plots average performance, in terms of percentage improvement on the
initial solution, of each configuration. In order to assess the statistical significance of
any effect of local search VND parameters on performance, a linear regression model
was fitted to the data. The model included categorical variables denoting the inclusion
of each neighbourhood structure, together with a continuous variable representing
the iteration limit. The analysis found that the effect of iteration limit was not
statistically significant. As such, we proceed to focus on the effect of neighbourhood
choice.
As configurations 6 and 14 (which involved identical neighbourhood choice but
varying iteration limits) exhibit best performance in terms of fatalities, we can con-
clude that in these problem scenarios the addition of the hospital neighbourhood
structure is not necessary in order to attain best performance, as measured by the
lexicographic ordering of objectives.
Secondary analysis
As in the case of the constructive heuristic, it is of interest to examine the effect of
problem characteristics on solution method performance.
As can be seen in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, there is little interaction between problem
characteristics and the configuration of the local search solution method. One point of
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Figure 5.6: Average performance across all problem instances of each search config-
uration.
note is that when dependency levels are low, performance is relatively homogeneous.
As dependency levels increase, differences in performance between the configurations
begin to emerge.
5.6 Summary
In this Chapter two key solution methodologies have been introduced. Firstly, a
constructive heuristic method allows for the fast generation of response schedules in
a manner designed to reflect the decision making processes in place during an MCI
response operation (as discussed in Section 2.3). The algorithm can be parametrized,
and these parameters have been tuned for optimal performance through a series of
computational experiments. Secondly, an iterative solution method based on the
Variable Neighbourhood Descent metahueristic has been introduced. Making use of
several neighbourhood structures with associated parameters, this method has also
been tuned for optimal performance. Together, these solution methodologies provide
a sufficient means for all solution generation required in the remainder of this thesis.
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Figure 5.7: Interaction plot for local search configuration against R/D/S, fatalities
objective.
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Figure 5.8: Interaction plot for local search configuration against R/D/S, suffering
objective.
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Chapter 6
Simulation
Uncertain and dynamic incidents
6.1 Introduction
The model described in Chapter 4 is designed to be used in what we shall refer to to as
an oﬄine manner. By this we mean that the communication between the problem and
the model is of a simple, non-iterative nature. In this case, all necessary information
(such as the number of casualties and the duration of tasks) is assumed to have been
collected at the outset of the incident, when it is passed on to the model. The model
is initialized using this information, and a solution is generated using the methods
described in Chapter 5. This solution is then communicated back to the problem
environment, so that the response operation can follow the specified schedule. We
will refer to this model from this point onwards as Moff . In this chapter we seek to
develop and extend the model Moff to better cope with the dynamic and uncertain
nature of MCI response. The resulting model will be of an online nature, and will be
denoted by Mon.
The extension from Moff to Mon is motivated by the fact that many of the pa-
rameters of the model are not known, deterministic and stable. Rather, they may be
estimated, subject to error, and liable to change as the response operation progresses.
As an example, consider the duration of a particular rescue task. This duration is
required in order to specify the model Moff , but in reality it will not be known with
certainty until the task has been completed. Thus, it must first be estimated, with
this estimate subject to error. Moreover, as the response progresses and the task is
completed, we wish to update the model to reflect the fact that this parameter is now
known.
Many parameters, in addition to task durations, will be of a similar nature. In
order to evaluate the ability of an improved online modelMon to address the challenges
posed by such parameters, it is necessary to develop a simulation model. Such a model
will be described in Section 6.2. Following this, in Section 6.3 details will be given
of the general interface between the optimisation model and the simulation of the
problem environment. Finally, modifications to the optimisation model allowing for
greater ability to address the challenges brought about through the simulation will
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be described in Section 6.4.
6.2 Simulation
In the following discussion we shall partition all simulated parameters into two sets.
By solution space parameters, we refer to those which affect the nature of the solution
space, as described in Section 4.4. That is, a change in a solution space parameter
will alter the set of possible solutions. In contrast, objective space parameters are
those which, when altered, result in a change in the objective value(s) of one or more
solutions.
6.2.1 Solution space parameters
Consider first the solution space parameters. As described in Section 4.4.1, the de-
cision problem modelled consists of assigning an ordered list of tasks to a number
of responder units, and allocating casualties to appropriate hospitals. Since the set
of tasks T is determined by the set of casualties C, we can reduce the parameters
associated with solution space change to be:
• C, the set of all casualties,
• R, the set of all responder units,
• H, the set of hospitals.
Considering the set of all hospitals, it is clear that the hospitals available for use in
the response operation are unlikely to alter over time. Accordingly, no change in the
hospital set is simulated.
Regarding the set of available responder units, we note that this can both increase
and decrease as the response operation progresses. As discussed in [5], it is common for
responders from areas neighbouring the affected district to self-dispatch, thus arriving
with little or no notice and increasing the set of responders. Although a reduction
can occur due to injury sustained when working in a hazardous environment, given
the short timescale of problem scenarios considered in this thesis we do not account
for this possibility. Thus, we wish to simulate increases in the set of responder units.
In terms of the set of casualties, an increase can occur in both a gradual manner,
as more casualties are discovered during search and rescue operations, or in a sudden
manner, if a secondary incident were to occur nearby. In terms of the latter, this
is simulated by setting a time parameter to be associated with each incident. This
parameter determines the length of time which will pass in the simulation before the
incident is created. In the case of the oﬄine model discussed in Chapter 4, these
time parameters would all be set to zero, corresponding to a situation where all
incidents occur at the same time. By modifying the time parameter of any incident,
the simulation will delay the creation of the set of casualties associated with that
incident until that time arrives. Thus, setting a time parameter of 00:05:30 will lead
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to the corresponding set of casualties being created and added to the model at exactly
five and a half minutes following the start of the response operation.
In terms of gradual increases in casualty numbers, this is achieved in a manner
similar to that described above but at the level of individual casualties. That is,
each casualty may be assigned a time parameter denoting the time which will pass
before their addition to the simulation. Unlike incident sites, which will be few in
number, many casualties will exist in any MCI problem scenario. As such, it would
be infeasible to manually specify the time parameter of each casualty in the same
manner as incident sites. Rather, the time parameter for each casualty ci, denoted
τ ∗i , is generated randomly in the simulation. An exponential distribution is used,
τ ∗i ∼ exp(λcas), (6.1)
where λcas is the rate of casualty ‘discovery’. The use of an exponential distribution
in generating these times ensures an intuitive pattern, where times are most likely
immediately following the time of the incident and become less likely as time passes.
The set of casualties may also decrease as the operation progresses. In particular,
the possibility of casualties with health state T3 leaving the incident site and self-
presenting at a hospital of their choice should be allowed for in the simulation. The
process of self-presentation has already been described in Section 4.6.3, in the context
of predicting how it will happen. There, it was described how the number of casualties
at incident site d who will self-present at hospital h was calculated. This quantity
was denoted nd,h. Whereas when predicting self-presentation we assumed that these
casualties will arrive at the hospital at a constant rate
nd,h
spwait
until time δ(d, h) +
spwait, when simulating we instead generate a random variate Xspi ∼ exp(λsp) for
each casualty ci, defining the maximum time they will wait without receiving attention
before they self-present. Having generated these ‘threshold’ times for all casualties
upon their initialization, the simulation will progress, in real time, monitoring these
threshold times. When the current time elapsed in the simulation τ equals Xspi for
some i, the status of casualty ci is examined. If they have not received any attention
(that is, if no tasks associated with them have commenced) then the casualty is
marked as leaving to self-present.
The nature of the solution space, in terms of the number of solutions which exist
for a given problem formulation, has been discussed in Section 4.4.1. It is of interest
to revisit these considerations in light of the discussion presented in this section thus
far. In particular, we wish to illustrate how the size of the solution space might
vary as a simulation progresses and changes are made to the sets of responders and
casualties. Such an illustration is provided in Figure 6.1, which charts the solutions
space size over the first fifteen minutes of an example problem.
As noted when considering solution methods in Chapter 5, the size of the solution
space is a key factor in determining the performance of solution algorithms. It is worth
noting, then, that a dynamic solution space of the type illustrated in Figure 6.1 could
present interesting challenges to the design and implementation of such algorithms,
as a method known to be effective for ‘medium’ sized problems may be ineffective
when faced with ‘large’ problems, or indeed vice versa. These challenges will not be
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Figure 6.1: Changes over time in numbers of casualties and responder units in an
example problem.
taken up in this thesis, however, as the present focus is on making a first evaluation
of the proposed optimisation model in these dynamic environments.
Having discussed the simulation of solution space parameters, we now turn to
objective space parameters. Specifically, the following groups of parameters are of
interest in this respect:
• Casualty health;
• Task duration.
• Travel times;
We will consider each type of parameter in detail in the remainder of this section,
describing in each case how to simulate their dynamic and/or uncertain nature.
6.2.2 Casualty health
As discussed in Section 4.6, the health of a casualty is described through the discrete
triage classification system. The simulation of this parameter is accomplished by both
introducing an element of error and by allowing it to evolve in a stochastic manner
over time.
We allow for error in triage assessment to better reflect the realities observed
in actual response environments [52], which we parametrized by etri ∈ (0, 1), in the
following manner. Denoting by A[Ti] the event that a triage assessment has led to
a casualty being classified in state Ti, the probability of these events conditional on
the true health state of the casualty is given in Table 6.1.
For example, if the true underlying health state of a casualty is T1, the simulated
outcome of a triage operation will be T1 (i.e. correct) with probability 1 − etri/2
and T2 (i.e. under triaged) with probability etri/2. This system implies that a
casualty could only be misclassified into a state adjacent to their true state, and that
a casualty who is alive will never be mistakenly classified as dead. As a numerical
example, if the error parameter etri = 0.4 a casualty whose true state is T1 will
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Table 6.1: The probability of triage assessment outcomes with error level e.
True health state P (A[T1]) P (A[T2]) P (A[T3])
T1 1− etri/2 etri/2 0
T2 etri/3 1− 2etri/3 etri/3
T3 0 etri/2 1− etri/2
have a probability of 1 − 0.4/2 = 0.8 of being correctly classified as T1 in a triage
operation, with a probability of 0.2 of being classified as T2. An advantage of using
these probabilities is that it allows for the general ‘accuracy’ of triage operations to
be controlled through a single parameter, etri. A limitation, however, is its symmetric
nature. It has been shown that, in practice, a casualty is more likely to be overtriaged
than undertriaged, and so it could be argued that the probabilities used should better
reflect this fact. However, our goal is to provide an adequate level of uncertainty and
dynamic behaviour in order that its effect on the utility of the proposed optimisation
model may be studied. By simulating only error and not simulating bias, we can
properly assess the implications of the former without fear of it’s effects becoming
entangled with the latter.
In addition to simulating errors in the health parameters of casualties, we also
consider how the changing of health over time may be modelled. This dynamic
behaviour of casualty health is simulated using the same Markov chain methodology
which was introduced in Section 4.6 as a means of predicting the future health of
casualties. We note that our model assumes the parameters of this chain are known.
In practice, this may not be possible due to the inherent low frequency of MCIs and
the lack of data collection which occurs during them. The specific choice of transition
probabilities and the rationale for their their choice were given in Section 4.6.1.
6.2.3 Task durations
In Section 6.2.2 it was described how the health of casualties could be represented in
a manner which reflects its uncertain and dynamic nature. In this subsection we seek
to achieve the same with task durations. That is, in order to be able to evaluate the
ability of the proposed optimisation model to be of use in realistic scenarios where the
durations of tasks are not all known, deterministic and unchanging, we must describe
how tasks can be represented in a more realistic manner.
We propose to encapsulate the uncertain nature of task durations through a hi-
erarchical probability model. Such a model will allow for the tasks durations to be
simulated in a manner which allows for the durations of tasks associated with the
same incident site to be correlated, as opposed to being independent. We discuss
the case of rescue tasks, noting that the model for treatment tasks (pre-rescue and
pre-transportation) is identical.
In the simulation model the true duration of a rescue task relating to casualty i
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Figure 6.2: A hierarchical model of task durations.
at site j, θj,i, is normally distributed around µj with variance σ
2
j ,
θj,i ∼ N(µj, σ2j ). (6.2)
The parameters µj and σ
2
j are specific to the incident site j. These site-specific
parameters are themselves governed by a bi-variate normal distribution with mean Φ
and covariance Σ,
(µj, σ
2
j )
T ∼ N(Φ,Σ). (6.3)
Thus, given values of Φ and Σ as problem input the site-specific parameters are first
sampled, after which individual task durations are sampled using the resulting values
µj and σ
2
j . The true durations of all tasks in the model are simulated in this manner.
Uncertainty in task durations is introduced by generating (unbiased) estimates of
each true duration θj,i, denoted by ej,i, by sampling from normal distributions with
mean θj,i and variance s
2,
ej,i ∼ N(θj,i, s2). (6.4)
These estimates correspond to the judgements of the responder units as they survey
the MCI, estimating how long each required task will take. The variance s2, which de-
termines the accuracy of these task duration estimates, is specified as problem input.
This will facilitate experiments examining the effect of varying accuracy of estimates
upon the utility of the optimisation model. For example, the true duration of task tj,i
may be simulated as θj,i = 5 minutes, with an initial estimate of the duration given as
ej,i = 7 minutes. The hierarchical system of generating task durations is illustrated
in Figure 6.2.
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6.2.4 Travel times
Having discussed the simulation of task durations, the case of travel times is now
considered. As discussed in Chapter 4, the spatial nature of the casualty processing
problem ensures that routing and travel time prediction is of paramount importance.
Over the course of a schedule many responder units will be required to move back and
forth between several locations. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3, where the paths of
two responder units (yellow and purple lines) are shown as they move through their
assigned schedule. In this example, the responders make 4 and 2 journeys in order to
complete 3 and 2 tasks, respectively. As such, it is clear that the simulation of travel
times will have a similar impact as the simulation of task durations, with inaccurate
estimates of travel times significantly impacting the utility of the optimisation model.
h1 
h2 
i1 
i2 
f1 
r1 
r2 
treat c1 transport c1 transport c2 
extricate c2 extricate c3 
. . . 
. . . 
time 
Figure 6.3: An extract from a simple schedule involving two responder (r1, an ambu-
lance, and r2, a fire appliance) processing two casualties (c1 and c2), involving travel
between a fire station (f1), two hospitals (h1 and h2) and two incident sites (i1 and
i2).
In Section 4.5.1 it was shown how the travel time of a given journey was esti-
mated. In particular, a shortest path algorithm was applied to the road network
which covers the problem environment. This procedure generates a route, following
which a distance travelled can be calculated using the known distance of each edge
on that route. An estimate for the travel time using this distance is provided by the
model of [72], as recently validated by [15]. The function, denoted KWH(d), gives
an estimate of the median travel time along the route with distance d, where d was
found using Dijkstra’s algorithm The median travel time is then estimated as
mˆ = KWH(d) =
{
2.42
√
d, d ≤ 4.13 km
2.46 + 0.596d, d > 4.13 km
(6.5)
where 4.13 = v2c/2a denotes the distance required to travel in order to reach ‘cruise
speed’ vc and a is the average acceleration of the vehicle as it increases speed to vc.
Again, the values of these parameters are taken from the analysis of ambulance travel
times in Calgary, Canada, presented in [15].
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Figure 6.4: The simulation of travel times associated with a certain route, using a
log-normal distribution parametrized indirectly through the length of the route.
To begin our simulation of travel times, we follow the above methodology in order
to generate an estimated median travel time for the route in question. Variation
around this median time is then generated by sampling from the corresponding log-
normal distribution. That is, denoting the simulated travel time by X, we have
X ∼ logN(ν, ξ), (6.6)
where ν = ln(m) and ξ denotes the variance parameter, which controls the possible
deviation of the simulated travel time around the estimated median travel time. A
log-normal distribution of travel times is employed following [134], where it was shown
that this form fitted well to empirical travel time data. This whole process, simulating
a travel time for a specified shortest path between two locations h and i, is illustrated
in Figure 6.4.
In the remainder of this subsection we go on to consider further details regarding
the simulation of travel times. First, the possibility of the road network experiencing
some disruption as a result of the MCI is considered. Here, the aim will be to simulate
the effect of such a disruption in terms of the travel time associated with any given
route. Secondly, the routing of responder units will be considered in more detail. In
particular, we introduce alternative approaches to simulating the selection of route
for a given journey, beyond the use of a shortest path algorithm.
Disruption
In order to simulate the effects of disruption to the transport network, the original
network G, is transformed into one which has been disrupted, denoted G∗. This
transformation preserves the structure of the graph, but alters the distance parameter
associated to each edge. Specifically, a random variable Y ∼ exp(λdist) is sampled
for each link, the distance of which is then multiplied by the factor (1 + Y ). As
such, we can interpret λdist as a parameter representing the level of disruption to
the transport network. For example, setting λdist = 0.5 will lead to the distance
parameter of each link on the road network being increased on average by a factor of
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(1 + E[Y ]) = (1 + 2) = 3, noting that the expectation of Y is 1/λdist = 2.
The purpose of this disruption process is to generate uncertainty regarding travel
times and optimal routing within the transport network, as opposed to realistically
simulating the effects of a MCI on the network. Whilst such a realistic simulation
model would be desirable, we are only required to show that the approach described
does indeed generate uncertainty in both travel time estimation and optimal route
choice.
In order to achieve this, we consider an example of a specific journey from a hos-
pital to an incident site. Under normal conditions the median travel time for the
journey can be calculated as 2.92 minutes using equation 6.5, where the shortest path
was calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm on the standard network parametrization.
This shortest path was stored, denoted by p. Following this, we simulated 500 in-
stances of disruption with λdist = 0.5. In each simulated case, the following three
steps were performed:
1. The median travel time of path p was calculated under the disrupted network
G∗ using equation 6.5,
mˆ = KWH(DG∗(p)). (6.7)
2. The actual shortest path under the disrupted network G∗ was found, denoted
p∗.
3. The median travel time of path p∗ was calculated under the disrupted network
G∗ using equation 6.5,
mˆ∗ = KWH(DG∗(p∗)). (6.8)
This analysis allows for two things to be examined. Firstly, we contrast the estimate
of median travel time of the path p made under the undisrupted network G (which
was shown to be 2.92 minutes) with the estimate found using the disrupted network
G∗, mˆ. The distribution of the simulated values of mˆ is given in the histogram at the
top of Figure 6.5. A range of values over the interval (6.5, 9.5) minutes is observed,
centred around 8 minutes. This illustrates the effect of applying disruption with the
parameter λdist = 0.5: a route which would have normally had a median travel time of
2.92 minutes now has one of 8 minutes (on average). We can therefore conclude that
the method of simulating road disruption does indeed achieve its first goal, namely
introducing further uncertainty into travel times.
The second goal of the disruption simulation was to introduce uncertainty into
the optimal route choice. That is, we wish for the shortest path for a given journey
under the disrupted network to be different to the shortest path under the standard
network. This would not be achieved through simpler disruption simulations, such
as increasing the distance parameter of each edge by the same factor. However, the
stochastic approach described here does achieve this goal. To see this, observe the
central scatter plot of Figure 6.5. This plots the median travel times of route p∗
against that of route p for each simulated instance. It is clear that these values
are significantly different, with the value of mˆ∗ being 1.19 minutes lower than mˆ on
average. This allows us to conclude that the paths are indeed different. Specifically,
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the results show that if the disruption of the network is completely known, a better
path for a specific journey will exist than that which was found using the standard
undisrupted network.
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Figure 6.5: The joint and marginal empirical distributions of travel times on a dis-
rupted network using both pre-calculated (p) and actual (p∗) shortest path routes.
Considering the MCI scenario, we assume that detailed information of the nature
of any disruption to the transport network is not available to the optimisation model
at the start of the response operation. As such, any instructions given to respon-
ders regarding the routes they should take could only be made using the standard
network representation G. But, we have shown that these routes will not necessar-
ily be optimal in the disrupted network. The question of how decisions regarding
the routing of responders should be made emerges. In attempting to answer this
question, we introduce four routing policies. Two policies (Static Routing and Cen-
tralized Adaptive Routing) are of a centralized nature, in that the routing choice of
each journey is made by the central optimisation model. The remaining two policies
(Autonomous Individual/Collective Adaptive Routing) are of an autonomous nature,
where routing decisions are made by individual responders without recourse to the
central optimization model. The remainder of this subsection will focus on describing
how these strategies can be simulated, with issues arising to the optimisation model
considered after this in Section 6.4.
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Static routing (SR)
The first routing policy is termed static routing and will be denoted throughout by
SR. Here, for any given journey a single route is specified centrally at the outset of
the response operation and is used for the duration by all responders. By centrally,
we mean that the optimisation model is used and that the result is communicated
out to responder units. This policy employs a network reduction approach, reducing
the full transport network to a simplified network connecting each point of interest to
be used throughout the response operation. This policy will allow for accurate travel
time prediction but will likely involve relatively poor routing decisions. This fact was
demonstrated in Figure 6.5 of Section 6.2.4, where our analysis showed an average
difference of 1.19 minutes between median travel times of paths p and p∗.
In terms of the simulation of SR, note that the specific routing choices do not
change as the response operation progresses. That is, for a specific journey from A to
B, whenever that journey is made the exact same route will be followed. Moreover,
that route is the shortest path as calculated using the standard network G, which
in our notation above is denoted route p. Given that the route is always known,
the simulation of the specific travel time for a single journey is carried out using the
procedure outlined at the start of this subsection and summarized in Figure 6.4.
Central adaptive routing (CAR)
The second routing policy is termed central adaptive routing. As with SR, this policy
is of a centralized nature in that the choice of route for any given journey is determined
by the optimisation model. Unlike SR, however, the choice of route will vary as the
response operation progresses. The rationale for this is that as more journeys are
completed, it will be possible to learn about the extent of any disruption to the
network and to use this knowledge to suggest alternative routes to responders.
As in the case of SR, the simulation of a travel time can be achieved using the
procedure of Figure 6.4 as the specific route to be taken is known. The generation of
these routes is accomplished by the following procedure. At the start of each journey
a route is calculated centrally using the current perception of the transport network,
denoted Gi. This perception is modified each time a journey is completed and the
travel time information is communicated to the optimisation model, giving a new
network parametrization Gi+1. The process used to update the current perception of
the transport network, Gi, upon receiving information regarding a travel time for a
particular route pi employs a simple heuristic which adjusts the weights of all links in
the route pi by a factor determined by comparing the realized travel time m with the
predicted travel time mˆ. Specifically, the distance parameter of each link is multiplied
by the factor m/mˆ. This results in the updated network parametrization Gi+1, which
is used in subsequent routing decisions in conjunction with Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm.
Example 6.2.1. Consider the simple transport network representation illustrated in
Figure 6.6. The network on the left of the figure represents the current perception
of the optimisation model at iteration i, where the labels of each edge denote the
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perceived distance parameter. Using this network, a shortest path from A to B is
found (shown in red). The estimated travel time, as calculated using equation 6.5, is
found to be mˆ = 4 minutes.
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Figure 6.6: An example of central adaptive routing.
Upon completion of the journey, the true travel time is noted to be m = 5 minutes.
In order to incorporate this new information into the network representation, each
edge which formed part of the path travelled has its distance parameter multiplied
by the factor m/mˆ = 5/4. For example, the edges with a distance parameter of 3
in network Gi are updated to 15/4 in representation Gi+1. Following this update
procedure, the route selected for the next journey from A to B (shown in red) is
modified in response to the changes in the network parameters.
This policy may improve upon the routing decisions of SR as it allows for routes
alternative to the initial route p to be explored. However, the introduction of more
variation into route choice may impact the ability of the optimisation model to predict
travel times.
Autonomous individual/collective adaptive routing (AIAR and ACAR)
In Autonomous Individual Adaptive Routing (AIAR) each responder makes their own
routing decisions upon making a journey. They do so in an isolated manner with no
communication with either the central optimisation model or other responders, and
learn from their experiences during the response operation such that their routing
choices improve, on average, as more journeys are completed. By introducing un-
certainty in route choice, over and above that arising from disruption to transport
network parameters and standard travel time variance, this policy will lead to larger
errors in travel time prediction than in SR and, possibly, CAR. Autonomous Col-
lective Adaptive Routing (ACAR) is identical to AIAR but with information being
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freely shared among responders, allowing the learning process to be done in a collec-
tive manner, resulting in faster convergence towards the optimal routing decisions.
In order to simulate the natural improvement in routing choices which would be
made by a responder, or set of responders under the ACAR policy, we use a Markov
process to generate a sequence of true median travel time values which can then be
used, as illustrated in Figure 6.4, to define log-normal distributions from which travel
times can be sampled.
We assume that the first route chosen by a responder will be the shortest route
under normal conditions, which has been denoted as p in our discussion thus far. We
can use the disrupted road network to find the true median travel time associated
with this initial route, which we denote m1. The travel time of the first trip is
then simulated as X1 ∼ logN(ln (m1), ς). In order to generate the next median travel
time, m2, we sample from a normal distribution with mean αm1 and variance β
2. This
process then leads to an improvement of a factor of α each time a journey is taken,
reflecting the assumption that responders will be capable of improving their routing
decisions over time. By allowing for random variation around this improvement,
controlled by the variance parameter β, we allow for situations where routing choices
are not necessary monotonically improving with each journey. That is, it may be
possible that exploring a new route leads to a worse travel time than the last journey.
The process will continue until a median travel time less than or equal to the best
possible route, under the disrupted network, has been reached, and is illustrated in
Figure 6.7.
The setting of α and β2 will determine the average improvement per journey
and the variance in improvement per journey respectively. Without a comprehensive
source of data relating to travel times in a MCI environment it is not possible to derive
empirical estimates for these parameters. Accordingly, in the experiments described
in Chapter 7 they will be adjusted to explore sensitivity.
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Figure 6.7: An instance of route choice progression under the ACAR policy.
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Figure 6.8: Two-way communication between optimisation and simulation models
6.3 Interface
As illustrated in Figure 6.8, the interface between optimisation and simulation func-
tions in both directions.
Communication from the optimisation model to the simulation of the problem
environment occurs whenever instructions are issued to responder units. This may
be carried out in the manner discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, where an entire schedule
is handed over at a single point in time and is assumed to provide adequate instruction
for the duration of the response operation. This strategy will be explored further in
Section 7.3, along with alternatives based on issuing instructions one task at a time
throughout the response operation.
Communication from the simulation to the optimisation model occurs when some-
thing pertaining to the problem changes, and this change could influence the decisions
being made in the optimisation process. Such developments could range from the fun-
damental (e.g. another attack during a terrorist incident, resulting in another incident
site and associated set of casualties) to the subtle (e.g. the time taken to complete a
task being more or less than originally estimated). The nature of the developments
simulated in this work were discussed in Section 6.2, while in Section 6.3.2 we focus
on how the optimisation model is notified of them.
6.3.1 Issuing instructions in real-time
Recall that the oﬄine model, as described in Chapter 4, involves the passing of
information from the optimizer to the problem environment at a single point in time.
This communication occurs once a sufficient termination criteria of the search method,
described in Chapter 5, has been reached, and will consist of a fully specified schedule
covering the (expected) duration of the response operation. This schedule includes
full details regarding which responder units should complete which tasks, at what
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times these tasks should begin and end, and to which hospital each casualty should
be sent to.
In adapting the oﬄine model for use in an online manner, we must allow for
the model to pass instruction to the problem environment in a gradual manner as
opposed to at one single point in time. Prior to this development, however, we first
make the more fundamental acknowledgement of the real-time nature of the casualty
processing problem. Specifically, we note that there is a natural conflict between the
desire to enact the response operation as soon as possible and the potential benefits
which could be gained through spending more time using the proposed search method
to locate schedules of high(er) quality. Three potential approaches for tackling this
problem are identified:
1. Find a (near) optimal search time a priori, using either an analytical or exper-
imental approach;
2. Find a (near) optimal search time at runtime, through monitoring the effect of
delays in enacting the response operation and incorporating this information
into the evaluation process;
3. Issue schedules gradually, one task at a time, thereby removing the requirement
that an optimal search time must be found at all.
Considering the first approach, we note that an analytical approach is not feasible
due to the complex nature of the objective functions described in Section 4.6. An
experimental approach would involve setting a range of potential search times and,
through computational experiments, identifying that which leads to best performance
on average. This approach will be explored during the evaluation process detailed in
Chapter 7.
The second option is also explored in Chapter 7. Here, the delay in the start
of the response operation is explicitly acknowledged in the evaluation of solutions
during the search process. This is achieved by monitoring the length of time elapsed
and setting this as the earliest start time of all tasks in the model. The effect of this
approach is illustrated in Figure 6.9. The figure shows a hypothetical objective value
trajectory (solid black line) as would be perceived during an optimisation process
under the normal procedure. The red line shows the penalty to the objective value
of the solution incurred due to the delay in the response operation being enacted.
Accordingly, the delay penalty increases steadily as time passes. The sum of these
two functions is illustrated by the dashed line. This represents the true value of the
solutions over time, where the delay penalty has been added to the perceived objective
value.
The point ‘C’ in Figure 6.9 corresponds to the perceived objective value at the
point where the search process has terminated. The point ‘B’ shows the true value
of this solution. When not taking the delay penalty into account, the best value is
achieved at ‘C’, but when the delay penalty is incorporated we can see that the best
value was in fact obtained at point ‘A’. Note that the penalty of delaying the start
of the response operation is a simplified illustration; in practice, due to complexities
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Figure 6.9: Illustration of the perceived objective trajectory of an optimisation process
being affected by the associated delay incurred.
such as the dependencies which exist between tasks, the penalty may not evolve in a
simple linear manner.
Figure 6.9 also illustrates the potential for the second approach to outperform
the first. The second approach could be implemented by having the optimisation
algorithm use the actual as opposed to perceived objective values of solutions when
making comparisons. Nevertheless, this approach is not ideal. In particular, some
delay in the enaction of the response operation will still be incurred (see point ‘A’ in
Figure 6.9). As such, we now go on to consider the third strategy described: issuing
instructions to responder units in a gradual manner. Here, rather than constraining
the model to hand over an entire schedule at a single point in time, it is allowed for
single tasks to be issued as instructions to individual responder units as and when
the unit becomes free. This process is illustrated in Figure 6.10.
This is accomplished through the partitioning of all tasks within the model at a
specific moment of time into two complementary sets: fixed, denoting tasks which
have been given as instructions and which a responder unit has begun; and floating,
denoting tasks yet to be issued to a responder unit. Employing the optimisation
procedure in real time involves issuing a single task to a responder at the point where
they become idle, whilst continuing to search the remaining parts of the solution space
corresponding to the known tasks which are yet to be fixed. Thus, a responder’s
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Figure 6.10: A simple example illustrating the gradual issuing of tasks to responders,
resulting in them taking on ‘fixed’ status (shaded) whilst the remaining ‘floating’
tasks (not shaded) continue to be manipulated.
schedule is not fixed at time τ=0, but rather continuously built as the response
operation progresses. Communication of information from the optimisation model
now involves the passing of single instructions to single responders, each one specifying
the task that responder is to begin working on immediately. These communications
will occur continuously throughout the response operation.
6.3.2 Updating parameters
As has been discussed in detail throughout this Chapter, a variety of information will
be gathered over the course of the response operation. For example, when a responder
completes a task, the duration of this task is now known and this information will be
passed to the optimisation model. This information may be used by the optimisation
model to revise parameters to ensure a higher level of fidelity to the real problem. It
is assumed that the passing of much of this information to the optimisation model is
instantaneous. For example, when a casualty undergoes a further triage assessment
the outcome of this assessment (which, as was discussed in further detail in Section 6.2,
may be subject to error) is immediately available to the optimisation model. However,
in order to explore how delays in information transfer may affect the utility of the
optimisation model, we will allow for a delay in the communication of information
relating to the start and end times of tasks and of periods of travel. The length of
such delays will be set to varying levels in the experimental analyses to be presented
in Chapter 7.
For each task within the model, information regarding its processing is passed
from the simulation model to the optimizer at three points. Firstly, when a responder
unit begins to travel to the appropriate location to undertake the task in question,
this time is communicated. Note that in some cases the responder will already be
at the location in question, and so this travel time would be zero. Secondly, upon
the responder arriving at the location of the task and commencing its processing,
again this time is communicated. Finally, the time at which the task is completed
is communicated to the optimizer. Each of these communications may be subject to
a delay in its reaching the optimisation model. This delay is simulated by drawing
a random variate X ∼ exp(λdel), where λdel is given as an input parameter to the
simulation model. In cases where a responder reaches one of these points (beginning
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to travel, arriving at location to commence a task, or completing a task) earlier than
expected, this information is incorporated into the schedule of the optimisation model
as soon as it arrives. In cases where a communication has yet to be received by the
expected time, the appropriate parameters of the task are continuously adjusted to
track the elapsed time until the information has been received, at which point the
parameter is set to its true value.
A simple example of an evolving schedule is given in Figure 6.11. The illustra-
tion shows the schedule of a single responder, as viewed from the perspective of the
optimisation model, and how this schedule changes with time. These changes are
illustrated on the vertical axis. Note that, in this case, the tasks assigned to the
responder do not change in their ordering, only in the parameters describing their
timings. As time progresses, we see tasks moving from a floating state (dark green or
blue) to a fixed state (light green or light blue). We also observe the points at which
information regarding the timings of tasks are sent, and the delay in these messages
reaching the optimizer, at which point the schedule is updated to reflect the new in-
formation. For example, the initial estimated completion time of task t1 is shown to
be 7 minutes. However, the true duration is in fact 5 minutes. Thus, at the 5 minute
mark, a message is sent from the simulation to the optimisation model notifying it
that the true duration of task t1 is 5 minutes. However, there is a delay of 1 minute in
this message reaching the optimisation model. It is therefore not until the 6 minute
mark that the optimisation model is updated, with the duration parameter of task t1
changed from the original estimate of 7 to the true value of 5. During the simulation
and optimisation of a full problem instance, such evolution of model parameters will
clearly occur on a much larger scale.
The communication of information from the problem environment to the optimi-
sation model consists of task timing information of the type illustrated in Figure 6.11
together with casualty health states as encoded by triage labels. Information is sent
as single items, in real time, as and when it comes to light. For example, a com-
munication could be of the form ‘casualty 25 was noted to be in health state T1 at
time 14:47’, and many such communications will occur as the response operation pro-
gresses. In the language of the rolling horizon control literature [82], this system can
be described as employing a continuous scheduling strategy [43] as the model being
optimised is changed immediately upon receiving any information, at which point
optimisation continues on the revised model. An alternative approach would be to
consider a periodic and event-driven rescheduling strategy [23]. This would involve
collecting information over a period of time and sending it as a ‘packet’ to the optimi-
sation model, which would then be updated. This process would continue unless an
event designated as particularly important occurs, in which case information would
be passed on and the optimisation model would be revised immediately. For example,
the discovery of a new casualty could be considered an important event to be com-
municated immediately, while the recording of task timings could be communicated
periodically. The continuous scheduling strategy is most appropriate in the present
case since the optimisation algorithms employed, as described in Chapter 5, are of an
‘anytime’ nature. By this we mean that the algorithm can return the best solution
found at any point. As a result, the algorithm can be interrupted at any stage to
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Figure 6.11: An illustration of the dynamics inherent to the temporal parameters
within the model, examining the schedule of a single responder unit. Tasks which
are issued are of the lighter shades. Travel times and task durations are revised to
correct initial estimates, with delays in these communications from the simulator to
the optimizer.
allow for information to be received and the model updated. This then implies that
there is no benefit to collecting information in packets to be sent on at less frequent
intervals.
The model can be extended to allow for the changes discussed. This can be
achieved through the use of a heuristic procedure to govern the assignment of tasks
associated with a newly discovered casualty. Note that the arrival of more responder
units does not strictly require any modification of the solution method described
thus far, as the iterative VND algorithm described in Algorithm 3 will automatically
begin to allocate existing tasks to them as such allocations will lead to higher quality
solutions. The constructive heuristic described in Section 5.3.1 can be employed when
a group of new tasks are to be incorporated into the schedule, specifically deciding
to which responder an un-allocated task should be assigned, and, in the case of
transportation tasks, to which hospital the casualty should be taken to.
6.4 Improving predictions
The utility of the proposed optimisation model rests, in part, on its ability to make
accurate predictions. Indeed, the ability of an optimisation model to look ahead
when making decisions, as opposed to looking only at the immediate consequences
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of them, was a key motivation for the work described in this thesis. The objective
functions used to evaluate and compare candidate solutions all require the prediction
of quantities such as task durations, travel times, and casualty health. Accordingly,
it is of interest to consider how the predictions made by the model will be affected by
the uncertain and dynamic environment introduced through the simulation described
in Section 6.2, and how prediction could be improved in this situation.
One key component of this approach has already been described in Section 6.3,
where it was shown how the optimisation model can accept information relating to
past events (e.g. the duration of a completed task). By ensuring the optimiza-
tion model’s view of past events is accurate, the accuracy of future predictions is
improved. However, more can be done. For example, consider the uncertainty intro-
duced through a disruption of the transport network, as described in Section 6.2.4.
An unknown disruption will lead to inaccurate predictions of travel times in the op-
timisation model. The notification of the travel times of completed journeys allows
the optimisation model to correct its view of the past, but can this same information
be used to improve predictions of future travel times? The application of Bayesian
statistics allows for this to be done. The methodology needed for such improved pre-
diction of task durations, self-presentation, and travel times, will be detailed in this
section.
6.4.1 Self-presentation
Recall that the simulation of self-presentation of a casualty with health state T3
required a parameter λsp which governed the rate at which casualties will leave their
incident site to self-present. The parameter was used in an exponential distribution,
such that
Xspi ∼ exp(λsp) (6.9)
whereXspi is the maximum time which casualty ci will wait without receiving attention
before self-presenting. The parameter λsp is unknown at the start of the response
operation. However, as self-presentations are recorded at hospitals, data regarding
realizations of the random variables Xspi , denoted x
sp
i , will become available, and these
data can be used to improve any estimate of λsp. Specifically, for each individual
datum xspi we have
P (λsp|xspi ) ∝ P (xspi |λsp)× P (λsp). (6.10)
We use a gamma distribution with parameters a and b as the prior distribution for
P (λsp), in which case the posterior distribution is also gamma with parameters a+ 1
and b+ xspi . The mean of this posterior distribution is then taken as the subsequent
estimate of the self-presentation parameter:
λsp∗ =
a+ 1
b+ xspi
. (6.11)
In this manner, each time a data point is observed the estimate of λsp is revised,
allowing for more accurate predictions of self-presentation in the remainder of the
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response operation.
Example 6.4.1. Consider a point mid-way through a response operation, where the
current values of the prior distribution are a = 5 and b = 50, giving an estimate of
the self-presentation rate as
λsp = a/b = 0.1. (6.12)
This value corresponds to an average threshold waiting time of
E(Xspi ) = 1/λ
sp = 10. (6.13)
At this point, a self-presentation is registered at hospital h, where the casualty came
from incident site d. As we know the time the incident at site d occurred, and also an
estimate of the time needed to travel from site d to hospital h, the value xspi can be
deduced. In this example, xspi = 15. Accordingly, the self-presentation rate is revised
to be
λsp∗ =
a+ 1
b+ xspi
(6.14)
=
5 + 1
50 + 15
(6.15)
= 0.0923. (6.16)
This value corresponds to an average threshold waiting time of
E(Xspi ) = 1/λ
sp
∗ = 10.834, (6.17)
Thus, we see that the observation of a larger waiting time than expected has led to
an increase in the expected waiting times of all future self-presenting casualties.
6.4.2 Task duration
Having described how the durations of tasks are simulated, we turn our attention to
how the optimisation model should predict task durations when given only the initial
estimated values.
Given the hierarchical structure described in Figure 6.2 and the estimates of tasks
durations ej,i, the true duration of each task is known to follow the distribution
N(ej,i, s
2). An estimate of the duration can then be made according to a desired level
of confidence. That is, for a given confidence level Ψ ∈ [0, 1] we estimate the duration
of tasks to be
θˆj,i = F
−1
j,i (Ψ) (6.18)
where Fj,i denotes the relevant cumulative distribution function.
The hierarchical probabilistic model illustrated in Figure 6.2 shows that the true
duration of a task θi,j influences the associated estimate ei,j and is itself influenced
by the site-level parameters µj, σj. When considering how to predict the true values
of these task durations, we consider three levels of assumed knowledge which could
be modelled in this situation:
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(a) Perfect knowledge - the error in the estimate, s2 → 0 so that ei,j ≈ θi,j;
(b) Basic knowledge - only the estimated durations ei,j are known, with a significant
variance s2;
(c) Intermediate knowledge - as in (b) but with known site parameters µj, σ
2
j .
Case (a) is clearly unrealistic, but provides a useful comparison for (b) and (c).
In the case of (a), the initial estimate of task duration ei,j is approximately equal to
the true duration θi,j and so the optimisation model will never need to revise this
initial estimate. This is the scenario which was assumed throughout our development
in Chapter 4, where it was noted that all task durations were known with certainty
at the outset of the response operation.
Case (b) is more realistic, assuming a minimal amount of information is available,
and enables the scheduling model to represent duration di,j as a normally distributed
random variable with mean ei,j and variance s
2. Finally, case (c) can be thought of
representing the best possible result of an online learning process. That is, given some
(possibly non-informative) prior distributions over the parameters µj, σ
2
j ,Φ,Σ we can
employ Bayesian inference to calculate the posterior distributions of these parameters
given information on the actual durations θi,j which will be obtained as the response
operation progresses and further information becomes available through the online
process described. An idealized result of such a process would be a perfect knowledge
of site parameters µj, σ
2
j . Given these, we can set a prior distribution for all unknown
θi,j ∼ N(µj, σ2j ) and, given evidence in the form of an estimate ei,j ∼ N(θi,j, s2)
the posterior distribution of θi,j can be calculated from standard Bayesian formulae.
Specifically, θi,j ∼ N(x, y2) where
x =
µj
σ2j
+
ei,j
s2
1
σ2j
+ 1
s2
, and y =
1
1
σ2j
+ 1
s2
. (6.19)
6.4.3 Travel times
Static routing (SR)
Under the static routing policy, the route taken by responders does not change over
the course of the response operation for any specific journey. As such, our goal
is to generate and update the probability distribution of the travel time associated
with each journey. Recall that any simulated disruption to the transport network
(see Section 6.2.4) will introduce a significant amount of uncertainty in travel time
estimation.
As has been previously discussed, we assume travel times follow a log-normal
distribution with an assumed, constant precision ξ,
X ∼ logN(ν, ξ), (6.20)
as discussed in [134]. In a manner similar to that described in subsections 6.4.1
and 6.4.2 we employ a Bayesian approach in revising the estimate of the unknown
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parameter ν as more travel time data becomes available. Specifically, using the con-
jugate prior of the log-normal distribution for ν,
ν ∼ N(ν0, ξ0), (6.21)
we can calculate the posterior distribution following the observation of n data xi,
ν ∼ N(νn, ξn) (6.22)
where
νn =
ξ0ν0 + ξ
∑n
i=1 ln(xi)
ξ0 + nξ
(6.23)
and
ξn = ξ0 + nξ. (6.24)
The expectation of this posterior distribution, νˆ = E(ν), is then used as an estimate
of ν, giving X ∼ logN(νˆ, ξ). As noted previously, the median travel time for the
route in question can then be estimated as m = eνˆ .
CAR
Recall that the Centralized Adaptive Routing policy involved updating the param-
eters of edges on the transport network when those edges were part of a travelled
route, with the aim of obtaining a more accurate view of the disruption on those
edges. Following this updating step, the next route calculated for the same journey
may be different, as other edges could have a lower perceived disruption level.
Given the transport network representation Gj used to find the route in question,
pj, the travel time is estimated to be the median time according to equation 6.5,
m = KWH(DGj(pj)).
AIAR and ACAR
Whereas under policies SR and CAR the routing choice was known to the optimi-
sation model, in the case of autonomous routing this is not the case. Accordingly,
making accurate predictions of travel times is more challenging as there is now uncer-
tainty in the route choice over and above uncertainty in the level of disruption of the
network. However, predictions for future journeys may be informed by the observed
travel times of those journeys up to that point in the response operation.
We propose using an exponential smoothing method when predicting the travel
time of the ith journey based on past observed travel times. Specifically, denoting
the travel time of journey i as τi,
τi+1 = γ × τi + (1− γ)× τi−1. (6.25)
This simple model is easy to interpret and computationally lightweight (only requiring
the last value to be stored in memory). Exponential smoothing has also been noted
to be successful in short term forecasting [57].
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In the experimental analysis presented in this thesis we will use a smoothing
factor of γ = 0.5. This corresponds to an equal weight being placed on the most
recent observation and on the observation preceding that. The optimal value of γ
will depend on the nature of the responder units’ routing. Specifically, if routing
choices improve travel times in a smooth manner, without a great deal of random
variation, a high value of γ may lead to more accurate predictions. However, in the
case where routing choices are leading to erratic travel times, a lower value of γ could
improve predictive performance.
6.5 Simulating decision making
Having specified how a range of parameters relating to the solution and objective
spaces of the model are simulated, it is left to consider the simulation of the decision
making of responder units during the response operation. We consider two cases,
corresponding to which of the two solution methods (constructive heuristic and local
search) described in Chapter 5 is being employed when identifying schedules.
6.5.1 Using the search method
When a responder unit completes a task the best schedule found up to that point
is consulted to determine which task they are to complete next. By employing this
method we are effectively assuming that responder units will always ‘obey’ the in-
structions of the optimisation model. While such an assumption does not pose any
problem when considering only static problems, issues are raised when it is applied
in the type of dynamic and uncertain incidents to be simulated using the methods
described in this chapter. In particular, note that it is possible that the world-view of
the optimizer may be inaccurate, whereas the local world-view of the responder may
be more reflective of the actual problem environment. This could lead to situations
where instructions are given to a responder unit which are based on inaccurate infor-
mation, with the responder unit keen to override these instructions as they believe
they would be better equipped to make a decision themselves using the information
available to them.
Situations like these could occur with respect to information regarding the health
of casualties, or the timings of tasks. For example:
1. A casualty is incorrectly classified during as of health state T1 during a triage op-
eration, but an Ambulance responder unit instructed to deliver pre-transportation
stabilizing treatment identifies the error and notes they are in fact of health state
T2. Other casualties of health state T1 are present and also require treatment.
2. A SAR responder unit is instructed to begin an extrication task corresponding
to a T3 casualty as opposed to a nearby T1 casualty, as the optimisation model
believes a pre-rescue stabilizing treatment task for the T1 casualty is under-
way. In fact, this task took less time than estimated and has been completed,
although this information has yet to be received by the optimisation model.
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In scenario 1, it may be prudent for the Ambulance responder to ignore their instruc-
tion and instead administer treatment to a casualty of higher priority. Similarly, in
scenario 2 the SAR unit may prefer to extricate the T1 casualty who has received
treatment sooner than expected. Under the simulation and interface described in this
chapter, these plausible outcomes will not be possible, and this represents a limitation
of the methodology in terms of realism. Nevertheless, the proposed simulation and
corresponding interface allow for a level of realism not yet considered in this context,
and so we will leave the modelling of scenarios such as those described to future work.
6.5.2 Using the constructor
When employing the constructive heuristic described in Section 5.3 to determine
the schedule being issued, we note that the solution method was originally designed
to mimic the decision making of responders during an actual incident, to enable
meaningful comparisons with the proposed local search solution method. As such,
the constructive method can be applied when faced with more realistic problems
simulated using the methods described in this chapter in order to give a full simulation
of a response operation enacted without the use of the optimisation model. Recall
that the constructive heuristic required some parametrization in order to be fully
specified, and that these parameters were set through an experimental analysis which
identified the configuration which performed best, on average, when applied to a
range of problem scenarios.
Implementation 6.5.1. When introducing the constructive heuristic solution method
in Section 5.3, it was shown that a full schedule is generated in any one application.
However, note that the algorithm has a basic structure whereby the responder who
is due to finish their assigned jobs is identified, and a task to assign to the end of
their schedule is then chosen. It is clear, then, that the algorithm could be run in
a staggered manner in real-time, where a task is selected and assigned to a respon-
der unit when they complete their current task (see Algorithm 2). Another possible
implementation of the constructive heuristic in real time would be to repeatedly con-
struct whole schedules, respecting the position of any tasks which have been fixed.
These schedules would be consulted in the same manner as those located during a
local search procedure, with tasks being transferred from a floating state to a fixed
state when responder units become free. This second implementation route was em-
ployed in this work, as the computational burden imposed is insignificant due to the
real-time nature of the problem.
6.6 Summary
The dynamic and uncertain nature of the MCI response environment is clear, yet,
as discussed in Section 3.4, this has only been acknowledged to a limited extent
in related work. In this Chapter, an approach to accounting for several sources
of uncertainty and/or dynamic behaviour has been described. Firstly, the use of a
simulation methodology has been employed in order to replicate the stochastic nature
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of casualty health, task durations and travel times. Following this development, the
necessary details of the interface between this simulation and the optimisation model
described in Chapter 4 were given. Finally, the possibility of improving the predictions
made in the optimisation model in response to the observation of simulated data was
considered. As a result, the oﬄine optimisation model Moff has been extended to
an online optimisation model Mon, which should be of far greater utility in an actual
MCI environment. This last hypothesis, among others, will be tested through a series
of computational experiments to be described in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation
Assessing model utility in realistic scenarios
7.1 Introduction
In this thesis a multi-objective combinatorial optimisation model for use in MCI
response has been described. The initial model development of Chapter 4 took place
under a number of assumptions relating to the nature of information in an MCI.
Specifically, it was assumed that
1. All information necessary to specify the model is available at the outset of the
response operation;
2. All such information was known with certainty and not subject to error;
3. All such information was constant over time as the response operation pro-
gressed.
We denoted this model as the oﬄine model, Moff . By oﬄine, we mean that the
model did not require regular interaction with the problem environment. Rather,
all necessary information would be gathered at a single point in time (i.e. upon
initialization), and all instructions to responder units would be issued at a single
point in time (i.e. when the solution method described in Chapter 5 terminated).
We note that the models could use either the constructive heuristic or local search
solution methods described in Chapter 5. Throughout this chapter, when employing
either model it should be assumed that the local search method is being used, unless
explicitly stated otherwise.
The model Moff was further developed in Chapter 6 to produce an online model,
Mon. By online, we mean that the model is capable of regular interaction with the
problem environment. Specifically, the model Mon could receive information (such
as the recorded duration of a certain task) from the problem environment at any
time, and could issue instructions to responder units in a gradual manner as opposed
to handing over a full schedule. The model Mon, therefore, does not require the
assumptions made by the model Moff and listed previously.
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In this chapter, we seek to evaluate the utility of both models Moff and Mon
over a range of possible problem scenarios. Our goal is to assess applicability in
general, and also to explore in detail to what extent performance is dependent on
specific components of the models, or on specific characteristics of problems. Given
the resources available and the large number of parameters which could potentially
be varied, it is neither feasible nor desirable to exhaustively analyse each one in this
thesis. Rather, we proceed to identify a number of key parameters to be studied.
7.1.1 Goals
In terms of problem characteristics, the following will be examined:
• The number of incident sites comprising the MCI;
• The number of responder units available;
• The level of dependency which exists between tasks;
• The level of dynamic behaviour present.
Given the potential multi-site nature of some of MCIs, we clearly wish to consider
some multi-site incidents in our experiments. Moreover, we are interested in examin-
ing the effect of the incident being spread over multiple sites. As such, the number
of sites comprising an incident is one characteristic we will vary.
In conjunction with keeping the number of casualties in each problem constant,
varying the number of responder units will vary the ratio of available resources to
demand for resources. This has clear potential to impact upon the utility of the
optimisation model. In particular, we might expect that the model would be partic-
ularly useful in situations where resources are sparse, and of less benefit when they
are plentiful. Varying the number of responders will allow for insight into this matter
to be gained.
Given the scheduling nature of the optimisation model, it is reasonable to expect
that the level of dependency that exists between the set of tasks could significantly
impact its utility. It is not clear, however, what the nature of such impact would be.
An increase in the number of inter-dependent tasks will certainly pose an additional
challenge to the optimisation model, and the question is whether the model is better
or worse equipped to tackle this challenge in comparison to the alternative approach
(i.e. the constructive heuristic method).
Finally, the extent to which the problem exhibits dynamic behaviour is clearly of
interest, as such behaviour provided the motivation for the development of Chapter
6. However, the ‘level of dynamic behaviour’ is not as clear a term as those discussed
so far, and will not be easily represented by a single parameter which can be varied.
Rather, a number of parameters, both quantitative and qualitative, will need to be
considered when exploring this key aspect of the MCI problem.
Of the parameters which will not be varied in the course of experimentation, some
do not require any significant justification in this respect. For example, it would be
possible to examine the effect of changes in the average speed of response units;
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however, what would the results tell us about the future conduct of either MCI re-
sponse operations or the application of optimisation models to them? In contrast,
some parameters would have been desirable to include in our experimental design. In
particular, the Markov chain transition probabilities (as given in Figure 4.10) which
govern the simulation of the health of casualties are together important parameters
which could have significant influence upon experimental results. However, running
computational experiments of the simulation and optimisation models is a resource
intensive task. In particular, the simulation of a response operation may take a num-
ber of hours, as it must be carried out in real time in order to provide an accurate
reflection of how the optimisation model would be employed in reality. Given the
need to ensure any insights gained from the experimental data are not spurious and
arising through chance alone, a large number of such experimental runs (correspond-
ing to a significant amount of CPU time) will be required when investigating any one
parameter or characteristic. This lead to the necessary omission of some potentially
interesting investigations, in order that those which are carried out are done with the
appropriate degree of rigour.
7.2 Problem scenarios
In this section we describe the characteristics of the set of problem scenarios which
will be used in the computational experiments evaluating the model developed in this
thesis, as set out in 7.1.1. Further details regarding the rationale for the choice of
problems is provided, as is a discussion of potential limitations. We first consider
the fundamental characteristics which will not be varied, these being the transport
network topology, the set of casualties, and the set of hospitals. Those characteristics
which will be varied over the course of experiments will then be detailed. Following
this, Section 7.2.7 will describe problem scenarios in terms of their dynamic charac-
teristics.
7.2.1 Transport network
All problems considered in this thesis take place within a single geographic area,
namely central London, UK. This location was chosen for several reasons:
1. A dense inner city transportation network ensures the model is tested in its
ability to use graphs and routing algorithms;
2. Information regarding hospitals and emergency services is available in the public
domain;
3. The area chosen includes that affected by the London terrorist bombings, a
major motivating incident for this study.
The primary limitation of performing all analysis in this environment is in terms of the
dense transport network. In less built-up or rural areas the topology of the transport
network would be significantly different. Although a sparser network would not pose
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challenges with regard to the computational issues of routing, response performance
may be more sensitive to disruption in individual roads.
The area considered is illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, where the latter shows
only the graphical representation of the transport network.
 
h1 
h2 
h3 
i1 
i2 
i3 
Figure 7.1: The geographic area considered in all problem scenarios, where h’s denote
the location of hospitals and i’s the locations of incident sites.
Figure 7.2: The graphical representation of the transport network considered in all
problem scenarios.
7.2.2 Casualties
In all problems the total number of casualties does not change. Moreover, we do
not alter their initial health states or their specialist injury status. The number of
casualties designated as trapped will be changed in the context of varying the level of
dependency between tasks (to be described in Section 7.2.5), as will their locations in
the context of varying the number of incident sites (to be described in Section 7.2.6).
The total number of casualties in each health state (initially) is:
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• T1 - 42;
• T2 - 60;
• T3 - 108.
A total of 210 casualties was considered to represent an adequate challenge to the
optimisation model, providing scope for an interesting examination of how its utility
is affected by other parameters. Moreover, this figure complies with the definition of
“large scale” as set out in Chapter 2.
7.2.3 Hospitals
As discussed in Section 4.3.3, each hospital considered within the model must be
specified by their location, an initial resource level, a maximum capacity, a resource
increase rate (where such increases are due to the enaction of major incident plans)
and an indication of any specialist treatment facilities present. In the experiments of
this chapter the set of hospitals and their specification will be held constant. This
allows for the experimental analysis to focus on identifying effects on model utility
other than that which would arise from changes to hospitals and their parameters, as
was discussed in Section 7.1.
Three hospitals will be considered in the problem scenarios, with their locations
shown on Figure 7.1. By restricting the number of hospitals to three, the goal is
to aid interpretation of both the problem and the experimental results, which may
otherwise be unnecessary confounded by excessive information. The parameter values
for the three hospitals are given in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Parameter values for the three hospitals included in all problem scenarios.
Hospital caph maxh rateh A & E Burns unit
h1 50 90 2/3 X ×
h2 30 80 5/3 X ×
h3 25 40 3/7 X X
The values chosen lead to an initial total casualty capacity of 105 and a maximum
capacity of 210. Given that the total number of casualties in the problems considered
will always be 210, this scenario will allow for issues regarding hospital capacity to
be felt initially during the response operation but for an adequate capacity to be
available by its end.
7.2.4 Responders
While the transport network, casualties and hospitals described in Sections 7.2.1, 7.2.2
and 7.2.3 are to be held constant throughout all computational experiments, the num-
ber of responder units will be varied throughout in order to ascertain the associated
effects upon the utility of the optimisation model. In order to explore this whilst
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maintaining a feasible number of experiments, the number of responders takes one of
three levels which will be denoted Rlow, Rmed and Rhigh.
In the first scenario, Rlow, the responder units available are 12 ambulance, 3
MERIT units, 3 HART units and 13 SAR teams. This is increased to by a further 12
ambulances, 3 MERITs, 3 HARTs and 7 SAR teams for the scenario Rmed, with these
same amounts added once again for the final scenario Rhigh. These specifications are
summarized in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Resource levels and associated responder units.
Scenario Ambulance MERIT HART SAR
Rlow 12 3 3 13
Rmed 24 6 6 20
Rhigh 36 9 9 27
The numbers of responder units present in each scenario allow for a reasonable
range of responder/casualty ratios to be considered. For example, the lowest ration of
ambulances to casualties considered in 12/210 = 0.057 while the highest is 36/210 =
0.171.
In all problem scenarios we assume that all responder units listed in Table 7.2
are available at time τ = 0, i.e. upon the initialization of the model. We note
that it would be possible to change these setting so that some or all responders are
unavailable for a period from τ = 0. Due to the fact that the number of casualties is to
be held constant throughout, variations in the number of responders will correspond
to variations in the ratio of responders to casualties. Recall that in Section 2.2.3
the scale of a MCI was considered to be relative to the resources available, and so
variations in responder level will reflect this notion of scale.
7.2.5 Tasks
As mentioned in Section 7.2.2, the number of casualties designated as trapped will
be varied in order to vary the level of dependency that exists between the set of tasks
in the optimisation model. That is, an increase in the number of casualties who are
trapped corresponds to an increase in the number of rescue tasks, which will increase
the number of dependency relations in the set of all tasks. As in the case of variations
in the level of responders, three discrete levels of dependency denoted Dlow, Dmed and
Dhigh are defined. These levels are summarized in Table 7.3, which describes the
total number of casualties in each health state who are designated as trapped for
each dependency level.
Also given in Table 7.3 is the probability that any given casualty will require pre-
transportation stabilisation treatment. As with rescue tasks, an increase in the num-
ber of casualties requiring a pre-transportation treatment task lead to an increased
level of dependency within the set of tasks. In the case of pre-rescue stabilizing treat-
ment, a similar probabilistic method is used to determine which casualties require
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Table 7.3: Dependency levels and associated casualty characteristics.
Scenario T1 T2 T3 P(treat)
Dlow 6 6 6 0.3
Dmed 12 18 18 0.6
Dhigh 30 36 42 0.9
these tasks. Here, though, the probability does not change over the levels Dlow, Dmed
and Dhigh, and is instead set at 0.5 throughout.
Random sampling is also employed when determining task parameters. Specifi-
cally, the true duration of rescue and treatment tasks are sampled using the hierar-
chical model described in Section 6.2.3, which is specified by the parameters Φ and
Σ, the mean and covariance at the highest level of the hierarchy. A consequence of
employing these random methods when generating problem instances is the intro-
duction of significant levels of heterogeneity, which will allow for conclusions to be
drawn without significant concern regarding their robustness. That is, if the problems
considered had little variation in terms of these task parameters, any results would
be difficult to generalize as it would not be clear to what extent they were dependent
upon the specific values chosen.
7.2.6 Incident sites
The scenarios considered may consist of one, two or three incident sites. As illus-
trated in Figure 7.1, these sites - denoted i1, i2, i3 - are located at St James’ Park,
Queen Margaret University, and the Tate Modern Gallery respectively. The scenarios
corresponding to each potential number of incident sites will be denoted Sone, Stwo
and Sthree.
The 210 casualties considered will be evenly distributed across the number of sites.
For example, a three site incident will involve 210/3 = 70 casualties at each incident
site. Moreover, the pre-defined characteristics of casualties (i.e. their initial health
state and their being trapped or otherwise - see Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.5) will also be
distributed in an even manner. For example, each incident site will have the same
number of casualties whose initial health state is T2.
The use of up to three incident sites will allow for the examination of the effects of
spatial distribution of the MCI on the utility of the optimisation model. Moreover, by
ensuring the casualty profile at each incident site is similar, effects due to the number
of incident sites will be easier to attribute.
7.2.7 Dynamics
As discussed in Chapter 6, dynamic and uncertain behaviour within the problem
environment may be thought of as affecting the objective space of the optimisation
model, its solution space, or both. In order to fully evaluate the proposed optimisation
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model we propose using three stages of increasingly complex, and realistic, problem
types: static, partially dynamic and fully dynamic.
Static problems
In static problem scenarios we assume that all necessary information required in
specifying the model is available, accurate and constant over time. As mentioned in
Section 7.1, this is exactly the type of scenario which was considered when developing
the initial oﬄine version of the optimisation model in Chapter 4. As such, the oﬄine
model Moff is clearly applicable to problems of a static type.
The online model Mon may also be applied to this type of problem, although there
is not a great deal of motivation in this respect. That is, model Mon was designed
specifically to address cases where the assumptions mentioned do not hold, and so
we may question the usefulness of its application to those problems where they do.
However, when we consider the nature of communication between the model Mon and
the (simulation of the) problem environment, we can see that there is the potential
of benefit. Although the ability to accept information from the problem environment
will be redundant (since all information in the static problem case is known, accurate
and unchanging), the ability to issue instructions in a gradual manner, as opposed to
at a single point in time, could lead to improved performance.
Partially dynamic problems
In problems which shall be termed partially dynamic, we allow for changes over time
in parameters relating to the objective space of the model. The nature of these pa-
rameters and how they may change over time has been described in Section 6.2. In
this case, it is clear that any application of the oﬄine model Moff can be significantly
affected, in terms of its utility, by such changes. This is because the initial view of
the problem which was passed to the model Moff will become increasingly inaccu-
rate as the response operation progresses, because parameters (such as an estimated
task duration) will change while the model Moff is not capable of recognizing such
changes. By applying the oﬄine model Moff to partially dynamic problems and com-
paring performance with that obtained through the constructive heuristic method, we
will be able to estimate the effect of such an inappropriate application. This result
is important, particularly when considering the number of optimisation models sur-
veyed in Chapter 3 which had limited or no capability to interact with the problem
environment in an online manner, but were nonetheless developed for problem types
which would be expected to be of a dynamic nature.
The application of the online model Mon to partially dynamic problems will allow
for the model to be evaluated in a more complete manner than when applied to static
problems. The ability of the model to respond to incoming information regarding
model parameters (as described in Sections 6.3 and 6.4), and the associated effect on
the utility of the model, will be analysed.
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Fully dynamic problems
Finally, further dynamic behaviour of the problem environment can be introduced
through allowing for changes in parameters relating to the solution space. Problems
which allow for such changes, over and above the changes relating to the objective
space described for partially dynamic problems, will be termed fully dynamic.
In the case of fully dynamic problems, the application of the oﬄine model Moff
would lead to non-sensical situations. Recalling that changes parameters relating
to the solution space include increases and decreases to the set of casualties (see
Section 6.2.1), it is clear that the model Moff could find itself in a situation where
it is providing instructions on the processing of casualties which are no longer in
the scope of the problem (as they have left to self-present), whilst also ignoring the
processing of casualties which were not known on initialization. We therefore note
that an experimental analysis of the utility of model Moff in fully dynamic problems
would not be of sufficient interest.
As in the case of partially dynamic problems, the online model Mon is again
naturally applicable to fully dynamic problems. Experimental analysis of the utility
of Mon in these types of problem scenarios will provide the most realistic test of the
applicability of the work developed in this thesis. Again, the comparison will be made
between the optimisation model Mon and the constructive heuristic method in order
to estimate the potential benefits of the optimisation approach.
7.2.8 Summary of problem scenarios
Four dimensions of variation have been introduced. Firstly, we allow for three respon-
der levels, Rlow, Rmed and Rhigh, governing the number of responder units available.
The level of dependency within the tasks of the problem may also take one of three
levels, Dlow, Dmed and Dhigh. The total disaster can be distributed over one of three
sites, scenarios denoted by Sone, Stwo and Sthree. Finally, each problem may also vary
in the level with which it exhibits dynamic and uncertain behaviour, from static
problems, through partially dynamic, to fully dynamic. These variations in prob-
lem scenario characteristics are summarized in Table 7.4, where we also note which
characteristics are to be held constant.
Table 7.4: Summary of the problem scenarios considered.
Characteristic Levels
Transport network Constant
Casualties Constant (210 in total)
Hospitals Constant
Responders Rlow, Rmed, Rhigh
Dependency Dlow, Dmed, Dhigh
Incident sites Sone, Stwo, Sthree
Dynamicity Static, partially dynamic, fully dynamic
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In the remainder of this chapter we evaluate the performance of both oﬄine and
online search, in comparison to the standard constructive heuristic method, in these
increasingly complex problems. The structure of this evaluation process is outlined
in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5: Summary of the problem scenario and model type pairs evaluated.
Problem
Model Static Partially dynamic Fully dynamic
Oﬄine, Moff 7.3.1 7.4.2 n/a
Online, Mon 7.3.3 7.4.1 7.5
7.3 Static Problems
In this section we focus on evaluating model utility when applied to static problems,
as defined in Section 7.2.7. First, the oﬄine model Moff will be evaluated in Sec-
tion 7.3.1. In doing so, we will make comparisons between the solution produced by
model Moff with the solution produced by the constructive heuristic for the same
problem instance. In fact, the constructive heuristic will be used to generate the
initial solution used by Moff in the iterative search process described in Chapter 5.
Initially, results will be presented in an aggregated manner considering all problem
scenarios described in Section 7.2. This will allow for an initial impression of the
utility of model Moff in static problem scenarios, and will introduce the experimental
methodology which will be used throughout. Following this, variations of the model
Moff will be introduced, where specific components of the model have been removed.
Comparing the performance of these model variants will allow for insight regarding
the importance of these model components. The effect of the problem characteristics,
as set out in Section 7.2, will then be evaluated.
Before turning our attention to the online model Mon, we examine the utility of
Moff in what will be termed a real-time application. By this we mean an application of
Moff to a problem which retains the characteristics deriving from its static nature, but
where we acknowledge the fact that any time spent using the model Moff to search for
high quality solutions will, by definition of the oﬄine model and its methodology, be
felt as a delay in enacting the response operation. The analysis of model performance
in this application will provide empirical motivation for the use of the online model
Mon to static problem scenarios.
Accordingly, the utility of model Mon will then be examined in Section 7.3.3.
The rationale for this analysis is to enable a comparison of oﬄine and online models
in the case of static problems, and accordingly this section will less intensive than
Section 7.3.1. Rather, a more detailed examination of the online model Mon will be
presented in the context of partially and fully dynamic problems.
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7.3.1 Oﬄine model Moff
The stochastic nature of both the problem instances and the solution method em-
ployed by model Moff necessitate a statistical approach to any computational experi-
mentation. That is, any experiment will involve the repeated application of the model
to the same problem scenario, where with each run the specific problem instance will
be different (due to the random sampling of several parameters; see Section 7.2). The
overall problem scenario, as specified by, e.g., the resource level, will remain the same
across these repeated runs. The output of all runs will then be considered together
as a data set, and will be examined appropriately using summary statistics, graphical
illustrations, and statistical models (if appropriate).
Initial evaluation
Here, we consider all possible static problem scenarios. That is, given the three
variable problem characteristics described in Section 7.2 (responders, dependency
and number of sites), each of which had three possible levels, we consider each of the
3× 3× 3 = 27 possible problems scenarios. As previously stated, the initial solution
generated by the constructive heuristic method provides the point of comparison
with the solution presented by model Moff after application of the search process
of Chapter 5. Accordingly, each experiment run returns a single vector, constituted
of the difference between the initial and final objective values for each of the five
objective measures defined in Section 4.6:
• f1(s), the expected number of fatalities,
• f2(s), measure of the time taken to deliver casualties to hospitals,
• f3(s), measure of how appropriate the hospital allocation choice is,
• f4(s), the total time spent idle by responders,
• f5(s), the latest time at which a casualty arrives at a hospital, i.e. the makespan.
These differences are presented in the form of percentage improvement, calculated as
[(initial value - final value) / initial value] ×100
Experiments consisted of 50 runs for each of the 27 problem scenarios, giving a total of
50 results. Descriptive statistics of this data, as broken down by objective measures,
are provided in Table 7.6. Note that a negative value corresponds to an improvement.
From the results shown in Table 7.6 we can see that, averaging across all static
problem scenarios, the model Moff leads to better performance (on average) in terms
of the objectives f1 (fatalities), f2 (hospital arrival time), f4 (idleness) and g2 (suffer-
ing) than the constructive solution method. For example, the median change in the
expected number of fatalities is -7.5115%.
It should be noted that while while the average (i.e. mean) change in objective
f3 (hospital allocation) is 3.97%, the median change is -9.388%. This suggests the
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Table 7.6: Average % change in objective values, across all problem instances, under
model Moff .
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 g2
Min. -25.40 -81.68 -92.03 -98.77 -31.84 -81.79
1st Qu. -12.77 -71.06 -64.12 -50.75 -3.30 -71.05
Median -7.51 -57.92 -9.39 -26.46 5.12 -57.91
Mean -7.26 -47.73 3.97 -18.78 8.28 -47.56
3rd Qu. -0.38 -21.24 45.13 0.00 19.03 -20.60
Max. 0.00 72.17 1084.42 443.19 211.45 90.27
distribution of these changes is being skewed in the positive direction, which is con-
firmed to be the case when noting the 3rd quartile and the maximum values of the
distribution: 45.134% and 1084.417% respectively. The median puts less weight upon
such extreme values than the mean, and provides a better estimate of the center of
the distribution in such instances. Thus, when considering the median improvement
rather than the mean, we observe improvements in objectives f1 to f4.
From these results we can conclude that the search method typically leads to a
significant improvement in the estimate of fatalities, and typically an even stronger
improvement in terms of suffering. However, due to the multi-objective lexicographic
formulation employed, only objective f1 is guaranteed to never worsen. We observe
that, on average, the makespan of the schedules produced (objective f5) will usually
increase as a result of the search method. As such, if the only objective used to guide
the model in selecting a solution were that of makespan, the resulting solution would
likely be of poor quality in terms of the other objectives considered. This underscores
the point made in Section 4.6, that the bespoke, detailed objective functions defined
in this thesis are essential when considering the optimisation of casualty processing
operations.
In order to gain further understanding of this data, we consider a subset of all
problems, namely those of type Rhigh − Dhigh − Sthree. The results are plotted as
pairwise scatter plots in Figure 7.3. The figure also provides marginal histograms for
each objective along with correlation coefficients for each pair of objectives.
The charts of Figure 7.3 are pairwise scatter plots, where each pair of objectives
are taken together and the values of all solutions in terms of these two objectives are
plotted. These plots are of interest in that they provide insight into the degree of
correlation between each of the objective functions. This is important to understand,
as if any two objective functions were highly correlated in their outcomes it would
suggest that one of the objective functions is superfluous; effectively, not providing any
valuable information that was not already known from the other objective function.
However, both the scatter plots and the correlation coefficients provided in Figure 7.3
suggest that there is no pair of objective functions which exhibit such behaviour. The
strongest correlation observed is between objectives f4 (idleness) and f5 (makespan),
with a correlation coefficient of 0.674.
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Figure 7.3: Pairwise scatter plots of % change in objective values for Rhigh−Dhigh−
Sthree problem instances.
The effect of model components
In addition to evaluating the improvement resulting from our model when compared
to the constructive heuristic, we also wish to determine to what extent the components
of our model are required in order to achieve such improvements. In particular, we
are interested in answering the following questions -
1. Is it beneficial to include hospital allocation decisions within the model?
2. Is it beneficial to include the hospital allocation term, f3, in the objective func-
tion?
3. Is it beneficial to include task sequencing decisions within the model?
In order to answer these questions, a series of modified models were constructed.
Letting M4off denote the full model described in Chapter 4, in M
3
off we remove the
hospital allocation neighborhood from the Variable Neighbourhood Descent solution
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method. As a result, the iterative search procedure will not have any control over
hospital allocation decisions. Rather, these decisions are made using the relevant
component of the constructive heuristic. As the constructive heuristic is designed to
mimic the decision making procedure which would be used in reality, model M3off cor-
responds to one which suggests an allocation of tasks to responders, and a sequencing
for those tasks, but does not suggest to which hospital casualties should be taken.
Model M2off is identical to M
3
off except in the objective function, where the term
associated with hospital allocation, f3, is omitted. This modification implies that not
only is model M2off incapable of offering suggested decisions regarding the hospital
allocations of casualties, it is also incapable of evaluating the impact of decisions made
in this respect externally (that is, decisions made through the constructive heuristic).
Finally, in model M1off we remove one further element, namely the neighborhood
used to alter tasks sequencing. As in the case of removal of the hospital allocation
neighborhood, the decisions are instead made using the relevant components of the
constructive heuristic. The model M1off is therefore considered basic, in the sense
that it is only capable of suggesting to which responder each task should be assigned,
not the order in which they should be undertaken. This model configuration and the
others described are summarized in Table 7.7.
Table 7.7: Variants of model Moff .
Model Task assignment Task sequencing Hospital allocation f3 included
M1off search constructor constructor no
M2off search search constructor no
M3off search search constructor yes
M4off search search search yes
The results of this analysis are given in Table 7.8, which gives the average per-
centage change in each objective function across all problem scenarios along with the
associated standard deviation. To illustrate the relation between the key objective
functions f1 and g2, Figure 7.4 provides a scatter plot of these values as grouped by
model variant.
Table 7.8: Average (standard deviation) % change in objective values, across all
problem instances, for each oﬄine model variant.
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 g2
M1off -0.8 (1.4) -8.9 (9.4) 69.0 (78.5) 15.8 (58.2) 13.8 (16.7) -8.7 (9.4)
M2off -9.7 (5.8) -64.4 (10.5) 27.4 (77.5) -36.3 (27.6) 7.6 (15.7) -64.4 (10.4)
M3off -9.8 (5.9) -52.4 (19.2) -13.5 (74.9) 1.5 (43.2) 21.7 (20.1) -51.7 (20.2)
M4off -9.3 (5.7) -68.9 (9.1) -72.5 (21.1) -59.4 (23.8) -10.4 (14.3) -69.1 (9.2)
The results described in Table 7.8 and illustrated in Figure 7.4 show some in-
teresting behaviour of the oﬄine model variants. When looking at the objective of
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Figure 7.4: Scatter plot illustrating performance of each model variant in terms of %
change in objectives f1 and g2, for problem scenario Rmed, Dmed, Stwo.
fatalities, f1, we observe a large difference between model M
1
off and the other three
models, where M1off is considerably worse. Within these other three model variants,
however, there is little to distinguish their performance in this objective. When con-
sidering the objective of suffering, g2, a clearer distinction emerges. Again, there
is a large difference in performance between model M1off and all others, with M
1
off
obtaining an average improvement of -8.7% while the best performing model (with
respect to this objective), M4off , obtains -69.1%. The next best model variant is M
2
off
with -64.4%, followed by M3off with -51.7%.
The observation that the variant M2off outperforms M
3
off is of interest. From the
definitions of these model variants, this result suggests that allowing the model to
use objective f3 during its search process will actually lead to worse performance in
terms of objective g2 unless the model also has control over the hospital allocation
decisions, as in the case of model M4off .
These results also reflect the experiments conducted into the performance of dif-
ferent configurations of the local search algorithm described in Section 5.5. There, it
was shown that the inclusion of a neighbourhood allowing for alterations to the allo-
cation of casualties to hospitals lead to improved performance in terms of fatalities,
but worse performance in terms of suffering.
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The effect of problem characteristics
The effect of problem characteristics on the performance of the oﬄine model is of
interest. It is feasible that changes in the numbers of responders, the level of depen-
dency in tasks or the number of sites across which the MCI is distributed may affect
the utility of the model. To assess to what extent this is true, a linear model with cat-
egorical coefficients representing the levels of each problem characteristic was fitted
to the data for each objective function. These models are summarized in Table 7.9.
Table 7.9: Fitted linear regression models for each objective value for model Moff in
static problems.
Dependent variable:
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 g2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Rmed 0.716 4.294 3.219 2.715 −0.657 4.245
(0.139) (0.148) (1.125) (1.163) (0.607) (0.159)
Rhigh 2.363 8.717 5.001 11.826 1.064 8.677
(0.139) (0.148) (1.125) (1.163) (0.607) (0.159)
Dmed −12.270 4.149 4.820 5.085 3.971 4.111
(0.139) (0.148) (1.125) (1.163) (0.607) (0.159)
Dhigh −8.530 18.755 26.595 34.285 23.637 18.760
(0.139) (0.148) (1.125) (1.163) (0.607) (0.159)
Stwo 0.847 2.601 11.310 7.763 8.845 2.738
(0.139) (0.148) (1.125) (1.163) (0.607) (0.159)
Sthree 1.826 2.253 3.569 3.464 6.367 2.262
(0.139) (0.148) (1.125) (1.163) (0.607) (0.159)
Constant −4.279 −82.518 −90.710 −81.076 −24.840 −82.649
(0.150) (0.160) (1.215) (1.256) (0.655) (0.172)
R2 0.866 0.941 0.362 0.466 0.595 0.933
Adjusted R2 0.866 0.941 0.359 0.463 0.594 0.933
Studying the coefficient estimates of the linear models summarized in Table 7.9
provides some clear insight into how variations in problem characteristics affect the
utility of the oﬄine model. Consider first the case of variations in the number of
responders, as controlled by the levels Rlow, Rmed and Rhigh. The models have taken
Rlow as the baseline value, and so the coefficients for Rmed and Rhigh should be
interpreted relative to that. For example, the model relating to objective f1 estimates
the change in f1 to be 2.363 percentage points worse when the level of responders is
set to Rhigh than when it is set to Rlow. Note that this is not implying that the oﬄine
model leads to an increase in fatalities, as the coefficient of the constant is estimated
to be -4.279.
In general, we see that in all objective functions an increase in the level of re-
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sponders leads to a positive increase in the change in each objective value. The only
exception to this is in terms of the makespan objective f5, where the level Rmed leads
to slightly better performance than Rlow, both of which lead to significantly better
performance than Rhigh. However, comparing the estimated coefficient associated
with Rmed, which takes the value -0.657, with the associated standard error, 0.607,
implies that the difference between Rmed and Rlow is not statistically significant.
The fact that increasing the responder level generally leads to worse performance
of the optimisation model may seem counter-intuitive, as we might expect better
performance as responders are added. However, it is important to remember that
the coefficients are associated with relative change, not absolute values. From this
perspective, these results are not surprising. They suggest that an increase in the
number of responders leads to a problem which is easier to ‘solve’, with the implication
that the initial solution generated by the constructive heuristic is in fact of quite
high quality and is therefore not as easy to improve upon through application of the
iterative search procedure.
Turning our attention to the levels of dependency existing between tasks, a similar
relationship is found. Similar to the case of increases in the level of responders,
increases in the level of dependency also leads to a positive increase in the change
of objectives values, with one exception: the fatalities objective, f1. In this case,
the dependency level which results in the best change in objective value is Dmed.
This is followed by Dhigh, with Dlow resulting in the worst change in objective value.
This irregular behaviour demonstrates the sensitivity of the utility of the optimisation
model to the level of dependency which exists between tasks.
Finally, we consider the effect on oﬄine model utility of changes in the number
of incident sites which comprise the MCI. We emphasize here that, as explained in
Section 7.2, an increase in the number of sites does not imply an increase in the
number of casualties; rather, the same number of casualties are used throughout but
will be distributed across more incident sites. Considering the fatalities objective, f1,
the coefficients of the corresponding linear model show that as the number of sites
increases from Sone to Sthree the utility of the oﬄine model decreases. In terms of
suffering, g2, model utility decreases as we move from Sone to Stwo, but no further
(statistically significant) decrease is observed as we move from Stwo to Sthree.
In general, the presented analyses demonstrate that the model Moff does provide
improved performance in static problems, in comparison with the alternative con-
structive solution method. The dependency of this performance on components of
the model has been investigated, as has the effect of different problem characteristics.
7.3.2 Real-time model Mrt
Having demonstrated the effect of the oﬄine model Moff in the case of static prob-
lems, we will go on to apply the online model Mon in Section 7.3.3. Prior to carrying
out this analysis, though, it is of interest to briefly consider the real-time nature of
the problem and the impact of this on the utility of the oﬄine model. Specifically,
we wish to acknowledge the fact that any time spent running the optimisation model
results in a delay to the response operation beginning.
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To evaluate the impact of this aspect of the problem, a number of computational
experiments were performed. The model Moff was employed, with the search time,
denoted by x, taking the values of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 minutes. Following the termination of
the search process, the schedule was shifted by x minutes to the right and re-evaluated
in order to encapsulate the effect of delaying action for x minutes in order to obtain
an optimized schedule.
The resulting distributions of objectives f1 and g2 are shown in the box plots of
Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 respectively. It can be seen that in the case of f1, any
benefit brought through the optimization process is not enough to counteract the
penalty of delaying action for any value of x considered. While this is not the case for
g2, which shows moderate improvement for all values of x, the lexicographic ordering
of these two objectives (as discussed in Section 4.6) enable us to conclude that, in
an oﬄine system, optimization will in fact lead to worse performance than would be
obtained through using the constructive heuristic.
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Figure 7.5: Percentage change in f1 as search time increases (box plots). Solid line
shows the objective trajectory of a single run using the real-time model Mrt.
In order to explore this behaviour further, a model variant which lies between
the oﬄine and online models, which we refer to as the real-time model Mrt, was
defined. Whereas the online model Mon was developed to be capable of issuing tasks
in a schedule in a gradual manner, ensuring responders are busy while continuing to
search the remaining regions of the solution space, the real-time model Mrt issues
the entire schedule at a single time point, as in the oﬄine case. However, Mrt differs
from Moff in that it continuously updates its parameters to ensure that the earliest
point at which a task can start is set to the amount of time that has elapsed up
to that point. As such, the optimization process is aware of the increasing penalty
being accrued due to the delay in issuing instruction, as it is built into the evaluation
process.
The resulting progress of objective values over the course of a single five minute
run of this system are given as lines in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. It can be seen that
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Figure 7.6: Percentage change in g2 as search time increases (box plots). Solid line
shows the objective trajectory of a single run using the real-time model Mrt.
the changes in f1 map to the values observed previously, i.e. increasing at a steady
rate over time. The progress of g2, however, is erratic with no discernible trend. We
conclude that optimizing in real-time, given the static problem and solution method
described, will not deliver any improvement over the constructive heuristic.
7.3.3 Online model Mon
As discussed in Section 7.2.7, static problems are not the primary motivation for the
development of the online model Mon. Rather, the motivation stems from an inability
of the oﬄine model to be used in the more realistic dynamic problems. The principle
analysis of the utility of the online model will therefore be reported in Sections 7.4.1
and 7.5, where these dynamic problems will be considered. It is nonetheless of interest
to report a brief analysis of performance of Mon in the case of static problems, as it is
possible that even in these situations the online model could out-perform the oﬄine
model. We report the results of such an analysis in this subsection.
We restrict our attention to a subset of the problems outlined in Section 7.2, in
order to focus on new aspects of the problem as opposed to those already explored.
Specifically, we consider problems of the type Rhigh − Dhigh − Sthree, and therefore
do not further explore the effect of changing responder or dependency levels, or the
number of sites, on the utility of the model. As a result, any resulting conclusions
will be restricted to this specific problem type. This specific problem was selected
from the set of 27 potential problems as it is, in a computational sense, the most
challenging problem, with the high responder and dependency levels leading to the
largest solution space. The results, in terms of the percentage change observed in
each objective function, are given in Table 7.10. A scatter plot displaying the results
of the objectives f1 and g2 is also provided in Figure 7.7.
The results show that, in this specific problem type, the online model outper-
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Table 7.10: Average (standard deviation) % change in objective values, in problems
of type Rhigh −Dhigh − Sthree, for oﬄine and online models.
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 g2
Moff -10.4 (1.2) -51.8 (2.4) -44.3 (25.7) -40.3 (10.5) 9.2 (8.6) -51.8 (2.5)
Mon -7.2 (1.0) -54.1 (1.6) -77.2 (8.7) -63.8 (4.3) -23.6 (6.8) -54.5 (1.7)
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Figure 7.7: Scatter plot of % improvement in f1 and g2 for oﬄine and online models
in problems of type Rhigh −Dhigh − Sthree.
forms the oﬄine model in all objectives except objective f1, fatalities. Given the lex-
icographic ordering of objective functions introduced in Section 4.6.6, which stated
that preference should always be given to reductions in fatalities over other mea-
sures, these results suggest that the oﬄine model should be preferred in the case of
static problems. However, an important point should be emphasized in this regard.
The oﬄine model operates under a number of assumptions, one of which is that the
time taken to search for solutions does not impact the starting time of the response
operation. Effectively, the oﬄine model assumes it has an 5 minute head start. As
discussed in Section 7.3.2, this is clearly not the case in reality. Moreover, it was
shown that removing this assumption has a significant negative impact upon the util-
ity of the model. As the online model Mon does not make any such assumption, the
comparison reported in Table 7.10 is not, strictly speaking, fair. However, the results
remain of interest. They show that even in static problems (where the benefit of the
online model is expected to be least felt), and even when the oﬄine model is given
an advantage (specifically, 5 minutes ‘free’ optimisation time), the online model still
outperforms on all but one objectives whilst providing competitive performance in
the remaining objective.
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7.3.4 Discussion
In concluding this section on static problems, we note a number of important points
that have emerged. First and foremost, it was shown in Section 7.3.1 that the oﬄine
model Moff , employing the iterative search solution method of Chapter 5, did indeed
lead to improved solutions in comparison to those obtained using the constructive
heuristic method. This represented the first key point in assessing the utility of the
work proposed in this thesis.
A critical view of the design of model Moff was then taken, with experiments
undertaken to examine to what extent the features of the model are essential to
ensuring this utility. The results confirmed that the inclusion of hospital allocation
within the decision model, with associated objective measures to assess the quality
of such decisions, did indeed contribute to the observed performance. This result
should be placed in the context of the discussion presented in Section 3.3.2, where
it was shown that related research has often omitted such features in developing
optimisation models. The analysis of model variants also shed light on an interesting
characteristic regarding hospital allocation decisions, namely that if the model is not
given control over such decisions it should not, in terms of maximizing performance,
be allowed to measure the quality of them.
The problems used throughout the experimental analysis, as set out in Section 7.2,
involved varying levels of a number of key characteristics. The effect of these char-
acteristics on the utility of the oﬄine model was considered in Section 7.3.1, in order
that we may understand to what types of problems the proposed model would be
particularly well-suited (and, indeed, to which problems the model would not be ex-
pected to perform well on). The results of this analysis provided a valuable insight
into the sensitivity of the model to the type of problem, with significant effects ob-
served when varying the number of responders, the level of dependency within tasks
and the number of sites which the MCI is spread over.
The results of Section 7.3.2 are important, as they arise from a first investigation
into the robustness of a key assumption in the oﬄine model: that the time needed by
the model to locate a solution using the search procedure is somehow insignificant,
with no impact on the response operation. The results demonstrate the danger of
making this assumption, as it was shown that if the response operation is held back
to reflect the time spent searching for solutions, the model will lead to worse perfor-
mance than would be obtained using the constructive heuristic and benefiting from
its immediate nature. Moreover, it was shown that this behaviour is not dependent
upon the length of time allowed for optimisation.
Finally, the application of the online model Mon to static problems led to some
valuable insights. Given the loss of performance observed when applying the model
in real-time, it was not clear if the benefits afforded by online optimisation would be
enough to overcome this penalty. The results demonstrate that this is, in fact, the
case, and that it is highly likely that the online model will lead to improvements over
the oﬄine model in these problem types.
Given this last result, we now turn our attention to the more realistic problems,
those which were classified as partially and fully dynamic in Section 7.2.7.
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7.4 Partially dynamic problems
Before looking in detail at the utility of the optimisation model in partially dy-
namic problems, a general point regarding the measurement of performance should
be made. In the preceding analysis of Section 7.3, performance was measured in terms
of the percentage change in objective functions when comparing the initial solution,
as generated using the constructive heuristic, with the final solution generated by the
optimisation model. This enabled us to understand the utility of the model in terms
of the improvement it offers over the standard solution methodology in each single
experimental run. That is, each experiment produced a single data point describing
performance.
In the case of dynamic problems, this is no longer a sensible measure to compute.
Due to the fact that the many parameters of the model are initially available only
as estimates, the value of the solution generated by the constructive heuristic is the
perceived value. In order to measure the actual value of that proposed solution, one
would have to run the simulation model for the duration of the response operation
while following the proposed schedule. The optimisation methodology of the online
model Mon is designed to run over the course of this simulation, and so the objective
values reported on completion of the response operation are the actual values. Ac-
cordingly, instead of comparing the constructive and optimisation methodologies on
each single generated problem instance, we will instead compare the performance of
each on average, over a number of generated problem instances.
7.4.1 Online model Mon
As discussed in Section 7.2.7, partially dynamic problems exhibit dynamic and un-
certain behaviour in the objective space. This behaviour arises due to a number
of factors, including casualty health, task durations and transportation times. In
Section 7.4.2 we will consider all these factors at once. Here, we focus only on the
challenges brought about by uncertainty in transportation times, and how these may
be addressed through the use of routing policies introduced in Section 6.2.4 (namely
static routing (SR), centralised adaptive routing (CAR), and autonomous individual
or collective routing (AIAR/ACAR)). By focusing on this issue, we aim to fully evalu-
ate the routing policies introduced in Section 6.2.4 and explore how their performance
depends on relevant parameter levels.
Experimental design
A number of factors exist which may affect the performance of the various routing
policies. In particular, we have:
1. The parameter describing the disruption to the transport network, λ (see Sec-
tion 6.2.4);
2. The parameters describing the ability of responders to autonomously search
for high quality routes within the disrupted transport network, α (the average
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improvement rate) and β2 (the variation around this average improvement, see
Section 6.2.4);
3. The number of sites which comprise the MCI, Sone, Stwo and Sthree (see Sec-
tion 7.2.6).
Our principal goal in the analysis that follows is to compare the performance of
autonomous routing policies AIAR and ACAR with a baseline policy SR and an
alternative CAR. In particular, we aim to determine which values α, β2 will lead
to autonomous policies outperforming centralized policies. That is, how well must
responders be able to route themselves to justify removing the routing decision from
the optimisation model? Answering this question will inform the design of future
optimisation models for MCI response. The variation of both disruption level and the
number of sites is important to explore how this relationship varies with underlying
problem characteristics.
Given the several sources of uncertainty within the model, a Monte Carlo approach
is employed. That is, for any given point in the experiment space n instances of the
problem are generated and solved in order to estimate the distribution of the final
objective values. The points within the experiment space are defined through a
standard factorial design based on the following factors:
• Routing policy - {SR, CAR, AIAR, ACAR}
• Road disruption, λ - {2, 1, 0.5, 0.25}
• Number of incident sites - {1, 2, 3}
This gives a total of 4 × 4 × 3 = 48 experimental design points, where each point
corresponds to a unique combination of the three factors. For the purposes of the
initial evaluation, the autonomous improvement parameter pertaining to the routing
policies was set as α = 0.95 throughout, corresponding to an average improvement in
routing of 5% with each journey.
Following this initial set of experiments, a second set was designed to focus on
the effect of altering the α parameter governing the rate of improvement in the
autonomous routing policies. The points within the experiment space are defined
through another standard factorial design based on the following factors:
• Routing policy - {AIAR, ACAR}
• Road disruption - {2, 1, 0.5, 0.25}
• Number of incident sites, λ - {1, 2, 3}
• Autonomous improvement, α - {0.9, 0.8}
This gives a total of 2×4×3×2 = 48 experimental design points. These results were
combined with those of the previous set of experiments, considering only the routing
policies AIAR and ACAR. This provided a total of three levels of α in total - 0.95,
0.9 and 0.8.
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Results
The results of the first set of experiments are summarized in Tables 7.11 and 7.12,
which focus on the objectives of fatalities (f1) and suffering (g2) respectively. Each
table provides the average objective value obtained across all experiments for a given
pair of road network disruption levels (denoted by λ) and routing strategy. In order
to indicate the level of variability around these average values, the standard deviation
is also provided.
Table 7.11: Average (standard deviation) values of f1 of modelMon under each routing
strategy, for varying levels of disruption.
λ = 0.25 λ = 0.5 λ = 1 λ = 2
SR 67.3 (2.9) 56.1 (1.8) 49.4 (1.7) 45.6 (1.8)
CAR 67.8 (2.4) 56.2 (2.1) 49.1 (1.8) 45.6 (1.9)
AIAR 80.1 (2.7) 65.6 (1.9) 55.6 (1.8) 49.7 (1.6)
ACAR 68.1 (2.3) 56.0 (1.6) 49.1 (1.8) 45.5 (1.8)
As can be seen in Table 7.11, the routing strategies SR (static routing) and
CAR (central adaptive routing) lead to similar performance in terms of the fatalities
objective, f1. This is consistent across each of the four levels of road network dis-
ruption considered. Moreover, with the rate of improvement set to α = 0.95, similar
performance is also observed when using the routing strategy ACAR (autonomous
collective adaptive routing). As would be expected, the strategy AIAR leads to
worse performance in comparison to ACAR. This is due to the fact that in ACAR
the improvements in routing are designed to reflect a sharing of information amongst
responders, whereas in AIAR each responder works independently to improve their
routing choice.
Table 7.12: Average (standard deviation) values of g2 of modelMon under each routing
strategy, for varying levels of disruption.
λ = 0.25 λ = 0.5 λ = 1 λ = 2
SR 19750 (1251) 14840 (889) 12048 (630) 10670 (581)
CAR 19589 (1393) 14904 (983) 12035 (673) 10608 (521)
AIAR 23263 (1679) 17050 (962) 13305 (646) 11153 (603)
ACAR 19164 (1243) 14517 (803) 11832 (636) 10584 (591)
Table 7.12 presents corresponding summary statistics in relation to the suffering
objective, g2. It is clear that the relation between routing strategies broadly mirrors
that of the f1 case, with routing strategies SR and CAR leading to similar perfor-
mance, much better than that obtained through strategy AIAR. However, in this
case the routing strategy ACAR appears to offer some benefits over strategies SR
and CAR. This benefit diminishes as the extent of disruption to the road network
decreases.
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The results presented in Tables 7.11 and 7.12 are broken down by routing strategy
and level of network disruption, but averaged over the number of sites comprising the
MCI. In order to assess the extent to which this factor influences performance, a linear
regression model was fitted to the data. Specifically, two models were constructed, one
for each of the objectives of interest. Included as predictor variables were the number
of sites, the level of disruption and the routing strategy. Each variable was taken to
have a qualitative, or categorical nature. This is the natural representation for the
routing strategy, but the quantitative nature of both the number of sites (which can
take values 1, 2 or 3) and the level of disruption (which can take values 0.25, 0.5, 1 or 2)
suggests that a numerical representation may be the natural choice for these variables.
However, such a representation would correspond to assuming a linear relationship
between the predictor and the dependent variable. A qualitative representation does
not require this assumption, and therefore provides greater flexibility.
The resulting regression models are described in Table 7.13, where estimates of
the effects of each predictor variable are given along with their standard error. The
reference values are taken as Sone, λ0.25 and ACAR for the number of sites, road
network disruption and routing strategy respectively. Asterisks denote to what extent
the effects are judged to be statistically significant (i.e., the extent to which the
observed effect is unlikely to be due to chance alone).
As shown by the high value of the adjusted R2’s, both models fit the data well and
as such no further terms (such as quadratic or interaction terms) were added. The
models confirm what was suggested in the summaries of the data given in Tables 7.11
and 7.12, as they show that the choice of routing strategy has no significant effect upon
the fatalities objective (discounting the choice of AIAR), but does have a significant
effect upon the suffering objective.
This analysis used a value of α = 0.95 for the rate of improvements in routing
choice in the autonomous routing strategies, AIAR and ACAR. As described in
Section 6.2.4, this means that every time a responder makes a specific journey, the
length of the route chosen will be (on average) 0.95 times the length of the last route
chosen for that same journey. Using this parameter value, the routing strategy ACAR
was shown to lead to comparable performance to the centralized routing strategies,
SR and CAR. It remains to be seen to what extent lower values of α will lead to the
strategy ACAR out-performing SR and CAR.
In order to investigate this, the second set of experiments described at the be-
ginning of this sub-section were run. The resulting data set was combined with
the previous data, together allowing for comparisons in the performance of strategy
ACAR for three values of α, 0.95, 0.9 and 0.8. The results are summarized in Ta-
bles 7.14 and 7.15, which show the average (standard deviation) values of objectives
f1 and g2, respectively, factored by the level of road network disruption and value of
α.
Table 7.14 shows that, in terms of objective f1, altering the parameter α in the
manner described does not lead to any significant change in the performance of the
optimisation model when using the routing strategy ACAR. However, some difference
is observed in objective g2. The benefit afforded through the routing strategy ACAR
observed when α = 0.95 (see Table 7.12) is further enhanced as the learning rate is
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Table 7.13: Fitted linear regression models for objectives f1 and g2 for model Mon in
partially dynamic problems, examining routing strategies.
Dependent variable:
f1 g2
Stwo 0.154 795.390
∗∗∗
(0.128) (48.273)
Sthree 1.137
∗∗∗ 1,457.455∗∗∗
(0.128) (48.280)
λ0.5 −12.389∗∗∗ −5,141.224∗∗∗
(0.148) (55.524)
λ1 −20.058∗∗∗ −8,155.442∗∗∗
(0.149) (56.181)
λ2 −24.261∗∗∗ −9,692.291∗∗∗
(0.148) (55.729)
AIAR 8.109∗∗∗ 2,180.700∗∗∗
(0.148) (55.748)
CAR −0.025 249.071∗∗∗
(0.148) (55.775)
SR −0.052 321.971∗∗∗
(0.149) (55.939)
Constant 68.399∗∗∗ 19,013.970∗∗∗
(0.157) (59.016)
R2 0.945 0.948
Adjusted R2 0.944 0.948
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 7.14: Average (standard deviation) values of f1 of modelMon under autonomous
routing strategies, for varying levels of disruption.
λ = 0.25 λ = 0.5 λ = 1 λ = 2
α = 0.95 68.1 (2.3) 56.0 (1.6) 49.1 (1.8) 45.5 (1.8)
α = 0.9 68.1 (2.7) 56.7 (2.1) 49.0 (1.9) 45.5 (1.6)
α = 0.8 67.3 (2.1) 56.2 (1.9) 49.2 (1.8) 45.1 (1.8)
SR 67.3 (2.9) 56.1 (1.8) 49.4 (1.7) 45.6 (1.8)
Table 7.15: Average (standard deviation) values of g2 of modelMon under autonomous
routing strategies, for varying levels of disruption.
λ = 0.25 λ = 0.5 λ = 1 λ = 2
α = 0.95 19163 (1243) 14517 (803) 11833 (636) 10584 (591)
α = 0.9 18949 (1194) 14396 (686) 11779 (627) 10639 (559)
α = 0.8 18818 (1120) 14383 (809) 11758 (725) 10443 (596)
SR 19750 (1251) 14840 (889) 12048 (630) 10670 (581)
improved. In the most extreme case considered, where α = 0.8 and λ = 0.25, the
strategy ACAR leads to 4.7% better performance in terms of g2 in comparison to
strategy SR.
Similarly to the previous analysis conducted on the first set of experiments, linear
regression models were also fit to the data allowing for different values of α in order
to further quantify its effect. Considering only the routing strategy ACAR, models
were fitted to both fatalities and suffering objective values using the number of sites,
the level of disruption and the rate of autonomous improvement, α. As in the models
described in Table 7.13, number of sites and level of disruption were coded as qual-
itative variables. The rate of autonomous improvement was coded as a quantitative
variable. The resulting models are described in Table 7.16.
Again, the models are judged to fit the data well (see the high values of adjusted
R2’s), and so no further terms were considered. Focusing on the effects of the rate
of autonomous improvement, α, we see that no statistically significant effect on the
fatalities objective is observed. However, the effect on the suffering objective is judged
to be significant (p <0.01). While statistically significant, it should be emphasized
that the effect size itself is modest. Estimated to be 1169, this corresponds to a change
in suffering of 117 units for any 0.1 change in the rate of autonomous improvement.
Discussion
The routing strategies described in Section 6.2.4 were noted to have different effects
on both the length of the resulting routes and the predictability of the associated
travel times. The strategy of static routing (SR) was noted to favour the ability
to accurately predict travel times at the expense of finding shorter routes. This is
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Table 7.16: Fitted linear regression models for objectives f1 and g2 for model Mon in
partially dynamic problems, examining autonomous improvement rate.
Dependent variable:
f1 g2
Stwo −0.058 763.799∗∗∗
(0.167) (55.259)
Sthree 1.042
∗∗∗ 1,403.707∗∗∗
(0.167) (55.044)
λ0.5 −11.832∗∗∗ −4,613.958∗∗∗
(0.192) (63.389)
λ1 −18.827∗∗∗ −7,262.311∗∗∗
(0.193) (63.815)
λ2 −22.507∗∗∗ −8,497.965∗∗∗
(0.192) (63.471)
α 1.163 1,169.000∗∗∗
(1.256) (414.328)
Constant 66.548∗∗∗ 17,279.780∗∗∗
(1.166) (384.609)
R2 0.955 0.967
Adjusted R2 0.955 0.966
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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achieved through consistently using a single route for each journey, namely that which
would be expected to be the shortest using baseline data describing the transport
network (i.e. not considering the effects of disruption). By using the same route for
each journey, the optimisation model is capable of revising its estimate of the travel
time on that route as the relevant data is collected. The strategies of CAR, AIAR
and ACAR, on the other hand, sacrifice this ability to ‘learn’ the travel times of a
specific route, as the routes taken for each journey are allowed to change each time
in the hope of finding shorter routes.
The analysis presented in this subsection demonstrate that the choice of routing
strategy does not have any significant impact upon the utility of the model, when as-
sessing performance through the fatalities objective. By this measure, the strategies
of SR,CAR and ACAR all lead to similar performance. In terms of the objective of
suffering, however, some differences can be noted. In particular, autonomous rout-
ing can lead to improved performance in certain situations. Specifically, in scenarios
where the level of disruption to the network is large, where responders are assumed
able to share knowledge regarding routing (that is, where the routing strategy of
ACAR as opposed to AIAR is adopted), and where the rate of autonomous improve-
ment is set to α = 0.8, autonomous routing can lead to improved performance. This
result is of interest, particularly when viewed in the context of related research into
decision support for large scale emergency response involving routing decisions. As
was discussed in the review of such related work given in Section 3.5, it is common for
decision support to include the specification of which route responders should take
when enacting response operations.
7.4.2 Oﬄine model Moff
In the subsequent section, problems of a fully dynamic nature will be examined. In
particular, the utility of the online model Mon will be assessed. It would be natural to
also assess the performance of the oﬄine model Moff in these problem types, in order
that a comparison between the two models could be made. However, as discussed
in Section 7.2, it does not make sense to apply the oﬄine model to fully dynamic
problems due to the changes in the solution space observed during such problems.
The oﬄine model can be applied to partially dynamic problems, however, as will be
demonstrated in this sub-section.
Experimental design
In this analysis, problems of the type Rhigh, Dhigh and Sthree will continue to be em-
ployed. By keeping these factors at constant levels, we are free to focus in detail on
the effect of other problem characteristics specific to the partially dynamic case. In-
dividual problem instances may vary in the seven dimensions described in Table 7.17.
The table describes each factor which may vary, gives the notation which will be
used to denote the factor throughout, and describes the range of values which will be
considered. For some parameters, namely λ1 and λ5, the choice of range is a natural
one which follows directly from their definitions. For other parameters, a judgement
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has been made regarding feasible levels; for example, we consider it unlikely that the
communication delay described in Section 6.3 will be larger than five minutes.
Table 7.17: Parameters to be varied in designed experiments for partially dynamic
problems.
Parameter Notation Range Description
Triage assessment er-
ror
λ1 (0, 1] Error in the triage classification
process.
Triage frequency λ2 [1, 20] Time between each triage as-
sessment of any given casualty
(mins).
Task duration vari-
ance
λ3 (0, 3] Inherent variation in the dura-
tions of all tasks.
Task duration assess-
ment error
λ4 (0, 2] Error in the estimation of dura-
tions of all tasks.
Task duration confi-
dence
λ5 [0.1, 0.9] Level of confidence required that
task duration estimates will not
be short.
Communication delay λ6 [0, 5] Average wait between a tempo-
ral event being recorded and the
optimization model being notified
(mins).
Road network disrup-
tion
λ7 [0.5, 2] Extent to which the road trans-
port network is disrupted.
The set of experiments is determined in a manner which fills the space of pos-
sible experiment points, with each point being defined by a unique setting of each
parameter. The experiments follow a Sobol sequence of 500 points in the 7 dimension
experimental design space, as constructed using the R package randtoolbox [38]. Such
a design ensures that non-linear relationships between the objective function values
and the listed parameters may be detected. This would not be possible if a standard
factorial design was used.
Results
The applicability of the static scheduling model to dynamic environments may now
be evaluated through employing the simulation routine described in Chapter 6. As it
is the oﬄine model Moff under study, each experiment involves spending five minutes
searching the solution space. At the end of this time the best solution found is issued
and the response operation proceeds to follow the corresponding schedule, with the
dynamic and uncertain nature of all objective space parameters being simulated as
the response operation progresses. By means of comparison, the same problem setup
was addressed using the constructive heuristic defined in Chapter 5 which, recall,
was designed to replicate how decisions would be made in reality when faced with
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an evolving problem. As such, the use of the constructive heuristic will have an
advantage over the use of model Moff , due to its ability to adapt to the observed
changes in the environment.
Descriptive statistics of these experiments are provided in Table 7.18. Figure 7.8
shows the joint distribution of objective values as contour plots for both cases, where
we label the constructive heuristic method as ‘Heur’.
Table 7.18: Descriptive statistics of final objective values across all partially dynamic
problem instances, for both oﬄine search and constructor solution methods.
f1 g2
Mean Min Median Max Mean Min Median Max
Moff search 20.82 9 21 33 31124 18265 30768 51365
Moff constructor 17.63 7 18 29 49808 33172 49295 76954
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Figure 7.8: Density plots of final objective values across all partially dynamic problem
instances, for both oﬄine search and constructor solution methods.
The results show that in applying the model Moff to partially dynamic problems,
the resulting outcome in terms of fatalities will be high (on average) than would be
observed had the constructive solution method been applied to that same problem.
The situation is reversed when considering the suffering objective, in which case the
model Moff outperforms the constructive method. This suggests that the uncertainty
and dynamic behaviour contained within these problems has a particularly negative
impact on the fatalities objective which, given the lexicographic ordering of objectives,
implies that it is inappropriate to apply model Moff to these problem types. This
result should be contrasted with the analysis of model Moff in the case of static
problems, where significant improvements in performance were found. These results
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clearly demonstrate the danger of developing an optimisation model under a set of
assumptions which do not hold in reality.
The application of the model Moff to partially dynamic problems involves the
search for a solution based on perceived parameter values at the start of the response
operation. This suggested solution then has perceived objective values. The simula-
tion of the response operation, enacting the solution suggested by the model, then
leads to the realisation of the actual objective values of that solution. Contrasting
this initial perceived evaluation with the final actual evaluation provides insight into
the extent to which the initial value tends to be incorrect. This is demonstrated in
Figure 7.9. The scatter plot shows the difference in the initial and final values of
fatality and suffering objectives for each of the experimental runs conducted. It is
clear that the number of fatalities is consistently overestimated, while the level of
suffering is consistently underestimated.
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Figure 7.9: Final simulated values minus initial estimated values of the oﬄine search
procedure in partially dynamic problems.
It is of interest to consider the performance of the oﬄine model in more detail,
and in particular to identify any particular factors (in terms of the parameters listed
in Table 7.17) which demonstrate significant relationships with performance. To do
so, linear regression models relating each objective measure to the varied problem
parameters were fitted by first considering a ‘full’ model, including potential interac-
tion and higher order terms, and performing a backwards stepwise variable selection
procedure. The resulting estimates of coefficients remaining in the model following a
backwards stepwise elimination procedure are given, with associated standard errors
in Table 7.19.
In order to better visualize the relationships suggested by the regression models
described in Table 7.19, a number of Component And Residual (CAR) plots are pro-
vided. Each plot gives the residuals corresponding to a certain parameter, adjusted
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Table 7.19: Fitted linear regression models for objectives f1 and g2 for model Moff
in partially dynamic problems.
Dependent variable:
f1 g2
(1) (2)
initial value 0.218∗∗∗ 1.220∗∗∗
(0.050) (0.108)
λ1 −1,101.085∗
(605.431)
λ6 663.474
∗∗∗
(134.435)
λ7 −6.660∗∗∗ −26,229.010∗∗∗
(2.282) (2,623.779)
λ27 1.528
∗ 8,141.205∗∗∗
(0.903) (1,038.463)
Constant 16.428∗∗∗ 28,742.410∗∗∗
(2.674) (2,392.497)
R2 0.151 0.474
Adjusted R2 0.146 0.468
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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by the fitted regression relationship. As such, each plot both provides a better in-
tuition regarding the strength of the relationship identified, but also places this in
the context of the remaining variation due to both randomness and variation in other
parameters. In Figure 7.10, component and residual plots describing the relationships
between the final fatalities objective and both the initial estimate of that objective
and the level of disruption in the road network are given. These plots are generated
by modifying a normal plot of residuals around a given predictor variable through
adding the corresponding component of the fitted model. This allows both the fitted
linear relationship to be visualised, and also for it to be placed in the context of all
other sources of variation. As shown in Table 7.19, these parameters were the only
ones deemed to have a statistically significant effect on the fatalities objective.
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Figure 7.10: Component and residual plots of statistically significant relationships,
considering the fatalities objective of model Moff applied to partially dynamic prob-
lems.
There is a positive relationship between the value of the initial solution generated
at the start of model Moff ’s search procedure and the % improvement attained. This
suggests that it is in a sense ‘easier’ for the model to improve upon a solution of lower
quality than a higher quality solution. This is intuitive in the sense that we know
there is a lower limit to the objective values attainable, and the closer we are to this
limit in the first instance the harder it will be to locate an improving solution.
Similar plots are given in Figure 7.11, in this case describing all parameters which
were found to have a statistically significant relationship with the objective of suf-
fering. In addition to the initial objective estimate and the level of road network
disruption, the amount of error in triage classification and the length of delays in
communication were found to have a significant influence on the final level of suffer-
ing. The former effect demonstrates the importance of having accurate information
with regards to the health of casualties, and shows that an assumption that all health
data is known with complete accuracy could produce misleading conclusions regarding
the utility of the model.
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Figure 7.11: Component and residual plots of statistically significant relationships,
considering the suffering objective of model Moff applied to partially dynamic prob-
lems.
7.5 Fully dynamic problems
Having evaluated the performance of both oﬄine and online models in the case of
static and partially dynamic problems, we now go on to consider fully dynamic prob-
lems. As has been discussed in Section 7.2.7, only the online model Mon may be
applied to fully dynamic problems. In this section, a detailed analysis of how the
utility of this model is affected by various parameters will be conducted with the aim
of identifying key features of both the model and the problem which must be carefully
considered with designing optimisation models for use in MCI response.
7.5.1 Experimental design
The following experiments employ the online modelMon and, by means of comparison,
the constructive heuristic solution method. The experimental design builds upon that
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described in Table 7.17, in that each of the parameters listed there are subjected
to variation using the same ranges. In addition to those parameters, which related
exclusively to the objective space of the model, the parameters given in Table 7.20 are
also subject to variation. These parameters affect the rate at which casualties both
enter (through being discovered) and leave (through self-presentation) the modelled
environment. As in the case of Section 7.4.2, the experimental design was determined
through a Sobol sequence in order to ensure an even coverage of the design space.
Table 7.20: Parameters to be varied in designed experiments for fully dynamic prob-
lems.
Parameter Notation Range Description
Casualty discovery
rate
λ8 [0.1, 10] Average time taken to locate
a casualty following an incident
(mins).
Casualty self-
presentation rate
λ9 [5, 20] Average time an eligible casualty
will wait at scene before leaving
to self-present (mins).
7.5.2 Results
Before considering any relationships which exist between the parameters listed in
Tables 7.17 and 7.20, we fist examine the results averaged across all problem instances
considered. These are summarised in Table 7.21, which gives descriptive statistics for
both the fatalities and suffering objectives arising from application of both the online
model Mon and the constructive heuristic. Comparing the two methods, we see that
Mon outperforms the constructive heuristic in terms of both measures. These results
allow us to conclude that in the most realistic problems considered, and across a wide
range of problem and model parameters, application of the online model Mon leads
to improved performance in comparison to the simulation of current decision making
as represented by the constructive heuristic.
Table 7.21: Descriptive statistics of final objective values across all fully dynamic
problem instances, for both Mon and constructor solution methods.
f1 g2
Mean Min Median Max Mean Min Median Max
Mon 19.49 11 20 28 29008 18920 28784 44789
Constructor 21.50 10 21 31 31663 21793 31329 43168
These results are also given graphically in the form of a contour plot in Figure 7.12.
This chart can be contrasted with Figure 7.8, where it was shown that the oﬄine
model Moff resulted in worse performance in terms of the number of fatalities than
when the constructive heuristic was employed.
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Figure 7.12: Density plots of final objective values across all fully dynamic problem
instances, for both search and constructor solution methods.
Constructive heuristic
Before reporting a detailed analysis of the performance of the online model, it is
of interest to first examine the case of the constructive heuristic. As this solution
method was designed to mimic decision making as it stands, without the use of an
optimisation model, this represents a baseline case. Understanding the extent to
which performance is affected by the parameters listed in Tables 7.17 and 7.20 will
allow for a more informed evaluation of the online model.
As in the case of the evaluation of the oﬄine model in partially dynamic prob-
lems, it is informative to construct a regression model of performance, in terms of
f1 and g2, against the various model and problem parameters which are varied in
the experimental design. The results of these models for the case of the heuristic
solution method are given in Table 7.22, with component and residual plots given in
Figures 7.13 and 7.14.
Similar to the case of applying the oﬄine model in partially dynamic problems, a
clear relationship between the level of road network disruption and both fatalities and
suffering objectives can be seen when considering the application of the constructive
method to fully dynamic problems. In addition to this, a linear relationship between
the rate at which casualties are discovered and the number of fatalities has been
detected. This suggests that the performance of the model, in terms of f1 is negatively
impacted as the average length of time taken for casualties to be added to the model
increases. One possible explanation for this is that a low level of parameter λ8 will
lead to a large number of casualties whose tasks are in a ‘floating’ state early on in the
response operation, providing the constructive method more scope in arranging their
tasks in an optimal manner. In contrast, as the average discovery time is increased the
number of casualties to consider at any one time decreases, and so the scheduling of
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Table 7.22: Fitted linear regression models for objectives f1 and g2 for the constructor
method in fully dynamic problems.
Dependent variable:
f1 g2
(1) (2)
λ3 422.135
∗
(231.500)
λ4 932.003
∗∗∗
(351.675)
λ5 3,030.828
∗∗∗
(874.526)
λ6 301.396
∗
(155.671)
λ7 −3.140∗∗∗ −14,621.610∗∗∗
(0.507) (2,875.982)
λ27 4,150.673
∗∗∗
(1,138.955)
λ8 0.160
∗∗
(0.078)
Constant 24.579∗∗∗ 38,636.590∗∗∗
(0.776) (1,868.724)
R2 0.140 0.340
Adjusted R2 0.134 0.325
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure 7.13: Component and residual plots of statistically significant relationships,
considering the fatalities objective of the constructor method applied to fully dynamic
problems.
tasks will be dictated by the discovery times of the casualties rather than the decision
making of the constructor.
Online model Mon
Following the same format as in the case of the constructive solution method, the
results of applying the model Mon to fully dynamic problems are given in Table 7.23.
Component and residual plots are given in Figures 7.15 and 7.16.
In terms of the fatalities objective, the level of road network disruption was again
found to have a significant effect. In addition to this, a number of parameters relating
to the durations of tasks have been found to have significantly predictive relationships
with the number of fatalities. Increases in the standard deviation parameter used
when simulating task durations (λ3) is found to predict slightly lower fatalities, as
is an increase in the error of task duration estimates (λ4). While the effect of the
latter is quite intuitive, it is not as clear why an increased variation of task duration
parameters should have a negative impact on objective f1. One possible explanation
is that the increased variability is felt particularly through those durations which are
particularly large, in that the effect of these larger durations is not ‘cancelled out’ by
an opposite effect arising from those tasks which take on shorter durations.
The parameter λ5 was also shown to be a predictor of performance as measured by
fatalities. In particular, lower values of this parameter (corresponding to attempting
to consistently underestimate task durations) corresponds to best performance.
In the case of the suffering objective, g2, both road network disruption and the
error in task duration assessment were found to have relationships of the same type
as was found in the case of fatalities. In addition to these, increases in the parameter
corresponding to communication delay (λ6) was shown to correspond to increases in
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Table 7.23: Fitted linear regression models for objectives f1 and g2 for model Mon in
fully dynamic problems.
Dependent variable:
f1 g2
λ3 −0.303∗ 295.859
(0.180) (193.149)
λ4 −0.979∗∗∗ 1,208.967∗∗∗
(0.268) (287.114)
λ5 2.477
∗∗∗
(0.679)
λ6 0.184 286.583
∗∗
(0.121) (129.505)
λ7 −6.597∗∗∗ −8,167.673∗∗∗
(2.352) (2,518.210)
λ27 1.764
∗ 1,697.023∗
(0.930) (995.911)
λ8 106.037
∗
(58.314)
Constant 24.344∗∗∗ 33,284.630∗∗∗
(1.495) (1,595.636)
R2 0.131 0.225
Adjusted R2 0.120 0.215
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure 7.14: Component and residual plots of statistically significant relationships,
considering the suffering objective of the constructor method applied to fully dynamic
problems.
suffering. This was also the case of parameter λ8, denoting the rate at which ca-
sualties are discovered. The latter relationship may be best explained through the
same argument as was applied in the context of applying the constructive solution
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Figure 7.15: Component and residual plots of statistically significant relationships,
considering the fatalities objective of model Mon applied to fully dynamic problems.
method; by reducing the number of casualties, and therefore tasks, available to the
model for optimisation, the scheduling of tasks is determined to a greater degree by
the ‘discovery’ times of casualties as opposed to the decision making of the model. It
is also of interest to contrast these results with those obtained when applying model
Moff to partially dynamic problems. In that case, as was shown in Table 7.19 and
Figure 7.11, the accuracy of triage operations was shown to have a significant rela-
tionship with the suffering objective. This is not the case when applying model Mon
to fully dynamic problems. This suggests that the model Mon is capable of receiving
updates of information regarding the health of casualties, which could mitigate the
effect of any error in such estimates.
7.5.3 Discussion
The results described in Section 7.5.2 provide valuable insight into the behaviour
and utility of the proposed optimisation model in the context of realistic problems
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Figure 7.16: Component and residual plots of statistically significant relationships,
considering the suffering objective of model Mon applied to fully dynamic problems.
involving uncertain and dynamic behaviour in both the solution space and objective
space. We may explore how the results generated can illuminate a number of key
questions.
To what extent are oﬄine static schedules applicable in dynamic problems?
Considering the results of the oﬄine model as applied to partially dynamic problems
(Table 7.18 & Figure 7.8), we note that model Moff outperforms the constructive
approach in terms of suffering. However, in the case of fatalities it is the constructive
method which results in best average performance. In contrast, the results presented
in Section 7.3 suggested that the oﬄine model could lead to improvements in both
objectives. These results highlight a shortcoming of the method which was not evi-
dent from previous studies. The dangers of evaluating optimization models for MCI
response using unrealistically static and predictable problems scenarios is clear.
We note that the initial estimates of fatalities and suffering resulting from pre-
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computed solutions are systematically different from those realized upon completing
the simulation, as shown in Figure 7.9. Specifically, the number of fatalities is typi-
cally overestimated whereas the level of suffering is typically underestimated. These
discrepancies illustrate the difficulty in ensuring accurate forecasts within the dynamic
and uncertain MCI response environment.
Considering the linear regression models fitted in Section 7.4.2 (Table 7.19) we
note that the level of error in the estimation of task duration was not identified as
a significant predictor in terms of either fatalities or suffering. In contrast, errors
in the triage assessment of casualties do have a significant and negative association
with suffering, as does a delay in communication. As would be expected, the initial
expected value of the pre-computed solution influences the final objective values,
confirming that some value is retained throughout the simulation.
Finally, we note that the problem scenarios considered in the pre-computed case
only allowed for dynamic and uncertain behaviour in the objective space. Were such
behaviour to exist in the solution space, the pre-compacted approach would lead to
schedules which would quickly become irrelevant as the response operation progressed.
Can the search-based solution method cope with solution space dynamics
as well as non-predictive methods can?
The online model Mon results in improved performance in both fatalities and suffering
objectives, on average (Table 7.21 & Figure 7.12). We can therefore conclude that the
model Mon can deliver improved performance over the alternative heuristic approach.
How sensitive is the model to underlying variation and uncertainty in
objective space parameters?
Considering the regression models fitted (Tables 7.19 & 7.23) we see that, in compar-
ison to the oﬄine model, a larger number of relationships between parameters and
objective values were identified in the case of the online model. Indeed, all parameters
other than λ2 (frequency of triage) and λ9 (rate of casualty self-presentation) were
identified as potential predictors of at least one objective outcome. The omission of
triage frequency may be explained by the relatively short period of time in which
casualty health may change, i.e. while they remain within the hazardous area.
Road network disruption is important, as we would expect since it leads to longer
travel times. The delay in communication between the problem environment and the
model also has a significant effect on performance, as does the accuracy of initial
task duration estimates. However, while statistically significant linear relationships
with these parameters were identified, a large amount of otherwise unaccounted for
variance in performance remains.
Both fatalities and suffering are associated with a delay in communication in the
case of the online model, although the associated parameter estimate is lower than in
the oﬄine case. This suggests that the online methodology successfully reduces the
impact of poor communication by allowing for flexible adaptation of the schedule.
We note that the parameter describing the ‘task duration confidence’, i.e. the
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confidence the decision maker requires that their estimates of task durations will be
greater than or equal to the realized value, is identified as a significant predictor of
the fatalities objective for the online model. The relationship is positive and linear,
suggesting that by estimating task duration in a manner which will result in under-
estimates on average can lead to improved performance.
7.6 Summary
The development of any optimisation model for MCI response must be carefully eval-
uated before its further development or implementation can be considered. In this
Chapter we have presented such an evaluation, focussing not only on specific details
of the models described in this thesis but also on general problem and model char-
acteristics, in an effort to gain valuable insight into the applicability of optimisation
models in general to the MCI response environment.
Considering problems with increasing levels of realism in turn, both the oﬄine
model Moff (as developed through Chapter 4) and the online model Mon (as devel-
oped through Chapter 6) were evaluated through extensive simulation experiments.
Generating a large number of data for each individual evaluation allowed for a statis-
tical approach to the analysis of the results, thus helping to avoid spurious conclusions
regarding patterns or relationships which were primarily due to chance variation.
While it was demonstrated that the model Moff led to improved performance in
comparison to the constructive heuristic method when applied to static problems,
this was shown to break down when partially dynamic problems were considered.
This clearly demonstrated the danger of making inappropriate assumptions when
evaluating the utility of an optimisation model in MCI response, as it implies that a
model thought to be of considerable potential (evaluated in unrealistic static problem
scenarios) could lead to worse performance than the current standard when applied
to more realistic, partially dynamic problems.
However, in evaluating the utility of the online model Mon in the case of fully
dynamic problems, performance was demonstrated to improve upon the alternative
heuristic method. This provides valuable motivation for the continued study and de-
velopment of optimisation models for MCI response, providing that such models are
capable of online use, i.e. receiving regular updates of relevant information from the
problem environment while delivering decision support in a gradual manner through-
out the entire response operation. These conclusions contribute significantly to calls
observed in the literature (as discussed in Chapter 3) for future work in this field to
pursue the development of online optimisation models for use in real-time.
In addition to the evaluation of the proposed models, on average, results have also
been broken down to allow for the analysis of individual problem and model charac-
teristics. This has allowed for several important insights to be generated, providing
further understanding to exactly why an online modelling methodology leads to im-
proved performance, and to which types of problems we can expect this improved
performance to be observed in.
Given the large number of characteristics which could be varied, both in terms
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of the problems considered and of the models themselves, only a subset of potential
experiments were conducted and analysed in this Chapter. While many more could
be suggested, the real-time nature of the simulation experiments coupled with limited
computational resources meant a focussed approach was essential. The results gen-
erated through the experiments of this Chapter will be valuable in terms of deciding
which factors should be the focus of subsequent evaluations.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The application of optimisation methods to the area of Mass Casualty Incident re-
sponse poses a significant challenge. In this thesis, such an application has been
developed. Building upon the base of academic literature in the field, this work has
focussed on developing an optimisation model which both addresses a problem not
yet considered by other researchers (casualty processing), and on ensuring that this
model improves upon similar ones before it in terms of the number and nature of
assumptions which underpin it.
In this final chapter, a summary of the work described in this thesis is first given
in Section 8.1. Here, the original objectives of the project, as described in Chapter
1, will be revisited. A focus will be maintained on the elements of the work which
can be considered as both significant and original contributions of knowledge to the
academic literature. Following this, in Section 8.2 the work will be critically assessed,
with weaknesses identified and promising avenues for further research discussed.
8.1 Summary
Recall that the objectives of this thesis, as set out in Section 1.2, were to:
1. identify a particular decision problem faced in large scale emergency response
which has the potential to be amenable to optimisation based decision support;
2. develop and implement a mathematical model of this decision problem;
3. implement an appropriate solution methodology such that high quality solutions
to the decision problem can be found in a timely manner;
4. develop and implement a stochastic simulation of the large scale emergency
response environment to be run in conjunction with the optimisation model;
5. evaluate the proposed model and solution algorithm through a Monte Carlo
analysis using the simulation.
In what follows we summarise the work contained in this thesis and the extent to
which the above objectives were achieved.
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8.1.1 Background and foundations
The task of identifying a specific decision problem was detailed in Chapters 2 and
3. In the former, the area of large-scale emergency response was reviewed from a
practical standpoint, with particular attention given to UK emergency planning and
emergency response practitioner documentation. Throughout Chapter 2, the focus
of the work was narrowed to a specific class of large scale emergency, namely the
Mass Casualty Incident (MCI). Specific details regarding the decision making which
takes place during MCI response were set out, providing the foundations for their
subsequent mathematical formulation.
Following this establishment of the problem area, previous research into the de-
sign and implementation of optimisation models for decision support in emergency
response was reviewed in Chapter 3. Given the large number of potential decision
problems within MCI response from which a single decision problem was to be identi-
fied, the research reviewed was of an accordingly broad nature in terms of application.
Reviewing models focussed on logistics, resource allocation and facility location led
to a gap in the literature being identified. The problem of scheduling the extrication,
treatment and transportation to hospital of all casualties, within time scales of a few
hours following the MCI, and including in the decision formulation the choice of hos-
pital to which each casualty should be delivered, had yet to be modelled and solved.
This problem was denoted the Casualty Processing Problem, and was the focus of the
remainder of the thesis. Objective 1 was therefore successfully achieved.
8.1.2 Model development and solution
The initial formulation of the Casualty Processing Problem was described in Chapter
4. Here, the specific structure of the decision space was set out, moving forward
from the qualitative details provided in Chapter 2. A combinatorial structure was
found to be the most natural representation of the decision space. Specifically, a
task scheduling approach was employed, using the established Job-shop Scheduling
Problem and its variants as a starting point. The task of evaluating any given solution
lying in this decision space was separated into two parts. Firstly, the procedure used
to compute a forecast of a schedule of the response operation was described. This
routine made use of estimates of task durations, knowledge of dependency relations
between tasks and a graphical representation of the spatial environment to arrive at
estimated start and end times of all tasks within the model. The second component of
solution evaluation made use of these estimated times when computing five separate
measures of solution quality. These consisted of an estimate of the number of fatalities,
a weighted sum of the times taken to deliver casualties to hospital, a measure of the
suitability of hospital choice for each casualty, together with two standard metrics for
schedule evaluation: the time spent idle by all resources, and the makespan. These
five objective functions were combined through a mixture of lexicographic ordering
and weighted scalarizing methods in order to specify the full multi-objective model
with minimal reliance of the setting of weights. Together, the formal representation
of the decision problem and the multi-objective formulation constitute the model of
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objective 2.
Having developed the initial model, Chapter 5 addressed the problem of auto-
matically finding high quality solutions. Basic heuristics were identified, both of a
constructive and a iterative nature. The former were employed in a constructive
heuristic solution methodology. This algorithm was capable of quickly producing
candidate schedules in a manner which aimed to reflect the decision making process
which would be carried out as routine. In addition to this solution methodology, a
local search routing was also described. The algorithm, an implementation of the
Variable Neighbourhood Descent metaheuristic, used several neighbourhood struc-
tures of variable size in order to avoid becoming trapped in the local optima typical of
combinatorial optimisation problems. Both the constructive and local search solution
methodologies were evaluated in order to identify the best performing parameterisa-
tions. The development and evaluation of these solution methodogies corresponds to
objective 3.
The final stage of model development was described in Chapter 6, where the im-
portant issue of the inherently volatile nature of MCI response was tackled. With the
aim of removing common assumptions regarding the completeness, accuracy and sta-
bility of information used to build the decision support model, an interface allowing
for the continual passing of information from the problem environment to the model
was introduced. This was complemented by the ability to communicate in the oppo-
site direction, from model to problem environment, in real time also. In preparation
for the evaluation of the model in a dynamic environment subject to uncertainty,
a simulation of the problem environment was described. In this simulation, corre-
sponding to objective 4, parameters previously assumed to be fixed and known were
allowed to be subject to error in their estimation. Parameters including the duration
of tasks, the time needed to make a certain journey, and the health of a casualty, were
all allowed to be estimated with a degree of error and subsequently corrected once
the real values had been realised. The specific case of uncertainty in travel times,
arising from uncertainty regarding the level of disruption to the road network, was
considered in detail. A number of routing strategies for use in such situations were
provided.
8.1.3 Experimental analysis
The development of the simulation and interface methods of Chapter 6 allowed for
a comprehensive evaluation of the proposed model, as detailed in Chapter 7. Varia-
tions of both the model and the problem simulation were compared, in the process
allowing for the validity of model assumptions to be examined. Features of the model
introduced in Chapter 4 were evaluated in order to demonstrate their benefit. Further-
more, the extent to which features of the problem environment, such as the average
time taken to update the model of a realised parameter (e.g. the end time of a task),
affected the utility of the model was evaluated. Computational experiments of the
Monte Carlo nature were employed in this process, with statistical models fitted to
the results in order to identify statistically significant predictors of performance. This
represented the achievement of objective 5.
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8.2 Critical appraisal and further work
8.2.1 Decision problem
The casualty processing problem identified in Chapters 2 and 3 was represented as,
primarily, a task scheduling formulation. In many respects, this is a natural repre-
sentation of the problem. In particular, the key tasks of extrication, treatment and
transportation all have well-defined durations - that is, the length of time spent on
a task is not a decision in itself. The natural ordering of these tasks was also effec-
tively captured through dependencies in the scheduling process. However, with up to
four tasks to be scheduled for each casualty, this representation incurred a significant
computational burden when used in problems involving large numbers of casualties.
Furthermore, there is a degree of redundancy in this representation. Given two casu-
alties with matching initial characteristics (i.e. health level, need of extrication, need
of treatment) at the same incident site, their equivalence propagates to become an
equivalence of tasks within the model. That is, throughout the optimisation process
the corresponding tasks of these two casualties could be interchanged with no effect
on the resulting schedule. A solution representation which recognised this equivalence
would result in a reduced solution space, which in turn could be more comprehensively
searched by a given optimisation methodology in a given amount of time.
The general form of the decision problem could be extended to other specific MCI
response problems. In particular, other task types and responder types could be
included within the general task scheduling framework. As with all tasks included in
the proposed model, any additions would require to be of a discrete nature and to
be completed by a single responder unit in a single sitting. Stochastic task durations
could be incorporated in the same manner as for extrication tasks. Extensions to
consider more fundamental difference, such as tasks which could be completed by
multiple responders, or tasks which could be completed over multiple sessions, would
require more extensive development.
8.2.2 Model
The process of constructing a schedule from a given solution took into account the
expected durations of all tasks, their dependency relations, and any time needed by
responders to travel between the final location of one task to the initial location of the
next. Additional information regarding any ‘setup’ or ‘turnaround’ time required at
the start or end of tasks could also be built into the scheduling process. For example,
upon reaching the destination hospital while transporting a casualty, the transfer of
said casualty from ambulance to hospital will likely require some time. This time
could be relatively consistent or highly variable - data would have to be collected in
order to properly infer such characteristics. In terms of the mathematical description
of the model, setup or turnaround times could be included as properties of tasks in
the same manner as duration. In terms of implementation, limited adjustment to the
scheduling algorithm and the representation of tasks would be required.
During the evaluation of schedules, a Markov chain is employed in the represen-
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tation of casualty health as a discrete state stochastic process. This reflects well the
discrete triage system used in practice in classifying casualty health. However, mod-
elling health in this manner imposes the Markovian assumption. This states that the
stochastic process is ‘memoryless’, with the probabilities of transition into another
state determined only by the current state. In our case this can be interpreted as
saying that the probability of a casualty’s health deteriorating, given that they are in
state Ti, does not change whilst they stay in state Ti. Thus, a casualty who has been
in state T1 for two minutes has the same probability of dying in the next minute as a
casualty who has been in state T1 for an hour. The Markovian assumption is difficult
to examine in the absence of data recording the health progression of a sufficiently
large sample of casualties in MCI situations, and such data are not available.
Regarding the objective measure of hospital choice, we note that the process
whereby hospitals increase their available resources through enacting a major incident
plan is assumed to have a simple, linear form. This could be improved in terms of
realism, if appropriate data were gathered. More generally, improvements in this
measure could be found through introducing a more specific definition of hospital
resources, with explicit representations of staff and of beds.
The combination of these and other objectives was achieved through a lexico-
graphic approach. As demonstrated in Chapter 7, this can lead to large losses in
suffering being accepted in exchange for small gains in fatalities. In some cases, this
may not be viewed as desirable by the decision makers involved. The problem could
be addressed through relaxing the priority levels employed when separating the ob-
jective classes, allowing for some degree of trade-off between the two objectives to be
recognised as acceptable. Another approach to the formulation of the multi-objective
problem would be to consider a Pareto view. Here, rather than focussing the search
on a single solution which should involve a good balance between the individual ob-
jective functions, the model would instead attempt to find a set of solutions, each of
which is not dominated by any other known solution (in the Pareto sense). It would
then be left to the decision maker to select, from this set of solutions, that which
best reflected their current priorities with regard to each objective function. Such
a representation would, however, require significant modifications to the presented
model, particularly in terms of the solution methodology employed and the interface
between the online model and the simulation of the problem environment.
8.2.3 Parameterisation
Whilst the computational experiments described in Chapter 7 included analysis of
the sensitivity of model performance to changes in several types of parameters, there
remain some which did not undergo this process and so should be highlighted here.
Firstly, the transition probabilities used in the parameterisations of the Markov
chain governing health states were estimated. As discussed previously, there is a spar-
sity of data documenting the progression of casualty health in MCI environments, and
so it was not possible for these transition probabilities to be derived from empirical
evidence. Instead, parameters were estimated and the resulting behaviour analysed
to ensure that they were sensible choices. It would be of interest in future work to
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examine the sensitivity of the results reported in this thesis to changes in these pa-
rameters, as this would provide further insight in terms of to which types of problems
we may expect the model to be successfully applicable to.
Weights were also assigned to casualty health states for the calculation of objective
f2, evaluating the time taken to deliver casualties to hospital. As described in Chapter
4, these weights were set in a manner which reflected the rough guidelines of how
soon casualties should be treated for each triage state. Again, the sensitivity of
performance to these parameters should be assessed.
Finally, we note that calculations estimating the time needed for responders to
travel across the disaster environment required parameters of ‘cruise speed’ and ac-
celeration to be set. In this work the values of these parameters were taken from
a previously published analysis of ambulance travel times in Calgary, Canada [15].
While these values should provide a solid foundation for the specific model environ-
ment discussed in this thesis, it would clearly be desirable for them to be based on
local ambulance travel time data.
8.2.4 Optimisation
The constructive heuristic introduced in Chapter 5 was designed to generate good
quality solutions quickly, in a manner which would reflect how decisions would be
made by responders on the ground in a real incident. Other constructive heuristic
methodologies could be designed and implemented without such constraints. In par-
ticular, a simple ‘greedy’ constructor could, potentially, deliver solutions of higher
quality with minimal increase in computation time.
In addition to development of constructive heuristic solution methodologies, fur-
ther work could focus on the improvement of iterative search procedures. The Variable
Neighbourhood Descent metaheuristic described in Chapter 5 was of a local search na-
ture, using several neighbourhood structures. These same neighbourhood structures
could be used in other metaheuristic search strategies of a local search nature, such as
Simulated Annealing or Tabu Search. In addition, population based metaheuristics
such as Genetic Algorithms could be implemented.
The neighbourhood structures detailed in Chapter 5 are implemented in a highly
coherent manner, where all neighbourhood moves are translated into a series of atomic
operations using a shared library. As noted previously, this in turn allows for the
definition of a metric on the space of solutions independent of the neighbourhood
structures employed. This feature was not exploited in this thesis, but represents a
promising avenue for future research. In particular, imposing a common underlying
structure on the solution space could facilitate its automatic characterisation, in terms
of its fitness landscape features, using techniques from the field of machine learning.
Solution algorithms which could adapt their heuristics to best suit the type of fitness
landscape in which it finds itself could lead to improvements in terms of robustness.
Finally, it should be noted that the dynamic, evolving nature of the casualty
processing problem presents specific challenges to optimisation. Given the variation
in performance of both the constructive heuristic Φ and the VND algorithm over the
range of problems considered in Section 5.5, it is suggested that hyper-heuristics [107]
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could provide more robust and adaptive performance over the wide range of potential
scenarios. In particular, hyper-heuristics could be combined with the type of machine
learning analysis described to self-learn how to proceed with searching a particular
solution space.
8.2.5 Simulation
The simulation of volatility presented in this thesis is restricted to that resulting from
factors external to the response operation itself. That is, we assume that all respon-
ders will follow the instruction issued by the optimization model regardless of their
own personal view of events. This assumption should be examined in further detail.
In particular, it would be of interest to consider situations where an individual re-
sponder has access to information which is significantly more accurate and up-to-date
than that which was used by the optimization model in formulating its instruction.
Such an analysis would require a detailed model of individual decision making; an
agent-based simulation, such as that described in [62], would be well suited to this
task. Allowing for the responder to override the model in such a situation could
improve overall performance, although the impact of introducing further uncertainty
and volatility into the model should be examined.
8.2.6 Information processing
As discussed in [55], a Bayesian approach to processing information in the dynamic
environment of disaster response may be applicable. While the model presented
in this work employs such an approach when considering parameters which govern
travel times in the road network and the rate at which casualties self-present, other
parameters may benefit from similar treatment. In particular, we note that the full
hierarchial model representing the duration of response tasks could be estimated and
adjusted as information is accrued during the response. This would, however, require
further computational resources. If such a learning routine were to be implemented,
it would be of value to analyze to what extent performance is robust to changes in
the underlying model.
Considering the potential progression from a simulation of the problem environ-
ment to use in a real scenario, the results of Chapter 7 underscore the importance
of effective and fast communication of information. While communication from the
optimisation model to the problem environment should not pose a significant chal-
lenge, the transfer of information in the other direction may be difficult [97]. Further
research into the availability and suitability of technology allowing for such gathering
and transferring of information would be an essential next step in the application of
optimisation models to real MCI response operations.
8.2.7 Computational experiments
Throughout Chapter 7 a number of experiments were designed with the aim of evalu-
ating the performance of the model in a range of problem types. The design of these
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experiments sought to include the most relevant and interesting parameters of the
model and the problem simulation as variables, in order to allow for their influence
on performance to be measured. However, given further resources, yet more experi-
ments could be run in order to evaluate a number of variables held fixed in Chapter 7.
In particular, it is noted that the effect of the numbers of responders, the dependency
level of tasks and the number of sites remained the same in all experiments from
Section 7.4 onwards. It would be of interest to measure the effect changes in these
parameters have on performance in the partially and fully dynamic cases.
Another parameter which was held constant was the number of casualties. This
was done so as to make changes in the number of responders more meaningful, leading
to a change in responders relative to the demand for their time. Repeating some of
the analyses presented in this thesis with varying numbers of casualties would shed
light on the stability of the conclusions derived. In particular, due to the expected
‘combinatorial explosion’ which would accompany an increase in casualty numbers,
it would be of value to ascertain a threshold above which the application of the local
search methodology is not worthwhile in comparison to the constructive methodology.
In some cases, the regression models fitted to data in Chapter 7 only captured
a limited proportion of the variability in results. For example, the model describing
the relation of the suffering objective to model and problem characteristics (see Ta-
ble 7.19) had an adjusted R2 values of 0.474. This demonstrates that the covariates
included in the model, while explaining some of the variation in results, leave 52.6% of
it unexplained. In one sense, this is a reassuring assessment of the complexity of the
system. If a regression model using these covariates accounted for a high proportion
of variation, this would indicate the system is highly predictable, a characteristic we
would not associate with an MCI response operation. However, it would nevertheless
be desirable to further categorise sources of variation in order to better understand
the simulation model. For example, it would be of interest to estimate how much
variability is due to the stochastic nature of the optimisation process, or how much
is due to the stochastic nature of casualty health progression.
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Appendix A
Description of raw data files
This appendix provides descriptions of the data files used in the analyses throughout
this thesis. The data files described are available in electronic format, both on a CD
attached to this thesis and online. For each data file, a table is given which describes
each of the fields used in the analysis. The online version of the files can be found at
‘https://www.dropbox.com/sh/a1gnxn6zkanae6x/AAAQhyoJZzuO2muQZotEGeB6a’.
A.1 Chapter 5
The data used in the analysis of various configurations of the constructive heuristic,
presented in Section 5.5.1, are given in the file ‘data constructor config.txt’. The
format of that file is given in Table A.1. The data used in the analysis of various
configurations of the local search procedure, presented in Section 5.5.2, are given in
the file ‘data search config.txt’. The format of that file is given in Table A.2.
Table A.1: Raw data: constructor configurations. Used in the analysis of Sec-
tion 5.5.1.
Column Name Description
1 R Responder levels, 12 = Rlow, 24 = Rmed, 36 = Rhigh
2 D Dependency levels, 18 = Dlow, 48 = Dmed, 102 = Dhigh
3 S Number of sites, 5 = Sone, 6 = Stwo, 7 = Sthree
4 C Constructor configuration
5 end f1 Final value of objective f1
6 end f2 Final value of objective f2
7 end f3 Final value of objective f3
8 end f4 Final value of objective f4
9 end f5 Final value of objective f5
10 end g2 Final value of objective g2
11 end g3 Final value of objective g3
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Table A.2: Raw data: local search configurations. Used in the analysis of Sec-
tion 5.5.2.
Column Name Description
1 R Responder levels, 12 = Rlow, 24 = Rmed, 36 = Rhigh
2 D Dependency levels, 18 = Dlow, 48 = Dmed, 102 = Dhigh
3 S Number of sites, 5 = Sone, 6 = Stwo, 7 = Sthree
4 P Local search configuration
5 end f1 Final value of objective f1
6 end f2 Final value of objective f2
7 end f3 Final value of objective f3
8 end f4 Final value of objective f4
9 end f5 Final value of objective f5
10 end g2 Final value of objective g2
11 end g3 Final value of objective g3
A.2 Chapter 7
The data used in the analysis of routing strategies, presented in Section 7.4.1, are
given in the file ‘data routing.txt’. The format of that file is given in Table A.3.
Table A.3: Raw data: routing strategies. Used in the analysis of Section 7.4.1.
Column Name Description
1 R Responder levels, 12 = Rlow, 24 = Rmed, 36 = Rhigh
2 D Dependency levels, 18 = Dlow, 48 = Dmed, 102 = Dhigh
3 S Number of sites, 5 = Sone, 6 = Stwo, 7 = Sthree
5 end f1 Final value of objective f1
6 end f2 Final value of objective f2
7 end f3 Final value of objective f3
8 end f4 Final value of objective f4
9 end f5 Final value of objective f5
10 end g2 Final value of objective g2
11 end g3 Final value of objective g3
12 strat Routing strategy
13 dist Network disruption parameter
14 rate Autonomous routing improvement rate
The data used in the analysis of the model Moff in static problems, presented in
Section 7.4.1, are given in the file ‘data static oﬄine.txt’. The format of that file is
given in Table A.4.
The data used in the analysis of the modelMrt in static problems, presented in Sec-
tion 7.3.2, are given in the files ‘data static real time1.txt’, ‘data static real time2.txt’,
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Table A.4: Raw data: static, oﬄine. Used in the analysis of Section 7.3.1.
Column Name Description
1 R Responder levels, 12 = Rlow, 24 = Rmed, 36 = Rhigh
2 D Dependency levels, 18 = Dlow, 48 = Dmed, 102 = Dhigh
3 S Number of sites, 5 = Sone, 6 = Stwo, 7 = Sthree
4 Exp Oﬄine model variant index, {1, 2, 3, 4}
5 end f1 Final value of objective f1
6 end f2 Final value of objective f2
7 end f3 Final value of objective f3
8 end f4 Final value of objective f4
9 end f5 Final value of objective f5
10 end g2 Final value of objective g2
11 end g3 Final value of objective g3
12 start f1 Initial value of objective f1
13 start f2 Initial value of objective f2
14 start f3 Initial value of objective f3
15 start f4 Initial value of objective f4
16 start f5 Initial value of objective f5
17 start g2 Initial value of objective g2
18 start g3 Initial value of objective g3
and ‘data static real time3.txt’. The format of that file is given in Tables A.5, A.6
and A.7 respectively.
Table A.5: Raw data: static, real-time, fixed optimisation time. Used in the analysis
of Section 7.3.2 to generate the box plots in Figures 7.5 and 7.6.
Column Name Description
1 time Time spent optimising before issuing the schedule (mins)
2 g2 Value of objective g2 after correcting for delay
3 f1 Value of objective f1 after correcting for delay
Table A.6: Raw data: static, real-time, continuous adjustment, objective g2. Used in
the analysis of Section 7.3.2 to generate the lines in Figures 7.5 and 7.6.
Column Name Description
1 cont t Time spent optimising
2 cont g2 Value of objective g2 at that time, accounting for delay
The data used in the analysis of the local search and constructive solution meth-
ods in partially dynamic problems, presented in Section 7.4.2, are given in the files
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Table A.7: Raw data: static, real-time, continuous adjustment, objective f1. Used in
the analysis of Section 7.3.2 to generate the lines in Figures 7.5 and 7.6.
Column Name Description
1 cont t Time spent optimising
2 cont f1 Value of objective f1 at that time, accounting for delay
‘data PD search.txt’ and ‘data PD const.txt’. The data used in the analysis of the
local search and constructive solution methods in fully dynamic problems, presented
in Section 7.5, are given in the files ‘data FD search.txt’ and ‘data FD const.txt’.
The format of all four files is identical, and given in Table A.8.
Table A.8: Raw data: partially and fully dynamic problems. Used in the analysis of
Sections 7.4 and 7.5.
Column Name Description
2 end f1 Final value of objective f1
3 end f2 Final value of objective f2
4 end f3 Final value of objective f3
5 end f4 Final value of objective f4
6 end f5 Final value of objective f5
7 end g2 Final value of objective g2
8 end g3 Final value of objective g3
9 task err Task duration assessment error λ4
10 tri err Triage assessment error λ1
11 tri freq Triage frequency λ2
12 task sd Task duration variance λ3
14 sp rate Casualty self-presentation rate λ9
15 road Road network disruption λ7
17 comm del Communication delay λ6
19 cas rate Casualty discovery rate λ8
20 conf Task duration confidence λ5
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Appendix B
Publications arising from this
thesis
B.1 Journal papers
B.1.1 Published:
(i) Wilson, D.T., Hawe, G.I., Coates, G. & Crouch, R.S., “Evaluation of cen-
tralized and autonomous routing strategies in major incident response”. Safety
Science, Accepted.
(ii) Wilson, D.T., Hawe, G.I., Coates, G. & Crouch, R.S. (2013), “Modeling un-
certain and dynamic casualty health in optimization-based decision support for
mass casualty incident response”, International Journal of Information Systems
for Crisis Response and Management, 5 (2), 32-44.
(iii) Wilson, D.T., Hawe, G.I., Coates, G. & Crouch, R.S. (2013), “A multi-
objective combinatorial model of casualty processing in major incident response”,
European Journal of Operational Research, 230, 643-655.
B.1.2 Under review:
(iv) Wilson, D.T., Hawe, G.I., Coates, G. & Crouch, R.S., “Online optimisation for
casualty processing in major incident response: an experimental analysis”. Eu-
ropean Journal of Operational Research, under 2nd review following requested
revision.
B.2 Refereed conference papers
(v) Wilson, D.T., Hawe, G.I., Coates, G. & Crouch, R.S. (2013), “Scheduling
response operations under transport network disruptions”, Proceedings of the
10th International Conference on Information Systems for Crisis Response and
Management (ISCRAM 2013).
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(vi) Wilson, D.T., Hawe, G.I., Coates, G. & Crouch, R.S. (2012), “Stochastic task
durations in the scheduling of emergency response operations”, Proceedings of
the 30th Workshop of the UK Planning And Scheduling Special Interest Group
(PlanSIG 2012).
(vii) Wilson, D.T., Hawe, G.I., Coates, G. & Crouch, R.S. (2012), “A hyper-
heuristic approach to optimizing emergency response”, Proceedings of the 4th
International Conference on Metaheuristics and Nature Inspired Computing
(META 2012).
(viii) Wilson, D.T., Hawe, G.I., Coates, G. & Crouch, R.S. (2012), “Effective allo-
cation of casualties to hospitals in mass casualty incidents”, Proceedings of the
3rd IEEE International Conference on Emergency Management and Manage-
ment Sciences (ICEMMS 2012).
(ix) Wilson, D.T., Hawe, G.I., Coates, G. & Crouch, R.S. (2012), “Estimating the
value of casualty health information to optimization-based decision support in
response to major incidents”, Proceedings of the 9th International Conference
on Information Systems for Crisis Response and Management (ISCRAM 2012).
(x) Wilson, D.T., Hawe, G.I., Coates, G. & Crouch, R.S. (2011), “A decision
support framework for large scale emergency response”, Proceedings of Disaster
Management 2011.
B.3 Timeline and description
An initial formulation of the casualty processing model and solution methodology
described in this thesis was published in (x). In this paper, some key features of
the final model were introduced. The task allocation and scheduling form of the
decision was set out, with an initial identification of the associated tasks and response
units. The objective function described in this paper employed the Markov chain
technique described in Chapter 4, although in this case the health sub-model was
used to describe fluctuations in casualty health in all environment the casualty found
themselves in - not just the hazardous environment of within the inner cordon. The
estimate of fatalities obtained through employing this method was the sole objective
function used in the optimisation process.
Development of the model continued in (viii), where the importance of hospital
allocation was explored in more detail. This involved improving the model to allow
for more detail to be used when deciding to which hospital each casualty should be
take, in particular making allowance for heterogeneous and dynamic capacities and
capabilities of hospitals. The fact that casualties often autonomously self-present at
a hospital of their choice was also included in this development.
Progressing to a multi-objective formulation, the full oﬄine casualty processing
model was described in (iii). In comparison to the initial formulation given in (x), the
model took on a multi-objective nature, using a number of measures in addition to
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the expected number of fatalities. These measures included one corresponding to the
quality of hospital allocation, as described above. Solution methodologies were also
described in more detail in this paper, including both the constructive heuristic and
local search routines described in Chapter 5. The key point of further work discussed
in the conclusion of this paper was the need to recognise the dynamic nature of
the disaster response environment and its potential impact upon the utility of the
proposed scheduling model or other similar approaches.
This question directed the remainder of the research on this project. In (ix), an
initial evaluation of dynamics was given by focussing on casualty health. The initial
results presented in this conference paper were expanded and elaborated upon in the
journal manuscript (ii). The challenge of a dynamic problem environment to effective
optimisation was explored in (vii), where a hyper-heursitic approach to developing an
adaptive local search procedure was described. Following this point, all subsequent
research focussed on the evaluation of the model in dynamic environments, through
the development of the simulation and interface methods described in Chapter 6.
In particular, temporal parameters of the model were developed to allow for their
dynamic and uncertain nature. In (vi), the impact of uncertain task durations upon
the utility of the model was evaluated, allowing for the model to continuously update
parameters as and when information regarding the true duration of tasks was gathered
from the simulation. Similar ideas were detailed in (v), in this case relating to the
uncertainty inherent in travel time predictions when there is an unknown level of
disruption in the transport network. This work was subsequently elaborated in (i).
A final journal paper examining, in a comprehensive manner, a host of dynamic
and uncertain problem characteristics and their impact upon performance was also
submitted for journal publication (iv).
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